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PREFACE

THIS book is intended as a guide for those who are attracted to
ecological work, but are uncertain as to how to set about it,

Parts I and II aim at providing the minimum theoretical
basis which will serve as a satisfactory framework for
field studies of plant communities. The chief climax
of vegetation -association, consociation and society-are
adopted from Clements's scheme.1 They to the author
the most satisfactory working units, and they
taken up-and successfully used by several of the
British workers. The conception of a climax is not,

'restricted to the climatic climax, but is applied to any
relatively stable and well characterised community
mined by any actual combination of persistent
including biotic factors.* The serai units are explained In
a footnote on page 47, and may be used by anyone who is
.working at succession and who finds them useful. The
ception of a plant formation has been wholly omitted* In
view of the different senses in which it is by
Continental-European workers on the one and the
English and Americans on the other. It is not an
conception for the purposes of the work. In
theoretical discussion is intentionally reduced to a minimum*
" Part III deals with the study of The

necessity of definite aims is first and
indication of what these aims should be Is

different methods of studying by 01 the
making of maps and charts are described, with
on the danger of turning methods Into Gnd*~»th<* e«d

1 F, E. Clements, Plmt Suc&trion of
ugtoD, 1916). See Journal of Ecology, 4, p. 199, 1916*

» Readers who are interested in the theory of
are referred to my theoretical In ** The 01
vegetation and the Concept of Bwetef a/ / **
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of all work on vegetation being the knowledge and unde
standing of it.

Part IV deals with habitat analysis in an elemental
manner, methods demanding much special training beii
omitted. At the risk of appearing content with superfici
work on the habitat, I have preferred to endeavour
concentrate attention on the vegetation itself, being co
vinced that such concentration is not only more fruitf
for the beginner, but is more likely than too highly specialis<
habitat work to lead to sound advance in our knowled,

of vegetation. We sometimes tend to forget the plan
I and their struggles for the sake of the measurement of sing

habitat factors, of which we may easily exaggerate t
importance. This is not, of course, to suggest that beginne
should ignore the habitat altogether, nor that advano
workers should fail to push the analysis of factors and the
combinations to the furthest possible point. On the oth
hand, there are few of us who would not be the wiser f
paying more attention than we commonly do to the behavio
and relations of the plants themselves.

Part V deals with school-work in ecology, for which the
may be a great future if interest and enthusiasm can 1
aroused in adequate measure. The "nature study" nc
very widely pursued in the lower forms of schools is suggest*
as the proper foundation for ecological work, and a pi
is put forward for the development of this on ecologic
lines, in schools where the opportunities are good, through^
the school course. It is not for a moment supposed that ai
school could adopt the whole of the suggestions contain<
in Part V. But it is hoped that among these there rm
be found material which wiE be useful for practical develo
ment as outdoor work, sometimes perhaps as part of a cour
in practical geography, sometimes for the widening, if m
the foundation, of a laboratory or classroom course
botany. Probably all serious and systemaMe outdoor woi
is more trouble to the teaciter than indoor work, Iwt it
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believed that the extra labour wiU be fully repaid by the
interest aroused.

The Appendix contains additional information on various
topics, which could not be treated more fully in the text
without overloading the various chapters.

Finally, there is a fairly full list of papers on British
vegetation, arranged geographically, so that would-be
students of vegetation in different parts of the country
may learn what has been done in their neighbourhood on
modern lines. It is unfortunate that many of the older
papers are comparatively inaccessible, but during the last
decade most of the British work has been published in Thi
Journal of Ecology, which is readily obtainable* It
be mentioned here that this journal is published by the
Cambridge University Press at 20s. for the
and that all the back numbers are available.

of the British Ecological Society (Secretary, Dr. E. J*
Salisbury, The Briars, Crosspath, Radlett, Herts), which
owns the Journal of Ecology, is open to all Hie
subscription is 255., which includes, of the
to attend the meetings at which papers arc dis-
cussed, and the summer excursions, as well as delivery
of the Journal and other privileges.

There are, so far as my knowledge
in existence which have at all the sis

Dr. Clements's Research Mdhod$ in (2905) and
Dr. Rubel's Geobotani&che Untenuchungsmith&Am

'Both are admirable and most useful works, but ndtltttr Ii
suitable for the British student who has little
knowledge of the subject. In thus 10
what I believe is a widespread I wa§
many difficulties, mainly concerned with bt
included in and what should be a
length it was desirable to restrict §0 that It be
at a reasonable price. 1 to
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my own judgment with that of other British
and two ex-presidents of the British Ecological Society--
Dr. W. G. Smith and Professor R. H. Yapp-as well as that
admirable critic, Mr. S. M. Wadham, Senior Demonstrator
in Botany at Cambridge, have had the great kindness to
read the manuscript and criticise it in detail. I owe the
most cordial thanks to these three gentlemen, all of whose
suggestions have been most valuable, very nearly all having
been adopted. While I cannot involve my helpful critics
in responsibility for the contents and treatment, I was
greatly encouraged to find that they all felt the book was
on the right lines and would meet a real want.

I have also most gratefully to thank Dr. H. J. Pag*e* of
the Rothamsted Experimental Station, for very kindly con-
tributing the section of the Appendix on the determination of
carbonates and bases in soil; and Mr. Hamshaw Thomas for
writing some paragraphs on the photography of vegetation,

The author will welcome criticisms and suggestions for
improvement in view of a second edition.

British ecology was hard hit by the war. In 1914 it was
just entering on a new phase of development which promised
to be exceedingly fruitful. The war killed some of the
ablest and most enthusiastic of the younger workers and
broke up several promising schemes of work. International
co-operation was suspended, and even yet cannot be fully
resumed. AH things considered, progress during the test
decade has been greater than could be expected. But in
view of the serious obstacles to ecological work that stOJ
exist at our universities it is more than ever necessary to
enroll recruits from the schools and from amor^ piiva**te
students of nature. It is hoped that the present effort to
provide a practical guide to work in the field may not foe

I without effect in the desired direction.A., G. X.
CHBSOTR, CAMBEIDGB,
April 1923*
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PART I

INTRODUCTORY
n

CHAPTER I

WHAT IS ECOLOGY?

THE word ECOLOGY, as is weU known, is derived, like the
common word economy, from the Greek oZ/cosr (oikos), house,
abode, dwelling. ,In its widest meaning ecology is the study
of plants and animals as they exist in their natural k&mm;
or better, perhaps, the study of their household affairs, which
is actually a secondary meaning of the Greek word.

In this book we shall confine ourselves to plant ecology.
For various reasons it is more developed and more readily
accessible to the beginner than animal ecology. The
is often .not easily attacked without some
knowledge of the vegetation, because very many
depend directly upon plants for shelter, while all
upon them, directly or indirectly, for food*
the basis of all life as it is lived upon the earth,
alone have the power of making organic from
inorganic, of building up living substance from
like carbon dioxide, water and mineral can
only'use the results of this work of plants, by
eating them (herbivorous animals), or by
animals which have fed upon plants. In a
climate and soil plants cover the ground or test
pletely, thus forming a natural fmmmork or for th$
stwdy of tke living population® of the In this
they d^temwe not only the food but also the

is
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and general conditions of life of the animal and human
communities.

In its widest sense ecology must cover the study of the
" household affairs" of animals, including man, not only
because animals form an important part of the life existing
on the surface of the earth, but because the effects of animals
upon plants are numerous and far-reaching; while man, of
course, occupies a unique position owing to his far-extended
control over nature. Thus anything like a complete study
of the ecology of a plant community necessarily includes a
study of the animals living in or feeding upon it. The influ-
ence of man upon plant communities is of first importance
in all hut the uninhabited and the most sparsely inhabited
regions of the earth. As we shall see in later chapters, we
can never afford to lose sight of past and present human
activities in their effects on the vegetation of countries which
have been long inhabited and densely populated, like those
of Western and Central Europe. But though we must thus
constantly take account of the effects of animals upon
plants, we shall here be concerned entirely with plant ecology
-our centre of interest will be the plants themselves.

It is clear that in the wide sense defined above, plant
ecology cannot properly be considered a separate branch of
botany, since it must include a great number of topics which
certainly belong to the older well-recognised divisions of our
knowledge of plants. Thus, if we are going to study the
household affairs of plants as they grow in nature, we
must first of all learn to distinguish the different kinds or
species of plants with which we have to deal, and for this
purpose we must have some knowledge of taxonomy, or, as
it is often called, floristic "botany. Then we must understand
the construction of the plant body, the differences between
its different members, how they grow from the seed or from
one another-and this is a part of morphology or organo-
graphy. Further, we must know something of the minute
anatomy or histology of plants if we desire to penetrate at all
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an deeply into the reactions of plants to the different environ-
ments in which they grow. Again, we must study how far

^e plants depend on insects or the wind for fertilisation, or
lty how far they fertilise themselves, the ways in which they
ng spread from place to place, the means by which they pro-
*k pagate themselves and are dispersed (fruits, seeds, rhizomes,
°* '" runners, etc.). All these last-mentioned topics used to be
ed . included under the name " biology/1 or " bionomics " of

dy *" * plantsr but the former name should be restricted to the
a science of life as a whole, and the latter is more frequently

u~ used by zoologists. Finally, every attempt to ascertain the
ce actual causes that underlie the ability of some kinds of plants
e<i to flourish in particular situations, while others cannot, will
ve certainly lead, not only to questions of the means of dis-
m persal already mentioned, and of the influence of animals and
c& \ of human activity, but also to a study of soil and climate
se , in their relation to different species. This last investigation
us ! leads directly to a study of the physical and chemical relations
m of the plant and its habitat, involving some of the most
17 difficult problems of plant physiology, problems which occupy

the attention of many of the ablest specialists.
&t < Thus it becomes clear that plant ecology in the wide
of , is more A MEANS OF APPROACH TO A LARGE PART OF DKTAILKD
-h ^ BOTANICAL STUDY than a name for a special branch of the
&r subject, such, for instance, as histology (the htucly of tissues),
ie cytology (the study of cells), or, again, the study of a pur-
re i ticular group of plants like the mosses or the fungi. It I*
or «\ " important to emphasise this fact because the modern
tfe t popularity of ecology depends largely upon it. This f>o{m-
as > laxity represents a reaction from the kind of botany which
id ; dealt only with plants in narrowly defined aspectH, nmii utt
stt ., the study of anatomy, of physiology, and of the dlffewnt
m tj " groups of the plant kingdom. That sort of study in
o- i conveniently pursued in laboratories to which the plants to
t* -j be studied are brought, and much of it can only be

J' out with the Bid of laboratory equipment* The of
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its too exclusive pursuit is to remove the student altogether
from plants as they actually live in their homes; and in the
absence of continual contact with these his knowledge becomes!
curiously limited and one-sided, though it may be profound
within its limits. Occasional field excursions do not suffice
to correct this tendency, for even when taken seriously they
are almost always limited to collecting and naming the

met with-there is rarely time for anything more.!
nmsl be studied primarily in the field, though it is!

often desirable or necessary to continue in the laboratory
the investigation of special points which cannot be decidedi
without ixiokit, microscopes, or laboratory apparatus. ;

A i*aralM may be found in the study of man. The human
anatomist and the human physiologist have, each in. his
nwti s]»hr*n», a profound knowledge of man, and-the two!
toj*«*thrr can give a fairly complete general account of the!

and working of the human body. But no- ond
contend that such knowledge covers the field of what;

w«« about man and his activities. It is not sufficient

to Muciy ttic* structure of his dead body in the dissecting!
rwnt, or the functions of his organs and tissues in the)

laboratory. To learn what man actually isj
and in the world, we have to go out into the world and!

him an he works among his fellows. Andj
tt«» fo of plants, I

arc* beings, because they are mostly
in tint mil and themselves largely in social]

(or spores), or vegetatively;

liy of runners, corms, or bulbs, sometimes;
by new ("suckers") arising from the roots. Inj
thih as plant growth in thej

i» and this is found to fall naturally
In! n or units of vegetation. Now, these]

have structures, activities and laws of
Iliitir has an internal economy depending on
the of Its members to one another:
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also an origin, history, and fate. Particular communities
can exist in some places and not in others, depending on
the conditions of soil and climate and on their relations to

other plant communities and to animals. Within the
larger communities smaller ones exist. In these features
we recognise parallels with the nations, tribes, and societies
of mankind, though the members of plant communities are
not so closely knit as the members of human, and even of
the higher animal, communities, by a complex physical
and psychical interdependence. Plant communities are
essentially different from human communities, in that they
are commonly composed not of a single species of organism,
but of several or many different species living together.

The main causes of the specific structure and individuality
of a given plant community are: first, the fact that only
those species can be present in it which exist in the particular
part of the world, and which are able to reach the particular
spot; secondly, that only those can be present which aru
able to exist under the given conditions of life, and in com-
petition with the other species present; and thirdly, that
in many communities certain species can only surviw In
the presence of others, for instance the plants of a
forest floor under the trees which cast the

The systematic study of plant communities Is on the
whole a modern study, though types of vegetation anil their
dependence on conditions of life have been recognised for
a long time. The active modern study of tlit-su typrs is,
however, not much more than a quarter of a century old,
In Great Britain especially " ecology " has tended to !>mmie
identified with the study of plant communities,
both the general use of the name and the organised study
of communities were largely determined by the publication
in 1896 of the German edition, entitled
Geography, of the pioneer work by of
Copenhagen, This identification is not, however, ji»tifk*fL
As we have seen, ecology in the wide is
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Synecology, from the Greek ow, together, is often used for
the study of communities, as distinct from autecology (Greek
auro's-, self, by oneself, alone], or the study of the ecology of
individual species. Modern Continental workers, and they
are being followed by some American authors, are tending
more and more to use the term plant sociology for the study
of plant communities as such. They confine the word
ecology to the study of the habitat, the oikos itself, of a plant
or of a community, i.e. of the sum total of the effective
conditions which determine the existence of the plant or
community in a given spot. This is certainly a strictly
logical use. Nevertheless, in this book the word is employed
in the wider meaning at first described, for it is important,
especially in a book intended for beginners, to keep the
emphasis on ecology as the approach to botany through
the direct study of plants in their natural conditions. In
this approach a of plant communities, their
structure, economy, origin and (plant sociology) must
bulk very largely.

Ecology in this wide is of the greatest importance
in schools, from the outset it introduces the pupil
to plants as they actually and to the parts they play
in the world, and the narrow one-sided ways of
looking at that the methods of
teaching botany, if to develop.



CHAPTER II

NATURAL AND SEMI-NATURAL VEGETATION

BY natural vegetation we mean of course vegetation
primarily due to "nature" rather than to man. To take
extreme cases: a virgin forest is clearly natural, while a
wheat or " root " crop is clearly not. But we have to recog-
nise at once that there are a great many intermediate
between these two extremes. If we leave out of account

all the genuinely virgin untouched communities on the one
side, and all sown field crops and plantations on the other,
we find that large parts of the vegetation of a country like
Great Britain, more especially of the north and west, but
considerable tracts also in the south and cast, owe their

character partly to nature and partly to human activity,
If the vegetation itself is spontaneous, i.e; has occupied the
ground without the aid of direct human action, but
nevertheless been partly determined or markedly modified
by man or his animals, we class it as "semi-natural/1

Thus natural woods which are "selectively1'* felled (it,
from which single trees are periodically taken out), but not
"clear felled " and replanted, and those which art* regulitilf
coppiced; heaths and moors, which are periodically bunted
or regularly pastured; grassland which has not fown sown,
but which is regularly pastured or mowed; marsh*** which
are drained and pastured, or periodically cut, an* wiiii*
natural vegetation. The great bulk of the fonn«t ami **
land " of the British Isles is in this condition, 1 roc* ** virgin l#
communities of any size are rare, indeed practically abwnt,
except on the seacoast and in the mountain
But there are a good many which are

i si
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having been, interfered with only by occasional felling,
pasturing, or burning, and many more which are semi-
natural, i.e. they represent a definite modification of a natural
community, and are kept in their existing condition only
by the activity of man.

The degree to which man has influenced an apparently
natural community varies, of course, very considerably, and
has often to be made the subject of special investigation.
Continued selective felling of the trees in a natural wood,
the constant cutting out of certain kinds only, will, for
instance, gradually alter the proportional composition of
the wood, and sometimes its whole character. Again, the
opening of the wood canopy and the consequent letting in
of light will kill certain woodland plants and promote the
growth of others. It will also allow the entrance of herbs
and grasses which could not grow at all in the deep shade,
and these will tend to suppress those true shade plants of
the woodland floor which have survived, and to compete
with the species whose growth has been stimulated, so that
the constitution of the ground vegetation may be entirely
altered. Pasturing and burning of grassland or heath will
destroy some species and severely check the development
of others, while certain species will shoot again quickly after
being eaten down or burned, thus altering the composition
of the herbage. Others, again, which could not find a footing
in the original plant community, will invade burned or very
heavily pastured land, because they find there open or
sparsely covered spots which would not exist apart from the
burning or overgrazing. Lowering the water level of «a marsh
or fen, or of low-lying aUtivial land, by drainage, will kill out
certain species and weaken others, while it wiU admit fresh
colonists that flourish in a drier soiOL AH these effects, and
others of a similar nature, have constantly to be taken into
account in studying semi-natural vegetation,

A belief is sometimes met with that only perfectly
"natural*1 vegetation is a proper subject for ecological
study. If this were true, the ecological field in Great Britain
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would be very limited indeed. Fortunately, the belief is
entirely mistaken. The laws governing the behaviour of
plants, their relations to one another, and their formation
of communities, are the same whether the activity of man
and his domestic animals plays a part or not. It is true
that ecological problems are complicated by man's activity
-fresh factors have to be considered. But the plants them-
selves are working in the same way, tending towards the
same effects, whether man is at work or not. The only
practical difference is that the plant communities and their
distribution (apart altogether from actually cultivated areas)
are to a considerable extent different in countries where
most of the land has long been subject to human interference
from those still untouched or only slightly touched by
human agency.

In the countries which have long been the seats of
civilisation it is not always a simple matter to reconstruct
the " original" vegetation. But this can usually be done
with a fair degree of certainty when sufficient detailed
knowledge of the behaviour of the native plants and the
communities they form has been obtained and a comparison .
made with neighbouring countries having a similar climate
and flora, but perhaps with different methods of forestry
and agriculture. On the other hand, man, is always un-
wittingly performing ecological experiments on a small or
a large scale, experiments which the ecologist can watch and
the results of which he can trace out and record, thus slowly
gaining an extensive knowledge of the capacities of plants,
of their reactions to changed conditions, which the observer
in a " virgin country " cannot easily acquire.

It is true that the farmer, landowner, or " local authority "
sometimes carries his experiments further than the ecologist
would desire. The observation of a process of recolonisa-
tion of a piece q£ cleared land, for instance, may be rudely
interrupted by digging for gravel, road-making, or building.
Interesting and instructive bits of vegetation are often
destroyed by some fresh outburst of energy on the part of
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"higher powers/' all the more irritating when it is clearly
not wisely directed. But the observer who can put up with
such disappointments, and who will never lose an opportunity
of observing and comparing what is going on, can learn a
great deal if he will adapt himself to the conditions of the
country-side in which he lives,

Even the most highly cultivated parts of the country,
where the land is almost all under the plough, offer numerous
opportunities for ecological study. Such are great tracts
of the Eastern Counties of England, considerable parts of
the Southern Counties, parts of the Midlands, the south
Lancashire and Cheshire plains, etc. First of all there are
the roadsides and hedge banks, which bear semi-natural
plant communities-the former often very similar to those
of pastureland or on barren sands of hcathland, the latter
consisting mainly of " marginal" woodland i.e.
those which grow on the of woods under similar condi-
tions of soil and. climate. These both provide good subjects
for study and comparison. Secondly, are the of
the arable land itself, which differ according to climate, soil
and crop rotation. And finally there are the crops them-
selves, which are by no the interesting communi-
ties, though they are entirely artificial Scientific agriculture,
indeed, is largely applied ecology. The which
can b® successfully cultivated on a of land depend,
of course, on the climate and just as the natural
vegetation; but the are
depend also upon the and of
so far as they arc not locally*

The of " *f which occupy
so much of the and of are really
semi-natural plant for may in
many ** laid to " by
ploughed with by
the natural of so

few of the of

The of the of
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with tite soil, the water supply, the proximity of neighbouring
natural vegetation, and also with the kind and amount of
pasturing and manuring.

Tree plantations on arable land (which are not common),
and on grassland or old cleared woodland (the usual sites
for planting), may become the equivalents of semi-natural
plant communities, though the trees have been actually
planted. This is the case when the trees planted are of
the species that form natural woods on the same soil.
Woodland plants gradually colonise the plantation, and in
course of time it becomes practically indistinguishable from
a natural wood (55 Woodruffe-Peacock, 1918). This process
occurs much more quickly if the plantation is made on old
cleared woodland, because the old humus and some of the
old woodland plants remain, so that the process of approxi-
mation to the condition of a natural wood is accelerated.

If unsuitable trees are planted along with suitable ones, the
former die out, either as the direct effect of the unsuitable
soil, or as the result of overshadowing by the kinds which
are at home, or from both these causes, just as unsuitable
grasses disappear from sown pasture.

Plantations of exotic trees, particularly conifers-spruce,
pine and larch are the kinds most commonly planted in this
country-provide examples of artificial communities, differ-
ing, as regards the ground vegetation, more or less considerably
from our natural woods. Sometimes they are invaded by
" weeds/' sometimes certain woodland plants obtain a footing
in the plantation, sometimes the soil remains or becomes
practically bare. In any case the plantation affords some
opportunity for ecological observation and comparison, even
where the results are chiefly negative.

Thus there is plenty of work for the ecologist in highly
cultivated districts, though it is not quite of the same kind
as in regions which are mainly occupied by natural or semi-
natural vegetation. Even building sites and roads, which
have been laid out and left derelict for a time, and similar
places, often present the material for interesting study.
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Such habitats are not of course natural, either in origin or
character. The soil is peculiar-indeed, it is not " soil"
in the narrower sense, because it contains little or no humu$

(decaying remains of plants)-and can only be colonised by
a certain selection of species-mostly, though not wholly,
the weeds of roadsides or of ploughland. But these
species and their powers of colonisation and relative persist-
ence furnish ecological problems of considerable interest.
Broadly they behave in much the same way as the first
colonists of " natural " dry areas in which there is little or
no humus. Where there is much combined nitrogen derived
from organic refuse, special kinds of plants will -occupy the
ground, of which the common stinging nettle is a good ex-
ample. These nitrophilous plants are often specially luxuriant
about farmyards, the lairs of cattle, and similar places.

Even when a habitat owes its directly to human
activity, it may be occupied by a perfectly natural plant
community, i.e. a collection of plants composition
owes nothing to human agency, and might equally well
occur in a " natural ° habitat. Thus the of a wall

built of limestone blocks will be colonised by just the same
lichens and that, cover the of natural lime-

stone rocks, the crevices by the flowering plants and
ferns that we find in the of the And

similarly with a wall of or doleritc, or granite*
An artificial pond will be by the
communities in the way as a
lakelet on the soil and in the a

by the communities as a river, and so on*
From all of which we the

that it is not the activity of at is
to the plant it is the which he
brings about If human activity a
of plant and and to
a or less it

and

for -on



PART II

STRUCTURE, DISTRIBUTION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF VEGETATION

CHAPTER III

THE UNITS OF VEGETATION (PLANT
COMMUNITIES)

SINCE plants are, for the most part, gregarious in their
occurrence, we can never get any deep insight into their
" household affairs " unless we consider them as members

of the communities in which they naturally grow. The
" ideal " method of study might be to investigate each
species separately, tiU we knew in detail its life history,
the methods by which and the rate at which it could spread,
its behaviour under different conditions of climate and soil,
and only when we had obtained this knowledge proceed to
study the species as it existed in communities along with
other species.

This ideal method is, however, quite impracticable. To
obtain anything approaching such a complete knowledge
of the ecology of any one species would mean many years
of observation and experiment entirely devoted to that one
species, and it is a fact that we have not yet approached to
such a knowledge of any single species. It is very much
to be desired that those who have the time, opportunity,
and taste for such detailed and thorough autecological studies
should undertake and carry them through. As a result of
such work we should be in a very much better position to
attack the problems raised by the various plant communities

2T
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than we are at present. Careful and thorough work of this
sort is indeed one of the greatest needs of ecology. Some
suggestions as to the lines on which it can best be pursued
will be found in a later chapter.

Meanwhile we need not and cannot wait till such work

ij has been done before tackling plant communities them-
!! selves. There are many things we can find out about the
\ communities before we possess an exhaustive knowledge of
11 the autecology of the individual species which compose them.
\ 

' 

Indeed, the study of a community is one of the best ways
;'« of suggesting the most important problems presented by
;* the individual species of which it is made up. The study
/« of a plant community always and necessarily drives us back

to the individual species, and we begin to realise at an early
stage how little we know about them. In this way our

(; interest in purely autecological problems is likely to
(! be aroused and sustained. No apology therefore is
;, for beginning with synecology. It without saying' that
] it is essential to be able to distinguish accurately
, the species of which the communities to be studied are

composed.

Plant Communities on a Country Walk,-If we
a walk through the English country-side to the
vegetation around us, we shall be to without
difficulty the purely artificial or
as cereal, root, mustard, or of
larch or spruce, from the and
tion of various The to

latter have been or by be
a matter of more difficulty.

The field or meadow our

', (permanent pasture or hay is §0
<; 

' 
' determined, though the all be

ij- Here we have an of a
jj ' by man and by of
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The copse which we presently pass h£& a different status.
It may have been planted, but It may b^a mocnflcM%£fi^pt!f A/4

of primitive woodland. The dominant trees and shrubs
are very likely those which would havc^ccjo there in any
case, though their form and perhaps thck^T^a't^^JprppCij:-
tions have been determined by felling and coppicing* """JThc
copse, then, is likely to be a modified example of the natural
forest community, dominated very probably by oak and
hazel.

Presently we corne out on to a stretch of heath. This Is
very likely determined by a difference of soil corresponding
with a distinct geological formation, for instance a sand.
It may be kept in its condition as heathland by pasturing
or burning, or both, and this may be evidenced by the
birches, and possibly oaks, which grow on its and by
the patches of scrub or single bushes dotted about it. These
may represent the efforts of woody vegetation to reconquer
the ground, efforts which would soon be successful if it were
not for the constant attacks of grazing animals. On the
other hand, the soil may be unsuitable for tree growth, as
shown by the yellowing and dying of young oak
The heath, then, is certainly a natural or semi-natural
community, quite distinct from the meadow and the
It may be a in the development of or it may
represent the only type of vegetation the particular soil
£nd climate would produce.

In wet hollows of the heath may be
of species different from of its for
instance the waxy heath, the purple moor
bogmoss, butterwort and sundew. is
community, evidently determined by the wet soil,
as we should learn by further by the very
soil water*

Beyond the heath we will the
down to a riverside, by a belt of fen or
liable to be flooded by the river The fen

6 t/» 9
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or marsh represents yet another plant community, covered
with species of grass and sedge, among which may be many

& other plants, which only grow in wet places, but distinct
'(;< from the plants of the wet hollow in the heath. The soil of
{« the fen or marsh may contain the same amount of water as
I' that of the wet heath, but it is not acid, and supports quite
t a different vegetation.
); The edge of the river itself may be lined by a reed swamp,
*:j composed of tall grasses, sedges, or bulrushes, and in the
f j water are other plants, with floating leaves if the stream is
ft sluggish; and others, again, wholly submerged. All these
3" last-mentioned communities are essentially natural, though
.-I they may be modified by human activity in various ways.
('': It is very easy to see that the various units of vegetation
jl* are not all of equal rank. Thus within an oakwood you
\ I may have a localised belt of or alders following the
', " banks of a stream, or a patch of bluebells in one place and
^ not in another; on a heath you have local patches of a
,, of grass or of moss. And clearly you cannot consider the
; \ lichens covering the bark of the in a wood as equiva-

lent to the woodland itself. Yet all are units of

vegetation. We apply the term FLANT COMMUNITY to any
such unit of whatever or rank. Thus the deciduous

forest of Western and Central is a plant community,
and so are the submerged water .in a pond, or the

coating, often or entirely of the
minute OE a wall or tree-trunk. A

plant community i$ ®ny of
wMck ham m a a

THE PLANT

; The fundamental unit of the of plant
(, community from which we Is the
! It is as difficult to an as to a
I of but are now in fair

as to what communities b© at
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Associations are, on the whole, large units, with wide ex-
tension, though this may be, and practically always is,
interrupted by the occurrence of other associations. All
the communities noted on our country walk are associations
-or rather particular examples of associations.

Dominant Species.-In closed vegetation, where the
ground is continuously covered, or continuously shaded,
by plants, the association has one or more-usually more
than one-dominant species, which mainly determine the
" look " or physiognomy of the association. This physiog-
nomy is primarily determined by the "life form" of the
dominants, e.g. the deciduous tree, the needle-leaved tree,
the heath plant, the reed form, etc/ Thus the common
beech (P%gM$ silmtica] and the oaks (Qucrcus scssilijlora
and Q. robur) are the principal dominants of the great decidu-
ous forest association of Europe, the common ling or heather
(Calluna vulgaris) is the main dominant of the heath associa-
tion of Western Europe, the common reed (Phragmitcs
communis), the lake reed (Scirpus lacmtris), and the bulrushes
or reed maces (Typha latifolia and T. ungustifolia), are the
main dominants of the swamp association of Euro-
pean fresh waters. The of the dominants strongly
influences and sometimes largely determines the rest of
the species belonging to the very often
the latter have to grow under the shade of the dominant*,
sometimes the growth of the dominants produce**
a special kind of soil (humus), composed of its decaying
parts, or otherwise on the soil character*

Floristic Character*-AH sfxtdust other than the
dominants may be aperies. A writ-defined
association which arc* cither (i) confined
to it,* (2) met with it, or (3) at found
more within than the Such

are to be of the* a&iociation.

" which are in every or nearly every
* Cl p. 197* " " "
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of an association, whether they are met with outside or
not, are called constants. Species which occur as often
outside as within the association, and those which occur
quite rarely and casually within its limits, arc sometimes
called respectively iniijferent and casual species.

The constants of- all Association can be determined by
comparing the lists of species from a sufficient
number of examples, the characteristic species only by
comparing the lists with similar lists from other associa-
tions. The complete list of species (determined by putting
together the lists from a great number of different examples)
gives the floristic composition of the association for the area
from which the examples are taken, and the association is
characterised floristically first by the dominants, secondly

ill by the constants, thirdly by the characteristic species, and
fourthly by the complete floristic composition. The $oyi$tic
character of an association, which we may distinguish as its
first character, depends on all these*.

Life Form and Habitst*-The character of an

association of plants depends on the life forms, first of the
dominants, and secondly of the various subordinate species.
The life form of the dominants, as we saw, determines in
the main the physiognomy of the vegetation. But it is
also an index of the habitat (which we may call the third
association character), certain dominant life forms
always go with certain Appendix, pp. i<j7~g.)

Climatic, Edapfale factors.-The
tion habitat is in the as the

total of the of the are
in the a/ an on a arm*
Thus the life of *' " Is the

which Its in the and

produces a in the The of the
of and the

of and of Is

by the of
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climate is marked by a warm, but not too dry a summer,
favourable to the functioning of the rather delicate leaves
of the deciduous forest trees, and by a winter when the soil
is often too cold for the active absorption of water by the
roots. If the leaves remained during the winter the tree
would be killed as a result of water loss by evaporation
through the leaves. On all the mor^ favourable soils, there-
fore, within the area of this climate, except in situations
exposed to the more violent winds, and in the absence of
other adverse factors, deciduous summer forest is the
natural type of vegetation.

But on the soils and in the situations unfavourable to

the growth of deciduous trees other associations take their
place. On such areas factors of the habitat other than the
climatic factors come into play ; for instance, soil or edaphic *
factors, which determine the existence of other associations,
e.g. pine forest, heath, reed swamp. These three are associa-
tions characterised by quite different dominant life forms,
the first by needle-leaved trees, the second by heath
plants (evergreen undershrabs), and the third by plants with
the tall unbranched " reed type " of shoot, and rhizomes
creeping in the mud, or sometimes floating in the water,

A third class of factors, biotic factors, are those due to
organisms, and when directly or indirectly due to human
activity give rise to the communities of semi-natural vege-
tation discussed in Chapter II.

The nature of the habitat is thus the third great character
of an association. The ecological conception of a habitat
includes all the effective factors, climatic, edaphic, and
biotic alike, which determine the existence of an association

in a given place. But a given type of climate determining
an association like the deciduous is, as a rule, far
more widely extended in great continuous on the
earth's surface than the variations of soil and

which determine associations like reed swamp, or the
* Greek i$®$®g (edapho*), the ground*
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tions of constant pasturing or burning, which determine
associations like our English chalk pasture, or many of our
heaths. The vegetation of the earth's surface can be mapped
out into great climatic types, each represented by climatic
associations, corresponding more or less closely with areas
of uniform climate. Within these areas various edaphic
factors determine the existence of edaphic associations, and
these are not necessarily limited by climatic boundaries,
In both types of association we have to recognise the deter-
mining or master factors, whether climatic, edaphic, or biotic,
which delimit one association from a neighbouring one.
For instance, a reed swamp on the of a river is adjoined
by a strip of pasturcland : above this on a gently sloping
hillside is oak forest. The master factor of the habitat

which separates the pasture from the wood is biotic, namely
the pasturing, which prevents the arising from
acorns falling in it from growing into trees. The master
factor which differentiates the swamp from pasture
and forest alike is the high-water level at the of the
river. The general features of the climate (rainfall, humidity
of the air, temperature, etc.) permit the of the
three associations, which are thus differentiated by biotic
and edaphic factors. :

Further consideration of the of to

will be given in the chapter, we have
dealt with the principles of or of vegetation)
on a given area, ,

PLANT "

The community formed by a oj
an to the of the is 4

When, as Is the an lias
than one be

i.e. oak In the

and In the
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forest of the eastern United States). On the other hand,
they may be separate, each dominating certain areas of
the association, and forming, for instance, a pure oakwood
or a pure beechwood. This separation may be due to
minor variations in the habitat, some parts of which may
be rather more suitable for one dominant, and some parts
for another, while other areas again are intermediate,
showing no great preponderating advantage for one or the
other, so that mingling of the dominants or co-dominance
occurs. Sometimes one of the dominants may completely
occupy an area so as to exclude the others, although the
habitat is equally suitable for all. This may be often due
simply to the fact that the occupying dominant got there
first.

Thus an oakwood and a beechwood are different consocia-

tions of the beech-oak association of Western Europe, a
bulrush swamp is a consociation of the reed swamp associa-
tion, a heath dominated by the purple heather (Erica
cinerea) is a consociation of the heath association, and
so on.

If a given consociation dominant flourishes best in a
slightly different habitat from the dominant of the other
consociations of the association, or if its presence brings
about special changes in the habitat, the subordinate species
of the consociation will probably differ more or less from
those of the other consociations. Thus the deep shade of
a beechwood tends to exclude shrubs from the undergrowth
and also many herbs of the ground flora which occur in an
oakwood, and the peculiar humus is apparently associated
with the occurrence in a beechwood of certain other species
which are not found, or are less commonly found, in oak-
woods. Nevertheless, if one considers a sufficiently large
number of beechwoods and a sufficiently large number of
oakwoods over a wide enough area, the differences in the
shrub and ground floras are scarcely sufficient to separate
beechwoods and oakwoods as different associations, though
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this is sometimes done. And there are many forests in which
beech and oak exist side by side, though beech is excluded
from some habitats (heavy wet soils) which oak can occupy,
and oak from some very shallow soils which beech can
colonise.

Similar considerations are true of the consociations of

the reed swamp and heath associations. The lake reed
(Scirpus lacustris) and the bulrush (Typha) tend to occupy
deeper water than the common reed (Phragmites communis),
and certain subordinate species tend to predominate in
the deeper, others in the shallower water, but the three
dominants are often mixed, and most of the subordinate

.. species show no very clear distinction as between the
different consociations. Again, the purple heather (Erica
cinerea) prefers sunnier and drier situations-perhaps also
soils with a higher mineral content-than the common
ling (Cattuna vulgaris) often inhabits; but the two very
commonly grow mixed, and the subordinate species scarcely
differ on the drier heaths. The ling, however, has a much
wider distribution, and often inhabits much damper soils,
where some of its associates are distinctly different.

The technical name of a consociation is formed by the
stem of the genus name of the dominant with the suffix
etwn, followed by the name of the species in the genitive
case: thus the beech consociation is Fagetum Fagi silvatica,
shortened to Fagetum silvatica ; the ling and purple heather

I consociations are Callunetum vulgaris and Ericetum cinerea,
and so on. Where there can be no possibility of mistake

fl about the species, the consociations may be simply
I called Fagetum, Calhmetum, Phragmitetum, etc.

THE STRATA OR LAYERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The great majority of associations, all those in fact whose
dominants are tall plants, have distinct strata or layers of
vegetation below the dominant stratum* Thus an English
wood commonly has as many as four strata:-(i) The tree
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stratum, (2) the shrub stratum, (3) the herb stratum, (4) the
moss stratum. Some woods have two herb strata-a tall

and a short-and tropical rain forest may have six or seven
distinct strata of vegetation.

Each stratum has an environment or habitat which differs

from that of the others. Thus the crowns of the trees of a

wood are exposed to full sunlight, and often to considerable
wind, while all the other strata are more or less protected
from both. The protection increases as the soil level is
approached, so that the shoots of the lower strata are not
only increasingly shaded, but are surrounded by a damper
atmosphere, and enjoy a more equable temperature. The
roots of the different strata also often have very different
environments. Thus the tree roots may occupy partly the
soil and partly the subsoil, or the cracks in the surface layers
of underlying rock where this is near the surface; the roots
of the herbs may be partly in the soil and partly in the
surface humus; while those of certain herbs and the rhizoids
of the mosses are confined to the surface humus.

A herbaceous marsh or fen community has commonly at
least three strata-the uppermost consisting of the tall
dominant grasses or sedges, at least one intermediate stratum
of herbs, and a lowermost stratum of mosses and liverworts.
The roots of the different strata (or of different species
whose shoots are in the same stratum) may occupy different
layers of soil, with, for instance, very different air and
water contents. A grassland community is similarly stratified.
In a comparatively damp climate like that of Great Britain
the lowermost stratum of many communities often consists
of mosses. ^

The different strata of an association are in a certain

sense distinct communities. Each has a floristic composition,
dominants, and a " structure " of its own; and the species
of each often belong to quite distinct life forms. Each
stratum has a habitat which differs, in certain respects
widely, sometimes totally, from those of the others. Thus
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the different strata must always be considered separate!
in ecological study. On the other hand, the structure an
often the existence of the lower strata depends upon th
existence of the upper ones. The shrubs of a wood wl
be much less dense than if the trees were absent. The shad

species of the herb stratum may not exist if the trees an
shrubs are absent, and may be replaced by quite a differen
community. Thus the different strata of a plant associa
tion are to some extent comparable with " social strata;
classes, or castes of a human community, for we find th
same differences of habitat within the common habitat o

the whole community, and a similar dependence betwee;
one and another. Each requires separate study from th'
sociologist, but the whole community to which they belonj
forms the essential primary unit alike in human population
and in vegetation.

THE SEASONAL ASPECTS OF AN ASSOCIATION.

In a climate with well-marked yearly seasons differen
species of an association come to the height of their vege
tative growth, flower and fruit, at different periods of th
growing season. These activities of different species an
scattered throughout the whole season, but the species tenc
to fall into distinct seasonal groups. In the British deciduoui
woodland, for instance, there are four such seasonal group:
of species, and the flourishing of each gives a distinc
seasonal aspect to the association. Thus we can distinguisl
(i) the prevernal aspect of early spring (March and the firsi
half or two-thirds of April in southern England *), markec
by the coming into prominence of such plants as the celan
dine (Ficaria verna), the wood anemone (Anemone nemo-
rosa)t and jthe primrose (Primula acaulis) : in (2) the vern&
aspect (end of April and May), the trees come into leaf anc

* These times are of course only approximate, depending as thej
do, not only upon the latitude, altitude, soil and exposure, but alsc
on the weather of the particular season, especially in the spring, ,
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flower, and in the ground vegetation the bluebell (Scilia
nutans), stitchwbrt (Stellaria holostea), weasel snout (Galeab-
dolon luteum), etc., develop: in (3) the aestival or summer
aspect (June-August), a number of other species become
prominent; (4) the autumnal aspect (September-November)
shows very few or no fresh flowering plants in the woodland,
but is marked by the appearance of many fungi. Many
species extend their activity above the soil through two or
more aspects.

We must be careful to distinguish the growth and
activity of the leafy shoots of a plant from its flowering,
though these are sometimes contemporaneous. The hazel
(Corylus avettana) flowers in the prevernal aspect, but its
leaves do not appear till the vernal. The dog's mercury
(Mercurialis perennis) flowers in the prevernal or early part
of the vernal aspect, while its leaves are active in the pre-
vernal and vernal and right through the summer aspect.
The meadow saffron (Colchicum autumnale], on the other
hand, produces its leaves in the prevernal aspect, but its
flowers do not appear till the autumnal, long after the leaves
have disappeared. Under the different aspects we have
therefore to note what plants are in a state of vegetative
activity, as well as what plants are in flower.

Deciduous woodland is characterised, in its ground
especially, by its rich prevernal and vernal vegetation,
though it also contains many festival ; is
mainly vernal and sestival, but is active to some extent
throughout the year according to the weather; while heath,
fen and salt marsh are essentially summer vegetation
continuing into the autumn.

THE PLANT SOCIETY.

Within an association or a consociation certain
subordinate form communities of lower rank, These
local communities are Example* art
societies of wych elm in an of ash or In tlte
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damper parts of an oakwood, of Brachypodium pinnatum
on the chalk downs of south-eastern England, of the moss
Polytrichum on heaths, etc.

A society has usually a single dominant, which may occupy
the ground to the exclusion of the association dominants.
Sometimes the subordinate species within the limits of the
society differ markedly in relative frequency from those of
other parts of the* association. Thus a society of a tree,
such as the sycamore, casting heavy shade: in an oakwood,
will reduce or cut out many of the species common under
the lighter oak-canopy. Sometimes subordinate occur
in a society which arc not present or are quite rare in
other parts of the association, for the in
the societies of dog's mercury in the Derbyshire ashwoods*
This Is due to the fact that the society dominant only occurs
in those parts of the where the is locally
different or it may be to the fact
that the growth of the new
local conditions which to the of

certain subordinate or to the of others

not found elsewhere* in the

The society dominant is a when we
consider the or as a whole, but
within the society the other be to
it. A society, as has been in ** a dominance within a

dominance*/' When highly organised, it a repetition
of the structure of an in miniature.1 The

slightly organised (lowest) of society is by
a metre local dominance of a subordinate of the

association (sometimea due to a of
lings in one place, often to growth) without
change in the distribution of the other nubordinate

in so far as the

* Such realty 01
as la Hi'' of 01 on id *

wood.
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by mass growth. The most highly organised type of society
(approaching the character of an association) is represented
by a characteristic list of subordinate species differing from
that of the association at large (e.g. the society of Juncus
effusus on the wetter parts of grassland or heavy soil; of
Erica tetralix on the damper parts of heaths, etc.). Such a
characteristic list can, of course, only be established by
comparing a large number of examples of the same society.

Stratum Societies.-Societies of a stratified association

may involve all the strata, i.e. every stratum may show,
within the society, different frequencies of the species of
the stratum, and perhaps some different species from the
rest of the association. This occurs, for instance, in a wood
where the dominant tree of a society has a marked effect
on the habitat by casting greater or less shade, or by pro-
ducing a different kind of humus from the consociation
dominant. But other societies may be confined to one or
two strata, e.g. the herb stratum, or the herb and rnoss
stratum of a wood; or, again, the shrub stratum alone,
e.g. societies of hawthorn. Societies not involving all the
strata may be called stratum societies. The ground societies
of woodland are often numerous and varied, and may or
may not be correlated with the habitat conditions. It has
been shown in the case of a Cambridgeshire wood (32) that the
societies of dog's mercury, of wild strawberry, and of meadow-
sweet are closely connected with the summer water content
of the soil, and to a less extent with light. In Hertfordshire
woods (43), societies of bracken fern and wood anemone,
of lesser celandine, dog's mercury, etc., have been shown
to depend on soil moisture, humus content, and soil acidity.

** Aspect Societies/*-Societies confined to one seasonal
aspect of an association are sometimes called " aspect
societies/* But when a given patch of ground is occupied
by the shoots and of one or more species in one aspect
{e.g. the prevernal), and by quite other species in another
(e.g. the festival), we be careful how we refer to these
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as two different " aspect societies/* for we must remember
that the underground parts of the species not in evidence
on the surface during one aspect are nevertheless present
all the time, and may influence the development of the

. species that happen to be conspicuous at the moment. A
society composed of species whose aerial parts vegetate
actively in different seasons or " aspects *f has been called a
"seasonally complementary society." Each must be
decided on its own merits. The criterion of a distinct

community is relative independence.

UNITS OF SEMI-NATURAL VEGETATION,

Vegetation which owes its form to human
activity, though not actually sown or planted by man,
shows the same of units as purely natural vegetation,
and can be treated in just the way. The human activity
in question-burning, pasturing, mowing, etc,-has to be
taken as one of the constant of the habitat-indeed,
as the differentiating or factor p. 34)* It
not follow, however, a heath* for is
periodically burned that it would be but a
if it were not burned-each be oa
Its own merits to ascertain what in or

ing the vegetation the has.
Even when the is entirely

widely from anything in the
ment can be In the

tation Is very i.c. it has not a
of relative equilibrium, and to It the

lie with all

vegetation-the of i.e. the of
which on a

are with 10 the



CHAPTER IV

THE SUCCESSION OF VEGETATION

LIFE never stands still: it is everywhere in a continuous
process of flux and change. In the last chapter the units
of vegetation were treated as if they were static units, with
a definite, fixed composition, structure and habit, but in
reality they are constantly changing. We must in the first
instance define the natural units which are actually formed
in the course of the changes of vegetation in order to have
something to work with. Broadly, we may regard these
units-our associations, consociations and societies-as
representing positions of relative equilibrium into which
plants group themselves. Some are more stable, others
less stable: some, that is to say, remain essentially the
same things for a long time, for centuries or perhaps for
many thousands of years, others are very transient, giving
place in the course of a few seasons to other communities,
of different composition. Sometimes the change is fluctuating,
the different species being here to-day, gone to-morrow, and
back again the next day, so to speak. This is especially
seen in the annual and biennial vegetation of open soil, sand
dunes, roadsides, waste places, neglected garden beds, etc.

But besides this fluctuating change, there can generally
be observed, through a series of years, a definite trend in one
direction towards a position of equilibrium. All such pro-
gressive change is called succession.

We must at the outset distinguish two classes of change,,
which bring about the succession of vegetation. If an area
of ground is bare of vegetation, or if new bare ground is

43
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formed-as by emergence from the sea, by the drying up of a
lake, by deposit of alluvium by a river, by the retreat of a
glacier, by a deposit of wind-blown sand, by the fall of
talus from a cliff, etc.-plants will, in the great majority
of cases, begin to occupy it sooner or later. The first species
to occupy the area will, however, in most cases give way
to others, and these again to others, until a state of relatively
stable equilibrium is reached between the vegetation and
its habitat. This kind of succession is called the development
of vegetation. /

But change may also be brought about by continuously
acting outside factors which are constantly altering the
habitat, thus making it less suitable for the first occupants
of the ground and more suitable for others, as for instance
a gradual change of climate, the gradual silting up of a lake,
the increasing concentration of salt in the soil as an inland
sea dries up, the " leaching " (gradual washing out) of soluble
salts from the surface layers of a soil by the percolation of
rain-water. All these changes, which are independent of
the plants, gradually alter the habitat, and thus bring about
changes in the vegetation.

In pure development the habitat also changes, but it is
by the reaction of the plants upon it. As the individuals
die the products of their decay accumulate as humus in the
surface layers of soil, altering its physical structure and
chemical nature, and increasing its water-holding capacity.
Thus the habitat is usually rendered more favourable to
plant life, and species which make higher demands on the
soil than the original pioneers are able to obtain a footing.
In general, bigger plants progressively replace smaller ones;
and in all the more favourable climates of the world, on
the more favourable soils, woody plants come to occupy
the ground, and forest vegetation is ultimately established.
As the vegetation becomes closer and taller the shelter
increases and provides a habitat for subordinate species which
could not enter the earlier cotrounities,
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Of course, these two kinds of change are not necessarily
eparated in natural successions. Developments are often
aodified by concurrent changes in external factors. For
nstance, the development of aquatic reed swamp and marsh
vegetation on the edge of a lake may be modified by the
leposition of silt brought down by streams (37). This can
>e shown to alter the course of development, i.e. to lead to.
;he formation of communities differing from those which
vould have appeared if there had been no silting. But it
s important to keep clear in the mind the distinction between
;he two classes of factors which influence succession. An

nstance in which the latter alone is at work is the effect

>f a gradual continuous change of climate on a plant com-
nunity. Thus, a forest which represents the culminating
>tage of development for a certain climate at first existing,
ind is thus in relatively stable equilibrium with its habitat,
nay alter in composition, or disappear altogether, to be
replaced by some other type of community, as the climate
becomes, for example, progressively drier or colder.

The early course of development of vegetation on bare
ground differs entirely according to the nature of the initial
habitat, in the first place whether it is submerged or exposed
to the air, and if exposed whether it is wet or dry; for the
plants which can colonise such different habitats differ very
widely. On submerged ground, as in the shallow water on
the edge of a lake or pond, we have the series: submerged
aquatic plants, aquatic plants with floating leaves, reed
swamp plants. As the soil level is built up by accumulation
of plant remains, or by silting, or by both together, till it
reaches the surface of the water, fen or marsh will succeed
reed swamp. Shrubs and trees which can tolerate water-
logged soil round their roots (in this country such trees as
alder, willows and birch) often follow, and as the soil level
is buHt higher above the water-level by accumulation of
humus, the climatic forest association may complete the
series.
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On a dry, bare habitat, such as an exposed rock surface, the
talus from'cliffs, etc., the early stages are totally different.
Lichens and" terrestrial algae, together with rock mosses-
plants which can themselves hold rain-water-are the
pioneers. These begin to disintegrate the surface of the
rocks, and with the decayed parts of their own bodies form
a very thin soil. This is colonised by other mosses which
form thicker cushions, and the soil gradually increases enough
-to support herbs whose roots can do with a thin soil. Then,
as the soil grows thicker, more strongly rooting herbs appear,
and after a time the seedlings of shrubs and trees take a hold.
Eventually, with the thickening layer of soil and humus,
comes the climatic forest association.

On the talus of cliffs the interstices between the rock
fragments form an initial habitat very different from the
surfaces of the fragments, and the seeds of herbs, and even
of shrubs and trees, often germinate in these interstices
and successfully establish themselves at an early stage, long
before they can colonise the thin soil formed by,the lichens
and mosses on the rock surfaces. This depends partly on
the weathering of the rock and how much mineral soil is
formed by disintegration and washed down into the inter-
stices, and partly on how much humus is carried down by
rain from the surface vegetation. On a talus formed of
small fragments-gravel, down to the size of coarse sand-
the succession is much quicker and herbs play the leading
part as pioneers, binding the loose gravel, forming mats on
its surface and comparatively quickly producing a suitable
soil for the establishment of shrub and tree seedlings. On
damp sand or silt, such as is laid down by a river in flood,
colonisation and succession is stiU quicker, owing to the
relatively favourable soil that is presented to the plants
from the outset: herbs or even shrubs and trees begin to
colonise the area at once.

The early stages of the development of vegetation thus
vary quite definitely according to the nature of the initial
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habitat, and this influences the course of succession for a
considerable time. The tendency is always ultimately to
develop the most complex association with the largest
dominants that the climate permits, whatever that may be,
and for this reason such an association is often called the

climax association, because it represents the final pitch of
development which the particular climate allows.

The climatic climax, however, as we saw in the last
chapter, is not developed on all areas within the corre-
sponding climatic region. The nature of the soil, the presence
of permanent bodies of water above or nearly reaching the
ground-level, as well as other local but constant physical
factors of various kinds, may altogether prevent it, and so
may the existence of a permanent human factor like pasturing
or periodic burning. Hence development of vegetation may
be arrested at some stage of the succession which has been
called a sub-climax. Thus the development to climax forest
may be arrested in the stage represented by grassland or
heath by constant pasturing or repeated burnings. The
grassland or heath is then a sub-climax. The arresting
factors not only stop development, however, they frequently
modify it considerably. It is better, therefore, to consider
all relatively permanent associations as climaxes of develop-
ment, i.e. the furthest points attained under the action of
the particular factors at work, whether these are climatic,
edaphic or biotic (due to climate, to soil in the wide sense,
or to animals).1

* The distinguished American ecologist, R E. Clements, who has
worked out a detailed theory of the development of vegetation in
his large work Plant Succession (Carnegie Institution of Washington,
1916), regards only the climatic associations as climaxes, and confines
the term " association " to those. He recognises sub-climaxes in which
development is arrested before the climatic climax is reached, and
post-climaxes, i.e. local communities developed where specially favour-
able soil enables vegetation to reach a more highly developed
than the climatic climax of the region, for instance deciduous forest
along watercourses in arid regions where the climatic climax is dry
grassland. Any particular series of developmental communities he
calls a sere, and he uses the termination -e$ for the names of m
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In a country like Great Britain, where man has modified
the spontaneous vegetation so that most of it is what we
have called " semi-natural/' we can rarely find those long
series of stages of development from bare habitats to the
climatic climax which we have outlined above, and which
we can Study in regions of the world approximating to the-
virgin;condition. We find instead a patchwork of com-
muniti^^Jfcithe pioneer communities of bare areas to the
climatic climaxes, nearly all modified in various ways by
man or his animals, and mixed with areas of sown or planted
crops. All of these, if left to themselves, would progress
towards the climatic climax on the more favourable soils,
or to some edaphic climax on special types of soil; but man
is constantly stopping or modifying the development or
throwing it back to some earlier stage. Where he has intro-
duced a more or less permanent modifying factor or set of
factors, we have biotic (anthropogenic) * climaxes or some
stage of development towards them.

All development of vegetation initiated, not on new ground,
but by some modification or destruction of pre-existing
vegetation, is known as SECONDARY SUCCESSION, and it is
with secondary successions that we have mainly to deal in
a country like our own. Its course is necessarily different
from that of primary succession on new ground, because \
the starting-point is different and the time occupied to
complete it is less. Instances are the clear felling without \
replanting of a wood, or the burning of a heath. The
secondary successions (or subseres] most like primary suc-
cessions (priseres) are those which are started by complete
destruction of the original vegetation and its soil, as when
stone is quarried or gravel dug, and the gravel pits or ;

opposed to climax communities. Thus a serai community of the i
rank of an association he calls an associes, of the rank of a consociation
a consocies, of the rank of a society a socies. Some British ecologists
are beginning to use these terms, but they are not yet generally adopted.

* Produced by man, from Greek ttoBpomoi;* man, and the root
produce.
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And here the actual proximity of the seed parents becomes
a very important factor in a country like Great Britain,
where man has long ago destroyed most of the forest
to which its climate is suited. The great distance of seed
parents from many areas which could be colonised by trees
if seed were available, combined with the poor means of
dispersal of the climax dominants, oak and beech, is sufficient
to account for the rarity of natural colonisation of many
suitable areas by these trees. Ash and birch have winged
fruits, and come quicker over the country generally, while
pine, which has winged seeds, often comes very freely if
pine woods or plantations are not too distant.

The earlier communities of bare ground are open, the
individuals scattered here and there with stretches of bare

soil between: the habitat is not fully occupied. They
consist of comparatively few species, fitted to
with the special conditions of life in situations-the
lack of humus, the exposure, the frequent of the
surface layers of soil.

The later communities become more and more closed

(except where the soil or climate is very unfavourable, in
which case the climax is an open association, as in a
the individuals more numerous, and the of
increases, as the habitat becomes favourable for a
greater variety of plants. Certain dominant,
at first locally, and finally the of a
only one or two-is established. IE
tions, however, for' instance many the
is shared by several species, of the life
The community becomes
can only exist in good in it, and the
structure comes into this Is
it is difficult for new to the

AH these features give a to a
diinax community and contribute to its
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of its north-westward migration, though it flourishes, sets
seed, and reproduces itself freely when planted in suitable
situations in Scotland and Ireland. On the calcareous soils
of the older limestones of the north and west, outside the
area of the beech, the woods are dominated by ash
(Fraxinus excelsior). This ash-consociation has not been
described outside the British Isles.

The other British trees which dominate widely distributed
communities are the alder and the birches (see below).
The hornbeam (Carpinus letulus) plays a certain rdle in
parts of the south-east, the area in which it is indigenous
being more restricted than that of the beech; and the yew
(Taxus baccata), with a much wider distribution, is perhaps
a climax dominant on some parts of the southern chalk. But
it is doubtful if either of these trees can be considered a con-
sociation dominant. The hornbeam tends to be subordinate
to the oaks, the yew to the beech and sometimes to the oaks.

The native woods have very rarely been left untouched :
it is probable, indeed, that no virgin wood now exists, except
perhaps small fragments in some of the remoter valleys.
Great areas of woodland have long ago been cleared and
converted to arable or pasture. Indeed, the proportion of
the country occupied by woodland, including plantations,
is less than that of any European country except Portugal.
In the oakwoods which remain, the shrub-layer, pre-
ponderantly of hazel (CorylMs avettana), with other shrubs

"associated, is practically always coppiced. A few standard
oak trees only are present, not enough to form close canopy;
or the coppice is left without them. The beechwoods of the
south have certainly been partly planted, probably in many
cases where the tree was formerly dominant. Some, how-
ever, are in aJl likelihood the direct descendants of natural
beechwood. Natural regeneration of oak and beech wood at
present only occurs here and there, so greatly have the
natural conditions been altered.

The ash, which reproduces more abundantly and dfa-
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tributes its fruits more widely than either oak or beech,
consequently springs from seed much more often, but where
pure ashwood is found within the area of native beech it is
generally to be regarded as a serai community or consocies
(see p. 47, footnote). The same is true of the birches
(Betula pubescens and B. alba), which are, like the ash,
light-demanding trees unable to grow in full competition
with oak or beech, and which produce abundant easily
scattered fruits that readily germinate to produce large
crops of seedlings. In natural succession the ash commonly
precedes the beech, and the birches the oaks, but this rule
is not invariable. The actual relations in any given case
depend largely on soil preferences-broadly the birches can
range over acid, the ash prefers more basic and damp, fresh
>oils-as well as on distribution factors, and are too complicated
:o discuss in detail here,

In permanently wet places with neutral or basic soil the
dder (Alnus glutinosa) appears to be the climax dominant,
though it probably gives way to the trees of the climatic
:limax if the soil becomes progressively drier. Associated
*>ith it in the succession are the crack willow (Salix fragilis),
is well as other species of shrubby willows, and also often
ish and birch-the former only on neutral or basic soils,
Certain alder woods, for instance in the region of the Norfolk
3roads, are very probably practically virgin,

As a whole, the British woods are semi-natural, that is
:hey are the more or less modified descendants of original
natural forest. This statement does not of course imply
hat there are not many plantations. The greater part of
hese are, however, on the sites of old woodlands, and since
he indigenous trees have often been planted, it becomes,
n the absence of accurate historical records, very difficult
>r even impossible to say of any given wood that it is
ertaMy planted or certainly the direct descendant of natural
orest. A plantation of the natural dominant on its own soil
ffflia course of time assume the characters of a natural wood*
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Northern Coniferous Forest.-In north central Scot-
land the oakwoods begin to thin out and eventually disappear
altogether. In certain places there are native woods of the
true Scots pine (Pinus silvestris var. scotica). This region,
and probably also the north-west of Ireland (where there
are now no native pinewoods, but much pine is found in the
recent peat), belongs to a climatic region distinctly different
from the rest of the British Isles, namely the oceanic division
of the region of north European coniferous forests, which
is better represented in Norway. Associated with the pine
of this region-and indeed far more widespread-are birches,
more prolific in small species and varieties than the serai
birches of the south. These pine and birch consociations
of the north belong therefore to a different association from
the deciduous forests of the south, and their subordinate

vegetation is much poorer in species. Many of these are
the same as those of the southern woods, the hardier species,
which can stand the more severe climate, having penetrated
farther north since the retreat of the ice; but the northern
woods have also a few species of their own.

The common pine (P. silvestris), which is a very widely
distributed species in Europe and northern Asia, must have
grown freely in southern England in post-glacial but pre-
historic times, judging from its frequent occurrence in recent
deposits. In early post-glacial times the climate of southern
England was sub-arctic and probably oceanic (though at a
later date it apparently passed through a drier and warmer
phase), and the pine remains are relics of the post-glacial
vegetation before the invasion of deciduous forest from the
Continent. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
the common pine was extensively planted in England, and
on the light sandy soils it has in many places spread from
the plantations and established itself in pure subspontaneous
woods or among the oak and birch, particularly in Hampshire,
Surrey, Sussex and Kent.1 It is interesting to note that in

* A great deal of tMs snbsjxmtaneous pine was cleared and used
for pit-props during the war of 19x4-18,
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Denmark and Belgium, as in England, there is now no native
pine, though the species is extensively planted; but in these
countries it disappeared only during the historical period.

HEATH ASSOCIATION.

The heath association of north-western Europe is
developed in wide stretches on the west coast of Ireland,
in Cornwall, and even more extensively on the west coast
of France ; also in Jutland, Holland and north-west Germany.
But the same community occurs on sandy and dry acid soil
throughout the British Isles. The principal consociation is
the Callunetum vulgaris, dominated by the common ling
(Galluna vulgaris), which is often pure over considerable
areas. The Ericetum cinerecz, dominated by the purple or
bell heather, Erica cinerea, is confined to the western part
of Europe. On the serpentine rocks of the Lizard, in Corn-
wall, and in Brittany, Spain and Portugal, there is a con-
sociation dominated by the handsome mauve-flowered species
Erica vagans. On some areas the heath association is repre-
sented by a consociation of Vaccinium myrtillus, a deciduous
ericaceous under-shrub, which is often mixed with Calluna.

The status of the heath community-its relation to the
habitat and to other associations-is different in different

places. On the exposed western coasts, with their intensely
" oceanic " climate, and on exposed Mgh-lying peat moors,
which are not too wet, but where trees cannot grow, it is
the climatic climax. On sandy soils throughout the British
Isles the heath community often occupies the ground, but
here it will generally be succeeded by trees, especially birch
and pine, if seed is available. Oak and beech sometimes
follow. In other places it seems that forest cannot establish
itself, on account of the dryness, shallowness, or acidity of the
soil, though the conditions in question have not been fully
worked out. If the soil really stops the succession to forest,
the heath community in such cases is an edaphic association,
It is certain, however, that many of our heaths are maintained
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in this condition not by soil character but by burning and
grazing, and here the association is biotically determined.

Callunetum requires an oceanic or sub-oceanic climate,
disappearing as the Continental climate of central and eastern
Europe is reached. It cannot grow on some soils, and it
does not survive heavy shading, so that it is only dominant
in situations and on soils where thick continuous forest cannot
become established. On the other hand it often maintains
itself between the trees of a birchwood, which does not
cast heavy shade. Overgrazing and trampling destroy it,
and, subjected to these conditions, it gives way to certain
types of grassland.

GRASSLANDS.

The great bulk of the grasslands of Great Britain, apart
from the land which was formerly arable and has been
"laid down" to pasture, are certainly man-made associa-
tions, almost always due to pasturing. The chief exceptions
are certain maritime, sub-maritime, and mountain grass
communities where edaphic or climatic factors, especially
sea-salt, wind near the sea or at high altitudes, prevent the
establishment of woody plants. For the rest it may be said
that where grass grows, or rather where most of our meadow
grasses grow, trees can grow; and that the cause of their
absence is that their seedlings are eaten off and killed, while
the dominant grasses of the sward, after being eaten down, con-
stantly shoot again from buds close to the surface of the soil.

This relation of forest and grassland can be well seen
on many of the English grass " commons/' which still bear
fragments of unfenced woodland. The part of such a
common nearest a village, for instance, may be pure grass-
land. Sometimes it bears isolated bushes or patches of
scrub consisting of spiny shrubs (gorse, hawthorn, black-
thorn, bramble), which the grazing animals avoid. The
grass goes right up to the edge of the wood and between
the outlying trees, which cannot regenerate, sometimes
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because any tree seedlings which became established would
be eaten off, sometimes because the compacted soil forms
too firm and dry a surface for the seeds of the trees to
germinate upon. Thus the area of woodland will constantly
shrink and be replaced by pasture.

Within the shade of the wood the grasses of the open
common can no longer grow. If the wood is small and
the grazing on the common heavy, few or no woodland
species will exist, because the animals come right through
it, eating off or trampling down any herbs which appear.
But if it is larger and not pastured, woodland plants will be
met with as soon as the marginal zone is passed; and young
trees may be found where there is sufficient light and the
surface soil is suitable for the germination of their seeds.

The actual communities dominated by grasses occurring
on such pastured commons vary according to the soil. A
widespread association of sandy soil, and of the somewhat
similar soils of many northern and western hillsides whose
rock is siliceous, is dominated by the common " bent"

(Agrostis vulgaris) and the sheep's fescue (Festuca ovina), often
with the sweet vernal grass (Anthoxanthum odomtum).
This is a biotic (grazing) association developed where heath
and then woodland would come if grazing were stopped.
If the grazing is less heavy, the heaths (Calluna and Erica]
are often locally or generally dominant. If the soil is
distinctly acid and peaty, the silver hair grass (Deschampsia
flexuosa) or the mat grass (Nardus stricia} becomes prominent
or even dominant, and in damper places the purple moor
grass (Molinia c&rulea] is often dominant.

On heavier and " better " soils with a higher content of
soluble salts the common meadow grasses, Poa pratensis,
P. trivialis, Lolium pwevme, Dactylis glomerata, etc., form
good pasture. The corresponding woodland is the peduncu-
late oak consociation (Quercetum roboris). Where there is
much lime in the soil the Avense (Avena pratensis,
A. pubescem) and the allied Trtseium flavescens often
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become prominent. On the dry soils of the chalk (and
also on the older limestones) we have a closely grazed turf
of Festuca ovina or jF. wbra var. faUax, associated with a
number of herbs characteristic of dry or highly calcareous
soils, giving the well-knowa and highly characteristic
association of chalk pasture.

The communities mentioned, or modifications of them,
occupy between them the greatest extent of the semi-
natural grasslands of Great Britain, Since they are all
associations whose form and constitution is determined by
grazing, they all give place to something else if grazing is
withdrawn, This something else is ultimately forest, provided
seed of the appropriate trees is available; but the kind of
shrubs and trees that come, and the conditions under which
they come, as well as the corresponding changes in the soil,
require much detailed study,

The more porous soils show a general tendency, in our
climate, to progressive " leaching/' I.e. washing out of
soluble salts from the surface layers of the soil, and this
frequently leads to increasing acidity of the surface soil
with a corresponding gradual change in the vegetation with
lapse of time, How far and In exactly what way this
external cause of succession affects the development of the
vegetation to forest is a question on which we need much
fuller information than we possess at present*

; FRESHWATER COMMUNITIES : MARSH, FEN AND " Mass/'

The next group of communities that we must notice are
those developed in the succession from freshwater to land,
wMch takes place partly by silting and partly by the growth
of peat at or near the water-level.

The freshwater communities themselves, consisting partly
of algae (with mosses in some waters) and partly of lowering
plants, present peculiar difficulties of classification, and no

� general satisfactory scheme has yet been produced, We
know, howler,, i that the richness or poverty of the water
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in dissolved oxygen, in various soluble mineral salts, and
also in suspended material (silt), has a determining influence
on these communities.

The types of vegetation borne by the alluvial and peat
land produced on the edges of freshwater (lakes and rivers)
are influenced by the same factors, and we may distinguish
between marshland, fenland and mossland (or moorland)
according as the soil is formed mainly by silt, by peat contain-
ing considerable quantities of certain salts, or by peat very
poor in these salts. Marshland may approximate to fenland
or to moorland according to the abundance or poverty of
salts in the silt, and need not here be dealt with separately.

Fenland occupies the upper parts of the sites of old estuaries
as well as the edges of certain lakes and the alluvial soil
bordering streams. It is particularly well developed in East
Anglia, where the rivers largely drain the chalk and bring
down " hard " waters rich in lime. The greatest area of fen-
land lies between Cambridge and the Wash, but this is almost
wholly drained and cultivated. The smaller area in East
Norfolk (the " Broads " region) is in a much more natural state.

The development of fen commonly starts from the reed-
swamp association, which may be regarded as the
culmination of the series of aquatic communities proper.
Reed swamp shows consociations of Scirpus lacustris (great
reed), Typha (bulrush) and Phragmites (common reed), as
well as smaller communities (consociations and societies)
of other species, including the tall sedges (Carex nparia,
0. pseudo-cyperus, etc.) and grasses such as Glyceria aquatica
and Phalaris arundinacea. As the submerged soil approaches
the surface of the water by the continued accumulation of
organic debris from the reedswamp plants, the landward
edge of the reedswamp is gradually invaded by fen plants,
i.e. plants whose shoots are subaerial instead of partly
submerged. The two most characteristic fen dominants
are ClaMum mariscus, a stout saw-leaved Cyperaceous plant,
and Juncus oUmifloms, the fen rush, though the common
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and Phalaris, may remain dominant so long as the water-
level remains sufficiently high. The two last-named are
characteristic of reed swamps and fens in which there is
abundance of mineral salts in the water. Such fens are

also characterised by a greater variety of dicotyledonous
flowering plants. The purple moor grass (Molinia ccerulea)
becomes dominant in some fens, as they become drier and
probably more acid by leaching.

The fen association, if not regularly cut, is soon colonised
by shrubs and trees. Among the shrubs are Salix cinerea,
S. repens, and other willows, the two species of buckthorn
(Rhamnus), the guelder rose (Viburnum opulus); and the low-
growing sweet gale (Myrica gale) ; and of trees, the hairy
birch (Betula pubescens), the ash (Fraxinus excelsior), and the
alder (Alnus glutinosa). Ultimately fen wood or 

" 
carr 

"

It I
is formed, typically dominated by the alder, but sometimes
by the birch.

Fen often passes into moor in sufficiently wet climates
by the increasing acidity of the peat as it is built up above
the level of the soil water (with its dissolved salts) and
the plants come to depend on rain water. The bog moss
(Sphagnum) appears, and a number of other typical moss
plants, e.g. cotton grass (Eriophorum). Moor, or " moss," as
it is often locally called, may also, as was indicated above,
directly succeed reed swamp or other aquatic communities,
if the water is poor in basic salts, especially calcium car-
bonate. As the moss peat slowly accumulates and the surface
is built up farther above the water-level, it becomes drier,
and is often colonised by Calluna. Such a moss may in fact
pass over into heath vegetation. Later the surface may be
colonised by Betula, and come to bear birchwood. The
process of drying is often accelerated by the cutting of
drainage ditches, though it may take place naturally. It
is retarded, perhaps indefinitely, in a very damp climate
where the rate of evaporation is low. There is no satisfactory
evidence that moor can develop into dimau: forest (oak).
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Upland " mosses" are typically formed on summit
plateaux covered with " till," i.e. tenacious clayey soil left
by the ice sheets of the last glacial period, which over-rode
the summits of the lower mountains. A very wet climate
favoured the colonisation of such areas by the bog moss
(Sphagnum), the cotton grass (Eriophorum vaginatum), and
the " deerhair sedge" (Scirpus ccespitosus). Large areas
on the Pennine plateaux, in north-west Scotland and in
Ireland, are covered by vast consociations of one or other of
the two last-named plants. On drying of the peat, whether
by change of climate or the cutting back of streams into
the plateau, these plants are succeeded by heath plants, the
bilberry (Vactinium myrtillus) or the ling (Calluna). Many
gently sloping areas occur on the Pennines, where these
plants are mixed with cotton grass. On steeper and better
drained slopes the ling or the bilberry are alone dominant.

The mat grass (Nardus slricta) is dominant on thin
peaty soils overlying siliceous rock and on the peat debris
eroded from the edges of the peat plateaux. On still
thinner peaty soils the silver hair grass (Deschampsia fiexuosa)
is dominant. A third species, the purple moor grass
(Molinia carulea), occurs whgre the peaty soil is well aerated
by percolating (moving) water, and also probably where it
obtains a greater supply of bases. Molinia frequently occurs
also on the damper parts of lowland heaths, and on the
edges of mosses as well as on fens. (Cf. pp. 57, 60.)

All this last-named vegetation is characteristic of the
country which is called " moor " in ordinary English, and
is really an upland heath (e.g. the typical " grouse moors "-
Calluneta-of Yorkshire and Scotland). It is distinct from
the much wetter moss (which, together with fen, would be
"moor" in German), i.e. vegetation on thick peat. The
type of grassland (pasture) dominated by Agrostis vulgaris
and Festuca ovina, mentioned on page 57 shows transitions
to heath (both upland and lowland) by the coming in of
species like Deschampsia flexuosa on thin peat or peaty
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humus, and of the heath plants proper where pasturing is
reduced or abandoned. On the slopes of the southern
Pennines there is fluctuation between this grassland and
upland heath according to the amount of pasturing on the
one hand, and on the other the tendency to form peaty
humus, which is a constant factor in the moist climate (29).

The wet climate of the hill country of the north and west
of Great Britain leads not only to the leaching of the surface t
layers of soil owing to heavy rainfall, but also to the
building up of acid humus below the herbage owing to the
even more important climatic factor of almost constantly
moist air combined with low temperatures, which impedes
the natural process of humus decay. The result is seen in
the prevalence of heath and moor plants in the semi-
natural pastures even on well-drained hillsides and even
above limestone rock, except where " flushes " from springs
or from surface drainage bring down fresh supplies of basic
salts dissolved from the rocks.

With the exception of some of the higher-lying mosses,
all the plant communities mentioned in the last section now
occupy country which probably at one time bore forest-
at lower altitudes Quercetum sessiliflorce, at high altitudes
Betuletum pubescentis, and probably Pinetum silvestris.
Felling and grazing have no doubt been largely responsible
for the disappearance of oakwood and its replacement by
heath and grassland, thus depressing the upper limit of forest,
and leading to the general bareness of the hUly regions of
the north. Perhaps increasing wetness of the climate has
led, in part at least, to the replacement of birch and pine by
moss, for both these trees are to be found locally embedded
in. the peat. Pine rarely spreads from plantations as it does
on the drier southern heaths.

The birch and pine woods whose remains are preserved
in the peat may be looked upon as the southern extensions,
at the higher altitudes, of the birch-pine association of north-
central and northern Scotland. A fringe of birchwood stifl
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exists in many places above the oakwoods of northern
England and southern Scotland, but pine is no longer
indigenous except in Scotland.

ARCTIC-ALPINE VEGETATION.

While the rounded tops and summit plateaux of the hills
whose altitude is round about 2,000 feet are mainly occupied
by the moor or moss communities, many of the higher
mountains, especially in the Highlands of Scotland, but to
some extent also in North Wales, the Lake District, and
Ireland, show a distinct vegetation generally known as
" arctic-alpine." This name is appropriate because the
characteristic species are at home in arctic Europe, and
some occur also in the European Alps. Arctic-alpine
vegetation is found most richly developed and forming
varied plant communities on the mountains formed of basic
rocks. The acidic summits, ledges and screes show a few
species, but these mountains are generally mainly covered
with moor or moss, except where there is bare rock exposed.

All the arctic-alpine vegetation lies above the zone of
former woodland, though individual species may be carried
down streams, appearing at lower levels ; and some, especially
on the Atlantic coast of Ireland, occur at sea-level.

The lowest zone of this vegetation is the so-called arctic-
alpine grassland, represented mainly by an association
dominated by the viviparous form of the sheep's fescue
{Festuca ovina forma vivipam) and the alpine lady's mantle
(Akhemilla alpina), with a number of other characteristic
species associated. Above the slopes which bear this type
of grassland we come to the sheltered rock faces, ledges and
stream-sides which form the habitats of the greater number
of the characteristic arctic-alpine species. The individual
communities formed by these are generally small, owing to
the very uneven nature of the ground, and the study of this
varied vegetation is not sufficiently advanced to allow of

useM summary. Finally, we have the summit plateaux
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with surface composed of loose (" mountain top
detritus "), which are a very regular feature of the higher
British mountains ; and this is occupied by a
of which the shaggy moss Rhacomitrium is the
most prominent member,

MARITIME VEGETATION,

The last types of vegetation we have to are the
maritime communities developed on the
habitats are determined by " maritime factors," On the
one hand we have the vegetation of blown st**i sand forming
the well-known coastal (and clow: to wr may put
the closely allied though distinct wgt tation of :
on the other the very different vcgtttfition «*f th<*
(so-called salt marshes), which arc* c<M*tt*d by tint ttiglirr

The dominant factor of the dum s is ttie luow,

sand, not the sea salt, for we i'md commumticb of vi-ry
type on blown sand on the cif frrshwaUr for
instance Lake Michigan in North America. Th«- tall
plants, on the contrary, are primarily ckttt mint tl by
periodic immersion in salt water, by tht* fact that tht*y
are rooted in soil where the watttr is or ks$
salt. These a

practically all have more or )f*avi*s.
Dune SucceMioo^-Ttie in irf Hie

dunes, which is wetted only by the
is inhabited wave is not t<x» by a
"characteristic community, of tin: sea
(CaMk maritima), the itit W*A
wort (dfwuyfo of and
the sea couch am* the

promment All of a
amount of la salt a

ing tendency to ; and all (tint taut
especially, to its of Ilie dry
blown on to and tow Mil* or
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through which the plants grow up. The low dunes formed
by Agropymm junceum may eventually reach a height out
of reach of the spring tides, and this species thus comes
to dominate an independent community.

The marram grass (Ammophila arenaria) cannot stand
prolonged immersion in sea water, but its seedlings freely
colonise the sand just out of reach of the highest tides. The
plants have the same marked power of pushing up when
covered with sand as Agropyrum junceum, but they grow
much more extensively, so that they form much higher
dunes, which they bind and consolidate by the ramifications
of their rhizomes and roots. Thus the motion of the surface

sand particles is checked, and after a time other species,
which cannot colonise moving sand, establish themselves
between the plants of the marram. Some of these species
are practically confined to sand dunes, but most of them
are plants also found in inland habitats. It is to be noted
that, contrary to a common impression, the sand of dunes
below the air-dried surface is constantly moist.

Eventually the surface of the dune becomes covered with
a continuous carpet of vegetation, in which certain lichens
and mosses which flourish in the damp sea air, but can
withstand periods of drought, are usually prominent.
Various grasses also enter, and often largely dominate, the
fixed dune surface. Old grass-covered dunes may form a
poor pasture, and are often used as rabbit warrens. Scrub
is frequently developed upon them. The sea buckthorn
(Hippophae rhamnoides) is a characteristic native shrub of
some of the east coast dunes, and is very often planted. It
is not found wild inland in Great Britain, though it grows
abundantly on alluvial gravels in other parts of Europe.
Typical-heath is developed on some British dunes. Climax
forest develops on old dunes in many parts of the world,
but not in the poorly wooded British Isles, probably because
seed is not available in sufficient quantity, perhaps because
the vary easily leached soil quickly becomes too acid. Various
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trees however (notably species of pine), are successfully
planted on dune soil.

Shingle Beach Vegetation.-Shingle beach vegetation
has considerable affinity with that of dunes, many
species occurring on both. The smaller shingle is often
much mixed with sand, so that the habitats are similar.
Shingle is piled above the ordinary high-water level of
spring tides by exceptional tides, and on a well-developed
shingle beach there is generally a distinct "storm-crest1*
marking the last tide effective in this piling up process.
It is on the relatively immobile shingle beyond this crest
that vegetation carried down the landward side by the
overwash establishes itself, most luxuriantly and charac-
teristically on shingle " spits/' rather than on beaches
which are formed on the edge of the coast and are continuous
with the land along their whole length. The plants of
shingle beaches are largely derived from and are dependent
on the humus of sea drift carried down among the stones.

The vegetation of shingle beaches which are not sandy
is characterised by various species of lichens which cover
the surface of the stones, and by societies of certain species
of flowering plants, among which the sea pea (Lathyrm
marittmus), the dock (Rumex trigranulatus), the sea campion
(Silene maYitima)t the horned poppy (Glaucium lutewm)-
the last two also on fixed sand dunes-the purple herb-
robert (Geranium purpureum), and varieties of the red fescue
(Festuca rubra] are the leading species. On old shingle
beaches, removed from the direct influence of the sea, an
inland vegetation develops, and very often a scrub.

Salt Marsh Vegetation, - Salt marshes, as already
mentioned, bear a characteristic halopMlous vegetation in
which practically aU the species ate peculiar to this habitat.
The mud (or sand) covered by every tide is too mobile for
plant colonisation: it is only the stretches which lie above
the high neap tides that are ordinarily covered with vegeta-
tion. The "sea grass" (Zostera), however, which is we!
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adapted to live submerged for most of its life, is frequently
found occupying the flats covered by the neaps, where the
race of the tide is not too strong. The glasswort or marsh
samphire (Salicornia herbacea) is the pioneer on the mud
flats,1 the surface of the mud being often prepared for it
by the green alga Rhizoclomum. The glasswort is followed
by the maritime grass Glyceria (sometimes called Atropis
or Sclerochloa) maritima. The course of the succession is
now very variable according to local conditions, but taken
as a whole a mixed vegetation (the general salt marsh
community) appears on the flats covered by most of the
springs. In this the sea aster (Aster tripolium), sea plantain
(Plantago maritima), sea arrow grass (Triglochin maritimum),
sea lavender (Statice limonium), sea spurrey (Spergularia margi-
nata), sea blite (Su&da maritima), are general constituents.

The salt flats covered only by the higher spring tides
bear a turf which is a direct result of the closing and con-
solidation of the general salt marsh community. This is
nearly always grazed and is good sheep and cattle pasture,
or saltings, the French pres salees. The turf is composed
of Glyceria maritima, or a form of Festuca rubra, with Suada
maritima, Armeria vulgaris, Statice limonium, etc. Locally
on the south and east coasts of England the shrubby Suceda
fruticosa occupies a rather special habitat on the edge of
shingle beach where this overlies salt marsh. Other species
which occur in the various special habitats at the higher
levels of the salt marsh are the sea purslane (Obione portula-
coides, the sea wormwood (Artemisia maritima) the stag's
horn plantain (Plantago coronopus), etc., and locally various
species of sea lavender (Statice).

The highest levels of the salt marsh, only reached by the
wry highest spring tides-perhaps only by a few tides twice
a year-is often marked by a belt of the sea rush Juncus
maritimus, and at the same level we find especially such
plants as Glaux maritima, Agro'pyrum pungens, and some-

* Several closely allied annual species of Salicornia may be represented*
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times other species, such as Ocnanthc lachenalii, which Is
also found in brackish marshes. These species do not
the characteristic structural features of halophytes to nearly
so great a degree as those occurring at lower levels;
with them are ordinary land species, which will
small amounts of salt in the soil

When the tide is effectively kept out of a salt marsh
and there is adequate drainage by ditches and sluices, the
salt is rapidly washed out of the soil and non-halophilous
species colonise the area. Excellent pastureland, which
be converted into arable, is regularly formed in this way.
There is no good evidence that salt marsh can develop by
the mere accumulation of silt or humus, without
assistance, into a non-maritime vegetation,

We have not aimed in this chapter at
the briefest outline of the nature and of the

chief types of British vegetation. We have
left out of account many plant communities of
such for instance as those of sea cliffs; the ** **
habitats provided by quarries, spoil
waste places of every description, which are of very
rank and status. It was explained in Chapter II
human activity is constantly providing the
new habitats, and these become by
of plants which may be temporary and but be
.closely adjusted to their environment, as in all old
munities characteristic of habitats of

natural or due to human agency. The of
habitats are thus derived from the
and include weeds and

members of old-established are 10
colonise them. For

material for close ecological study.
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PART III

METHODS OF STUDYING
VEGETATION

CHAPTER VI

SCOPE AND AIMS OF ECOLOGICAL WORK

BEFORE passing to the actual methods of work, it is well
to consider the aims the student should keep in view in
undertaking ecological investigation. There is no reason
whatever why the work of every intelligent and careful
student should not add to the general knowledge as well as
to his own, for there are still a vast number of things about
our common vegetation that we do not know, many of them
not at all recondite. But if the work is to have this result

it is essential that the student should know exactly what
he is aiming at, and that he should be prepared, if necessary,
to revise his aims as the research proceeds.

Every kind of scientific investigation has two stages-
the descriptive and the analytical. We must first know
clearly what the phenomena are-the things or processes
we propose to investigate; and thus we must carefully
observe and accurately record before we can proceed to find
out how they come about. It is the fashion in some
quarters to deride " descriptive science," to deny that it
is true science at all; but such derision is not in the least
justified. Unintelligent description of badly selected things
is worthless, but intelligent description of the right things,
undertaken in the right way and with a definite end in view, is
not only valuable, it is indispensable to the progress of science.
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We should never be content with mere description if it
is possible to go on to an investigation of causation-of
how things come to happen in the way they do-for that is the
ultimate aim of science. Nor is it at all necessary or desirable
to divide our work sharply into two parts, descriptive and
analytical, and to finish one before we begin the other.
The careful description of some sets of phenomena, for
instance of some natural processes, especially if it is quanti-
tative, at once enables us to understand their causes, which
we could never have done without it. And even if the pro-
blem cannot be solved at once, a careful description will
enable us to state it more clearly and precisely, so that
we can proceed to the necessary analysis or to experiments
in the field or the laboratory.

The scientific description of British plant communities
is very far from complete. In one sense, of course, it can
never be complete, but there is a good deal that wants doing
to improve, and to fill gaps in, the existing general
descriptions. A good beginning was made during the first
decade of the present century, and the results were recorded
in Types of British Vegetation, published in 1911. Since
that time, for various reasons, the work that has been done

has been less systematic, and more largely devoted to special
problems. The communities that have been distinguished
require testing over a wider extent of country than has
been actually investigated, in order that the statements
made concerning them may be confirmed or modified.

The method of primary survey (see Chapter VII), on which
the general classification of associations mainly rests, was
to choose a stretch of country and then distinguish and map
the communities that could be conveniently represented on
the scale of i inch to the mile by means of different colours,
modified by stippling and hatching. The first surveyors
had, of course, everything to learn. They had to deteraune
on the kinds of vegetation which they would select for
representation; and later surveyors, besides finding new
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types in new areas, did not always agree that the; original
ones were rightly chosen. Towards the end of "what we
may call "the period of primary survey/' the British
Vegetation Committee, a small organisation of theses actively
interested in this work, made an attempt to standardise
the colours and symbols used. The scheme dra^vn up was,
however, never published, partly because of the increasing
difficulty of securing publication of the coloured primary
survey maps, partly because it was felt by some that
standardisation was rather premature.

The usefulness of primary survey is certainly not esdiausted.
It is quite possible to avoid the expense oi producing: coloured
maps by substituting representation in bla.ck ami white
(see Fig. i, p. 72), though this is not quite so satisfactory
as representation in colours. There is no better training
in extensive study of vegetation than carrying through the
primary survey of a suitable area, because a considerable
number of different types are encountered in the course
of the work, and the relations of these have to bee closely
studied in order to represent them properly on. a map.
There is a good deal to be said for the constant ^direction
of effort to the making of a good map, though thtis is not
of course to be regarded as the ultimate goal oi any ecological
work, which is the understanding of the vegetation studied.
But the making of a map focusses effort and compels the
student to make up his mind about the status of ttxe vegetation
mapped. As we shall see in the next chapter, it is often
necessary to " interpret " vegetation, since it is not possible
on a small scale to record every plant population exactly
as it is, and the necessity of such interpretation is in itself
a valuable training.

There is, however, another method of extensive w«ork, which
leads perhaps to a deeper understanding of individual plant
communities. This may be called the wonograpfaw method,
and consists in taking a single well-defined plant community,
a consociation or an association, such for instance as the
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i,tuv»\

FIG. i.-Draft scheme prepared by a Committee of Council of the
British Ecological Society, tinder the chairmanship of Dr. E, J.
Salisbury, for the representation of British Vegetation in Waek
and white. The scale of the symbols should be varied in accord-
ance with the scale of the map, In general only the "
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tlw h'Mth i»r ti«s iml swamp, and following it
wh'!>'\*'i Jf *" i" ir> f«»im»t, Nttidyliig tin* variations of its

ii »*f*>i " *n*i f «i« » If * !»'hitions In othi*r communities
It i? j * tv rt**'l»Ml ttttfisthons, and its dependence

h,ibit.i! *»i , *hm<thr, ftiaphic and biotir. A study
iJ tin- '-«»tt, j»?t«j<*rJv irn*'tl Mit, rvm OVIT u comparatively
*.nj.ill ;tr».i ^f «**k 'tii^nj,»li if In rcitainly desirable to
i \fiiifl tli* 'tu'tv I't VMts«! tin* limits of !>i/,i« of a region con-
v«m*fit f^r {tfiuu v uiv»ytf uil! i*Ivr a dt^ep^r insight into
tip* M*jn!iPii;ifv , '!«» tnl flwii rmiltl b* gained from the
.tUifition j»'. -iW»' a iMtt-nil survey, and will surely
luttfftirtif** fl'4! "I «l « fully

th" }*iii;i4iy ».twvi*v »«ft tin* monographic methods
414* * * ,**!<tiillv ^»Vw*r^» nmiHl mi «vc*r a wide area of

l»v tin* iiirllicwiH of observation and

» < in ^ fi mil, what may be called intensive
i* irfiiriiiin M MtlMt with dt*t,illrcl investigation of

|*i*4liS«iti 4 In ur ^jtiiL Thi*^* problems arc endless,
Ami b«* l*i any that the inclination,

at tlit* disposal of the
ilit uft-. ilti'in may be mentioned

#'< llr wl inlf vt of problems centring round
ifir of individual species: the

«f A produces under
itii* by which the species

f ii»* tif ; f hit conditions under which
i'4U!>isshmc*nt of tlie seedlings

fli^rly jwoblems are those
individual plants, either

of Itw* (<r cif the or failure
ill «r or llr* </f Iwi) and the actual

; for rwil competition or over-

flit type of vegetation, sliould be
tn Tlti* otbff symtx)l», representing

< jin l« aclrlifi! wherever the permits
i4 (Krprintfitl from the journal
**/ I, p* §i»
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shadowing; the effect upon the result of different conditions
of the habitat, for instance moisture or reaction of the soil.
Then there are the one-sided or mutual benefits which plants
may confer upon one another, for instance the protection
afforded by a larger plant by way of shelter from desiccation.
or by a spinose plant in keeping off the attacks of browsing
animals; and again the preparation of the soil by the
formation of humus from the decaying parts of one plant
for the establishment of others, and so on. On the solution
of numberless problems of this nature depends the detailed
understanding of every case of natural succession (see Chapter
IV), and some of these, at least, can be studied with every
prospect of success by anyone who lives in the country
and has time at his disposal.

In working at such problems it is important to employ
experiment as well as observation, wherever possible. This
can be done in the field wherever there is little or no risk

of disturbance. It must be admitted that the likelihood

of disturbance is a serious drawback to the setting up of
experiments on vegetation in the English country-side. It
is often possible, however, to obtain the toleration or even
the interest of landowner, fanner or keeper, and thus help
to secure the safety of field experiments. And some experi-
ments which do not require apparatus of any sort are quite
inconspicuous.

The importance of field experiments in ecology cannot
be overestimated. It must not be supposed that experiments
necessarily imply instruments or apparatus, elaborate or
simple. The experimental method simply means the
observation of processes under controlled conditions. The
nature and extent of the control necessary are of course
infinitely various according to the problem under investi-
gation. For instance the fencing of a small area against
rabbits,1 the cutting of small narrow trenches to divert the
water supply which ordinarily flows down a slope in a regioa
» (33) Farrow II, 1916 ; (45) Tansley, 1922; (57) Walt, Part I, 1923,
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of heavj r.tiHf.tll,* tin* supply of extra water to vegetation
growing r»n dry soil 2 - all these arc field experiments which
havi* gmn \MltiabIf results. Such experiments are essential
for the solution of tinny ecological problems, and moderate
ingenuity will surest an indt finite number of means of testing
tin* rfiicfs of flit* different factors at work upon vegetation.

M«tny «-rn|ft£U*«d premises can be conveniently studied in
a Rardi'ii, li»t it must of course be recognised that the ,
condition* in ;i garden art* very different in many respects ;

thoM« of natural vegetation, and caution is required I
in inferences from one to the other. With this ;

proviso a deal of information can be obtained from (
<*,\I»*isifit<nts Natural conditions can sometimes be j

dus*4y by growing plants in competition in boxes \
tin* natural soil of their habitats. But such work j

cart observation and experiment in the field. {
be said here about quantitative methods. j
of exact quantitative results from which
can be formulated is a well-established

of Broadly, we may say that in proportion
10 the 0f a branch of science its methods become

quantitative. Tills is as true of biology in general and of
in particular as of other branches of science. But

writ her in general nor ecology in particular can as
yH be treated wholly or even mainly by quantitative methods,

should of course be applied wherever they are
In plan*. Quantitative data are not necessarily of any
v;shi*% and we must never make a fetish of them. To be of

for inferences and ultimately formulating
** ** ffsey niii4t have some kind of general validity,
Li\ Cither form parts of a general descriptive
** iikitffi*/* or tit«*y must be of such a kind that they can be

ri'ttb'd to one another. Isolated data or sets of
c|«i not lit into a "picture" and cannot be

an* v,ilud«"ss, or nearly valueless. This is
* lift HI, iv«7- * (3*) Farrow IV, 10x7.
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equally true of enumerations of sjxjcks aud fuquc-ndes, and
of quantitative records of tlie factors of tin* habitat, such
as soil analyses, cvaporimehT readings lii^U irmrds, and
so on. The mere taking of an instiumuit intu tht fidd and
making readings, just as the mm* recording of tit** numht'x
of individuals of a species in a given arra, is not a. vhtue
in itself and is no guarantee of stirfiiifir irMiltx If we
would discover causation theie must ahvav I.«* a drlmite

If- |! object in view, a definite? problem to he solved, and ob-fi va-
il' ii tions and records and experiments must aluvy* !»J «l»rt;trel

towards solving it. All this may smn very obvimis tmt it
is not infrequently forgotten,

On the other hand, intelligent qualitative ob!<<rva!i<"n of
the constitution and nlationships rrf plant ronmiunitn-s,
sometimes at once <»nabk»s us to rico^niM' rau-f^, or at Ira-*!
clearly to state problems for .solution. In ? n La" **, at iv«*
observation contributes to *i pictun.* cif lip* ve^t'fation of a
country or region, it Is nnentLtl in tht* lit 4 dtvt'riptivv
of investigation; a few quantitatsvi* <)at*i in»iy IK*
by way of closer ch*anicteri&ition. Hut it i; <rf lifllr «M«
to multiply these last indefinitely until *»fimfit jno!ilrm<*
arise and can be clearly stated an<l rately attack*1!!.

In attempting to attack a ^jictifk prtililnn tip* br *.t
of approach should first bi» carefully
problems are often complex, it &c>cm apjM^ar ffi»it flit*
method of first clt<jHi*n is not tt«* rfc-

results* One prciblem to anuthir, an«l It In*
to the first till fit** IMS

worked out. The attempt to tin- in
its turn* that a third first to* attut.frjl, and »

of flif hr*t IP
altogether. For instance, wt? an* tti
the rrf lmfti or

over a arm of At tttM il timy bi'
that the in am!
constitution of the sod arc But wil
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nay show that none of these variations can be connected
lirectly with the differences of vegetation. There rnay
tppear evidence that these differences correspond, to some
sxtent, with the moisture of the soil, though the communities
nhabiting, on the whole, the drier and damper areas
"espectively are apparently quite capable of growing on
ather. This suggests a difference in the incidence of com-
)etition between the plants of the two soils, and the difference
n competition may finally turn out to be determined by the
ittacks of animals which avoid, for instance, very wet
pround, and bear more hardly on one of the communities
"vhich they prefer, thus handicapping it in its struggle with
:he other, except on the wet ground where it is not so heavily
ittacked. The original problem, the correlation with soil
constitution, has vanished, and the question of moisture
has become subordinate, in determining the observed dis-
tribution, to that of competition as affected by animal attack,
which thus turns out to be the main cause of the distribution

observed. Such a case as this (cf. Farrow, Breckland II,
III, IV, and V, see list, p. 218) clearly brings out the necessity
of keeping an open mind, and not persisting in a line of
attack which is not giving good results.

Also the student should never allow himself to become

enslaved by his methods. The method which seems most
suitable should be carefully thought out beforehand, and
strictly adhered to until it is thoroughly tested. But it
should be modified or abandoned directly it proves unsatis-
factory, and a better one can be substituted. Never adhere
to routine for the sake of routine. This warning applies
particularly to listing, charting and mapping methods (see
Chapters VII and VIII). A great deal of valuable time
may be wasted, for instance, by adhering to laboriously
accurate methods which are giving little information likely
to be of value. This is not to say that detailed charting,
for instance, in which the position of every individual plant
is shown, is not sometimes of essential value. It all depends
on the particular object in view.



CHAPTER VII

EXTENSIVE STUDIES-RECONNAISSANCE

AND PRIMARY

IT was remarked in the last chapter an
study or survey of a large* tract of country - prtmuxy .survey,
as it is called-forms a good {nclimizuury to mt*'«MVi*
Such a survey gives a general knowl»'d#*' of th«> fy|H*s» of
vegetation and the conditions in whiili tiny omir,
enables the student to choose ait-as or rfiniiiitiiiifIt \ for
more detailed with and nt, This

advantage is quite apart from tin* of «ifciii»iff
maps of the vegetation of crmsidi*r;ibl** aitas, is a
legitimate and useful end in itself,

RECONNAISSANCE.

In the way the cvt*n mcnv cursory ts
reconnaissance is a dc^irabkt preliminary to Mirvcy,
In reconnaissance the country is tr.tv«*r^*d, ttir
features of the vegetation noti*d and ami
are listed, so that tin* sttulrnt it c4

the field is like. Primary 11 a
though by no an to
detailed work, but of ii
practically befcire h

The thing to do r»n
is to obtain a r| the

to be reconnoitred, it%
41 layer ocmttour " on tht* af half an iitcli to t
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(r: 126,720).* or the maps of the Ordnance Survey on the
scale of i inch to a mile (i : 63,360),* and .also if possible
maps showing the surface geology (which is usually all that
matters to the ecologist), for instance the " drift maps " of

the Geological Survey on the same scale, if these are avail-
able.3 From the topographical and geological maps the
general nature of the ground and of the soil, the situations
of woodland and " wasteland/' can be seen in a general way,
and the best routes chosen, A bicycle (or motor car) is
a very useful help in working the area quickly, though in
the remoter and more sparsely populated districts, where
there are few roads, it is often necessary to leave such aids
to travel and traverse the country on foot.

Each weE-marked type of natural or semi-natural
vegetation met with should be rapidly examined, and the
dommant and abundant species, as well as any peculiar or
striking species, recorded in the notebook. It is best to
keep a special notebook for reconnaissance work. At the
same time the principal agricultural crops should be recorded.
It is convenient and useful to record on the map itself (e,g.
Bartholomew's half-inch or the large sheet folding map of
the i-inch Ordnance Survey) the general type of natural
vegetation, plantation, arable or pasture land. This can
be done by means of symbols, preferably letters denoting
the generic names of the dominants of natural vegetation,
or in the case of crops the English names. But the method
employed must be left to the judgment and convenience
of the individual.

A small portable pressing-case for taking home un-
known or doubtful plants, a snapshot camera/and a tightly
stoppered bottle of dilute hydrochloric acid 4 for roughly

* Price 39. per sheet, mounted in sections, 45.
» Price of " Popular Edition," each sheet of 27 inches X 18 inches,

folding for the pocket, 2S. 6d., mounted in sections, 33. 6d
% Unfortunately, " drift maps " of considerable parts of the British

have not yet been published. . 
'

4 E g " "20 per cent. Note that hydrochloric acid destroys cotton
tad linen fabrics, but not those made of pure wool. It Is almost
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testing the amount of " lime " (calcium carbonate) in the
soil, are useful accessories; but the map, notebook, sharp
eyes and a wide-awake mind are the only essentials.

In reconnaissance proper it is important to keep to the
aim of reconnaissance, i.e. to get a general idea of the
country and its vegetation, and not to allow the interest to
become fixed on particular communities. Primary survey
work caimpt be done properly on reconnaissance, and time
is spent with no satisfactory result if the student lingers
too long over one community. At the same time this
warning must be interpreted with common sense, for instance
if something particularly interesting is met with, and there
is likely to be no opportunity of revisiting the spot.

It will be obvious to the reader that successful recon-

naissance work presupposes at least a moderate knowledge
of species and of soils. For the rest it can be carried out
with increasing rapidity and increasingly trustworthy
as experience accumulates; but the beginner, if he knows
his plants and has some knowledge of rocks and the
they produce, can obtain useful results.

No attempt should be made in reconnaissance to cover
every square mile of the country: that is the business of
primary survey. The aim is only a general result based on
observation along well-chosen routes. The time
to carry out a fairly complete reconnaissance varies greatly
with the type of country. Regions with very uniform
vegetation, if they are reasonably accessible, occupy far
time than greatly diversified regions, which are
time-consuming in extensive work. In steep, hilly country
it is often possible, with a certain amount of

impossible to avoid occasional drops getting on the outside of
bottle, and from there to the clothes. It is useful to have a*
subjective scale of reactions of soil to hydrochloric acid, e.g. JL% no
bubbles, Lr few isolated bubbles, L» slight general '
L3 moderate, L4 strong, Ls violent. It should be remembered the
surface inch or two of the soil often contains practically no lime,
to leaching and. humus formation, while slightly deeper layers, is
some of the plants are rooted, may contain a considerable
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to identify, far Qnty, the type of
oil an ;4ojw: from its genera! appearance:

at a distance, and in this way much flint* may In* saved.
Similarly, reconnaissance may jomrtinns lit* done fiom
the window** of u *,!o%ly moving train. If i; unnwe&Hary
to say th.it Midi ob»ervution h iui substitute far ;ic4ual
surwy, detailed fi*aturi;i and Imittl vaiiationn
will be uifogf*tht;r.

Sf?KVfcV.

Thin is appli«*d to the gerund methoii aflf>pf«*d by
tint ea^ogivts win) brf*;tn to ^tudy British vegetation

at fii«^ mil erf the ninvti*t-nth century. It
un the method^ of I^iofeAcn Hahattlt of Montpellier,

and of fra)giiif4ng tiiid dr%rni/iiig tin*
what Wii

call MifH 11! tlirir iloristtc

tltfii irl;itii*ir*iiifii and the gHieial
of and tln4r distttlnttum in

na of the «if iiiilf itit inch

or# cif i to tiit milt*.
cif tlit #111 in ttbfif, tfiit

be as an of the

II Such on

a and a 0!

tin? of coloured

by liie Survey. A
for ttiti it

of the not erf tin* ty{n*H cif
lint nlvt of tiir

of lliis lu-t lifts to be
tin*

It Is to nil the itfttiff! if
to in

tit tif
la aacl fiic of

i
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guished " upland cultivation with oats" from " lowland
cultivation with wheat " by different shades of yellow, and
later surveyors introduced additional types. The shade
of yellow represented, however, not only the land actually
under wheat, but the whole area where wheat could, pre-
sumably, be grown. Eventually it was proposed, by hatching
green upon yellow, to indicate the approximate percentage of
permanent pasture in the farm land, and thus to distinguish,
for instance, the Midlands and West of England, where
pasture largely preponderates, from East Anglia, where much
the greater area is arable. This proposal, certainly a good one,
was never carried out because the publication of the primary
survey maps came to an end. Further differentiation of
cultivated land could and should be made in mapping areas
in which it bulks largely.

The absence of any hope of completing a series for the
whole country within any reasonable period, partly because
of the expense of publication and partly because the interest
of ecologists became more concentrated on special problems,
together with the facts that the published maps are on
different scales, employ to some extent different colours,
and appeared in forms not readily accessible to the public,
rather seriously detract from their general usefulness. The
primary surveyors, however, did yeoman service to our
knowledge of British vegetation. They began the modem
systematic study of vegetation in this country, they formed
the first organisation for its promotion, and they provided
the essential basis for the general treatment published in
Types of British Vegetation. It may be possible in the
future to revive the aim of a complete series of primary
survey maps of the vegetation on a uniform scheme, if
interest in this particular type of work should again be
aroused in adequate measure. In the opinion of the author
there is no better tailing in the practical study of vegetation
than the work of primary survey, just as there is no better
training in field geology than geological mapping.
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The area chosen by the individual surveyor for primary
survey must generally be determined by its accessibility,
Very frequently, of course, it is the area in which the surveyor
lives, for much time has necessarily to be spent in the field.
Sometimes it may be possible to undertake the survey of
an area in which the surveyor spends successive summer
holidays. Few people have the means and leisure necessary
to make extended visits to remote regions, however interesting
they may be. If a choice is available it will clearly fall on
a region with much natural and semi-natural vegetation
which is striking, diversified and generally interesting;
unless indeed the surveyor's interests are predominantly
agricultural, when he may choose a region mainly from that
point of view. On the whole it is most convenient and useful
to take an area coincident with one or more sheets of the

i-inch Ordnance map in preference to a " natural" region
bounded for instance by the limits of a geological formation
or a river basin. This course involves no waste of space
in presentation of the results, and gives more varied data
on an equal surface of land. It has the further advantage
that the finished sheets wiH eventually fit together in a

.complete series for the whole country. An area coinciding
with one "large sheet" Ordnance map 27 inches by
28 inches will be amply big enough to begin with. It is
always a mistake " to bite off more than you can chew.1'

FIELD EQUIPMENT.

Field Maps.-These should be the i-inch and 6-inch
Ordnance Survey sheets of the selected area. Two copies
of the i-inch sheet will be required-one unmounted and
uncoloured, the other dissected, mounted and folding for
the pocket. These maps can be bought in both forms direct
from the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton, from
Stanford, of Long Acre, London, or from a local agent.
The sheets of the Outline Edition (is. 6d. each) measure
18 inches by 12 inches, and the unmounted copy should be
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cut up into eight parts, each measuring 4^ inches by 6 Inches,
and mounted on cards of the same size.1 On the backs of
the cards should be written the number of the sheet and the
number of the section (1-8), and there will also be space
for any desirable explanation of the symbols used on the face
of the map, and for any necessary general notes referring
to the section. This plan is very convenient because each

y j mounted section of the map can be conveniently held in ^*ie
jh; hand and worked on separately, and several sections can be
|H carried in a canvas or waterproof pocket made for the
fj|! purpose and measuring say 6J inches by 5 inches.
I" For uniform country like mountain and moorland, and for
j'f1' Purely agricultural country the i-inch map will often
t) > suffice, but in varied country where the vegetation changes
' r'l frequently within a short distance, or wherever details require
V' to be mapped for proper elucidation, 6-inch field
}!; (i: 10,560) are necessary. The quarter sheets of
!f* (18 inches by 12 inches, price is. 6d. each) can be cut into
I eight sections and mounted on cards of the same size
I (4! inches by 6 inches). When no detailed work on the
k is required, it is unnecessary to cut them up, and they

ii< can be carried whole in a folding leather case. There in no , * need to buy these 6-inch maps unless and until they are
individually required. The new 6-inch maps are

j. published in fuU sheets (36 inches by 24 inches), price 5s*
each, superseding the quarter sheets.

Notebooks and Note-taking in the Field.-Any
convenient pocket notebook may be used.2 The individual
surveyor will have his own preferences in regard to the
on which the notes are taken. All that need be said

is that systems of note-taking, as of other things, axe

* Cards of this size are also -useful for mounting blank
charts (see p. 109), and it is convenient to cut or have cut a cooaideratole
supply.

» Some observers recommend carbon duplicate notebooks, so
they may leave the duplicate at home, and avoid the possibility of

II loss of the whole season's notes.
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so as they arc not slavishly followed when they
unsuitable. The advantage of following a

well-thought-out system Is that It tends to completeness
of and of reference. One of the commonest

of a surveyor of vegetation-and indeed of any
worker it is to make records of observations

that he cannot immediately repeat at will-is to find, when
; he to write up and think about his notes, that he

I has omitted to or to record observations which turn

! out to be Important or even for his purpose,* A
will partly prevent omissions, provided

the is and improved in the light
of But no of can be

> a for the activity of an and imaginative

" It is to on the of every
\ that is or be worth recording, with scrupulous
I on any fact which runs counter or appears to

run counter to a previous conclusion or pntconceivod opinion,
; And tin* of should be arxompaniitd by, but
] from, any hypotheses or conjectures

on the or later in the day, while the
are In the mind. The importance of full

and constant consultation and

be over-emphasised.
Field Equipment.--Map and notebook

!an* the only in primary survey, that is to say arc and primary survey work can
cm be with tht*e alone. But of

* no primary stirwy can be1 satisfactorily carried through
I without the frrijiittit nm of otht*r articles of equipment.
I The be or usi'fui ar<% however,

I too to carry conveniently on t*wry field excursion*
!

I » Wei t*r '* of! *f In* for rrvising not<%
| of th« etc- in
I can IK? at 4 to tin*
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and a selection must usually be made between them. It
is a mistake for the average individual to load himself up
too heavily with varied impedimenta,, because this leads to
fatigue and often to inferior quality of work. Few people
can keep an alert mind when they are tired with carrying
a heavy weight. Further, the presence of equipment for
too many different kinds of work tends to distract the
attention from the general records and problems, for dealing
with which it is necessary to keep the mind free for direct
observations on the vegetation.

For these reasons it is usually desirable to make observa-
tion, recording on the sections of the field map, listing and
note-taking, the main objects of the first working over of a

» section of country; leaving soil testing, or collection of soil
; samples, light records, photography and other detailed work
I for a second visit, on which, of course, the first records can

|f be checked and if necessary revised.
'}// It is always well to carry a Docket flora, such as The
;/' Botanists' Pocket Book (Bell, 55.), for determining doubtful
/']" species on the spot. A good pocket lens should always be
;* carried by every botanist. The beginner who does not know

I/j Ms species well (and sometimes the more advanced student)
will have to take home with him specimens for determina-
tion. For this purpose a small, light, portable pressing-case
that can be slung over the shoulder, and easily opened without
unslinging, is more compact, and often more convenient than
a vascuhinL

- A tightly stoppered bottle of dilute hydrochloric acid (see
p. 79, footnote 4) is frequently very useful, though it is
not wanted on siliceous soils which are known to contain

minimal amounts of calcium carbonate. A measuring rule
(e.g. a carpenter's folding foot-rule) is often useful, and so
Is a photographic actmometey for light records (see p. 135).
All the above, together with notebook andisections of maps,
can be carried easily enough in a light haversack or in roomy
pockets without encumbering the surveyor,
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A camera, on the other hand, tins for soil samples, and a
strong trowel for examination of root systems and for collecting
soil samples, are relatively bulky, and it is these which are
often. better left for separate excursions. Details concerning
photography and the study of soils will be found in the
Appendix (pp. 204-15) and in Chapters XI and XII. Here
it need only be said that a folding roll-film camera may
be used by the primary surveyor for snapshots of general views
of brightly lighted -vegetation/ and a few small (i.e. 2- and 4-
ouncc) tobacco tins are often handy for small soil samples or
small plants which, it is desired to take home fresh.

Method of Work in the Field. - In planning a day's
primary survey it is important, if time is to be economised,
that a fairly close idea of how much ground can. be usefully
covered should be formed beforehand in order that the route

may be appropriately planned. In the first place, it must
be borne in rnind that the aim of primary survey is to record,
and as far as possible to understand, the vegetation of the
whole area to be mapped. All the ground must be visited
at least once. This does not of course rneaa that every

'square yard or even every acre must be examined. At first,
before experience of the plant communities to be found in
the area under survey has beea gained, a great deal more
time will have to be spent on recording and listing the species
met with than will be necessary later on.'

On approaching a particular community it is advisable
for the beginner to concentrate attention on a small area
which appears to be typical, and to lay down a quadrat
(see p. 1 08) which can be examined in detail, the species
present identified, and a short description of the vegetation
written. A second and a third quadrat may then be laid

* Really good photography of vegetation is oae of the most
branches of the art. Experience, of course, teaches what will photo-
graph well and what will not. Broadly speaking, general views with
sufficient contrast in bright difuse light are the subjects most likely
to be successful with a snapshot camera. The air should be clear
and dry, not misty, (See pp. 204 fif. for further details.)
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down in other places, and the same procedure followed. In
this way an accurate idea of the species present and of the
structure of the vegetation is gradually built up.

On the preliminary reconnaissance a general idea of the
broad features of the vegetation will have been formed.
One of the first tasks of the survey proper is to determine
what plant communities are to be recognised for mapping
purposes. These will be primarily associations and con-
sociations of the natural and semi-natural vegetation.
Typical samples of these must be thoroughly examined,
their species listed and the main features of their structure
recorded. The consociations must then be recorded on the

sections of the field map by symbols-the initial letter of
the generic name of the dominant is the best-the
associations by collections of initials, or other convenient
symbols. Boundaries between different consociations or
associations must also be drawn, and where there are zones
of considerable width, transitional between two communities,
these must he marked. Sometimes all this can be done on

the i-inch map, sometimes the 6-inch map will be required.
Many doubts and difficulties will soon appear, largely

caused by the modification and fragmentation of the
vegetation through human activity. Areas which present
too many and bewildering difficulties of interpretation may
be roughly described in the field notebook and then left
over until further experience has been gained. This will
often automatically clear up the difficulties, and then the
doubtful areas can be revisited and included in the map.
The ideal of recording the vegetation actually on the ground
and nothing else cannot always be strictly adhered to. It
is quite impossible to represent on a comparatively small
scale, such as i inch to a mile, all the actual variations
met with, whether caused by local variations of habitat
or by human interference. The surveyor will soon discover
that he is obliged to group many such variations under one
type. One of his first tasks is to decide upon the types he
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wiU choose in the first but will very
have to be modified later on. The notebook of
course contain full on the variations, and every
should be made to discover their causes* These should be
dealt with as far as in the final description of the
area surveyed*

To give an example of what Is meant, a wood-
land of definite type over a certain of country.
Most of it may be In a semi-natural condition, for
instance standards of a certain of dominant tree,

and coppice of certain of in fairly
constant proportions, with a of
uniform characteristics. Clearly that of country
be represented as uniform, and with the Initial of
the dominant the

it may include of a few and
actually differ from the type or less widely* The
ground may be wet in owing to the water-level
being to the and the typical vegetation of the
woodland may here be mixed with or replaced by other

whlcii favour wet soil, though local H*K,ietie# ar«*
much too to show on the If a ^pm?tl altirly cif
the woodland is being made, they of eour***; b^
on the 6-inch map, but in any they must Iw retwcUwI
in the notes. In places there, may but iici
at all, but only of the general tyjw us
the standards are present. Other may be completely
replanted with conifers; if an* eiicnigii, they can
be indicated by the appropriate initial on flu* map. In
others, again, the wcxxl may have b*en rlrared or jwilly
cleared and left derelict, or cattle may have iwn allowed
to through it, causing considerable modification of Use
vegetation, such as the entrance of many sprr!*** itlint
to the woodland and the disappearance of ¥11110
land

The and of
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belongs to primary survey proper, and it is quite legitimate
to lump the whole together as belonging to the typical wood-
land, when it has quite clearly been derived from this by
human agency. In of time, of course.1, the original
woodland may be converted into something totally different,
for instance grassland, or it may be ploughed up arid turned
into arable fields; and then naturally it can no longer be
reckoned as belonging to the original woodland. Similar
cases arc provided by the partial of and
bogs, by the heavier pasturing of certain of
and so on. These differential may very

- fjj|i great differences in the vegetation, but the whole of
'\ marsh or grassland has often to be as a unit for
J' primary survey

A good deal of useful information may be by
getting into conversation with
farmers or shepherds. It is not to all they
may say at its value, but can very

,i frequently tell the lie not
easily find out for himself, observation
provide a test which it to sift information.
It is also to get
owners or their or the

of land. Old are of in-

formation as to the of an in

Listing of Species^-The of of
occurring in the Is one of the

most important of the for the
flora of a plant community is, of its It is
often not a to a

; list, of the of the

j of the community, by the of
from outside to one

.' i often find in a a of

1 j are not true bat the
1J when it is up, by tie of or
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their fruits or are carried there by traffic.1 Such
species arc able to establish themselves in the wood because
of the light which reaches the ground owing to the absence
of a continuous thick tn»e canopy such as exists in ** high
forest/' Some are distributee.! through the* coppice, others
are confined to rides and pathsides.* They may have the
most various origins, but many of them belong to the class
that are often called " marginal/' i.e. they are characteristic
of the semi-shack of wood margins, hedge banks, etc. Others

may be pasture plants or wayside or arable weeds. Similar
of the collocation of of very different origins

occur in many other modified habitats.
It is not possible for the beginner to distinguish between

such different categories of plants, and tin* only
is to a complete list of all the which actually
occur within the limits of the community; but it is, of

to when the habitat is clearly
modified.

When a community is definitely stratified, it is best to
list the constituents of the different strata s«*paraU*ly. In
a wood it is very easy to distinguish the strata (sw p, jo),
but in commtmitie:*, particularly in grassland, th<*
stratification may not br very definite, i.«. the plants may
vary greatly in height, and of the Hjsmes may bildg**
the lu'tween two successive strata, expanding their

leaves, for instance, tit one* stratum, and their upjwr
leaves in a higher one*. It is always well to s[**nd somi»
time studying the phenomena of st ratification in such a
community, for it is stu important .structural f«**ttun* of

1 Wit still know extfviwlitnirily Itttl« of th»* wuyi In which fitmt
specks an* at.tuaHy «h',»|»«*rttM I mm pko* t<» plt«i% hut **n*h «'VMii*m*»
an wit d«i tKi%*rki tt'iwi-i tn ulfiw that in **i )>o|»ti! ifwl cottiitty <h'*y iti**
very largdy rarnrrl tltftut in th** rloth*1* ;ii!(1 ««i ttif* bi/Nf, *if )*r*ri|»h%
In the iiiiid on rrntthr an^l hor »>* h'/«*!«, H«\ %!»"« #*nijil^yi d tti * o|»j»i* tn«{
and Idling may rsiiry1 'i«4.i»fj > tliPrti||fi a w<^nl iti tlin w»iy, (Hhffr> i»t*v**r
gt*t t«4yftrtd tin* juttli'i «ir ii«l»* $

> Tlii* U* a iji«%tl^n «f fli v{i<*t<»ii* but Iti** fw« lubUfit-i **«*
different in th»itt unii way, pt,iittc,iiiiy aiw^yi

and
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the community, and is of great ecological interest, because
the actual habitat conditions may differ considerably in the
different strata.

Frequency Symbols.-Some index of the frequency of
each species recorded should be added to its name. It is
usual in British lists to employ the following symbols.x

d = dominant o = occasional

a = abundant r = rare

p Ff / = frequent vr = very rare.
'IT
/I} The letter " 1" is prefixed to the symbol when the dominance,
Jiift abundance or frequency is local only: thus la = locally

abundant.

The dominant of a society within the association is
of course " locally dominant" within the association.
Dominance has reference to a given layer only: thus the
.pedunculate oak (Quercus robur) may be dominant in the

i j [ tree-layer, the hazel (Corylus avdlana) in the shrub-layer,
1" '" the primrose (Primula acaulis) in the herb-layer, and there

may be a moss-layer, in which for instance Catharinea
undulata or some other species is dominant. When two or
more species share the dominance in a given layer, " co-d "
(co-dominant) is used, but in some communities there is
such a mixture that no species or group of species can be
said to be generally dominant. This is particularly the
case in transitional communities.

The assignment of frequency symbols such as those
mentioned depends of course upon a subjective judgment
without a fixed quantitative standard, such as could be
obtained for instance by recording the species occurring
within each of a large number of small areas of uniform
size (say i foot in diameter) taken at random. The best
method for the numerical determination of frequency is still
a matter of controversy, and such methods are not in any

* Some botanists use a larger number of symbols than those given,
but this course is not recommended, at any rate fox the beginner.
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case suited for primary survey. The judgment as to whether
a species is "frequent" or "occasional" in a given com-
munity is easily made after a little practice, and the standard
does aot in fact vary perceptibly "between different workers.
It should, however, "be clearly realised that it does and must
vary with the size of the area listed.

Let us suppose, for example, that an afternoon is spent
traversing in different directions a, patch of woodland about
a mile square with, a uniform flora, that the different species
are noted as they are encountered, and that the frequency
letters are added from time to time, and checked and
corrected with further observation. An " abundant " species
will be one which is never or hardly ever out of sight, a
" frequent " species one which is not abundant in this sense,
but nevertheless is constantly being met with, an " occasional"

species one which is seen perhaps five to twenty times in
the course of the afternoon, while a 

" 
rare " species is only

seen once or twice. But if now a small area of the wood-

say an acre-is thoroughly searched and the species within
it noted separately, the species called " rare " in the wood

as a whole will probably not be seen at all, even the
" occasional" species may not be present in the particular
acre, while the species " frequent" in the wood as a whole
will fall to the rank of " occasional" or even " rare." If, on
the other hand, the frequencies of species in a large number
of woods of the same general type are considered, the plants
which are 

" 
rare 

" 
or even absent in a particular wood may

be appropriately called "occasional" in a wide stretch of
country; if a certain number of specimens occur in most
of the woods, the " occasional" plants of the single wood
may become " frequent," and so on. Thus these terms
have a significance which is strictly relative to the size of
the area considered, and this fact must always be remem-
bered in compiling lists. The frequency symbols given are
most suitable for the larger areas, and when a general account
of such an area is beinjj drawn up the number of listed
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examples of a given association in which they occur, as well
i III as their frequencies within such examples, must be taken
; I into consideration.

I' 
Seasonal Changes.-In describing and listing an associa-

tion it is very necessary to remember the seasonal change in
vegetation. This is most marked in deciduous woods, where
there is a very distinct " prevernal" ground vegetation ;
several species of which, such as Adoxa moschatellina, Anemone
nemorosa, Scilla nonscnpta, may easily be missed altogether
if the wood is visited only in late summer, their leafy shoots
often completely disappearing soon after flowering. But it

ll Iff applies to other associations also. The little spring flowering
annuals (" ephemerals") of open spots in dry grassland
(such as fixed sand dunes, etc.) completely disappear in the
summer. Many of the orchids of chalk grassland are not
to be found in late summer or autumn. On the other

hand, heath, fen and salt marsh vegetation do not reach
their full development till after midsummer.

Visits should be paid at as many seasons of the year as
possible. If only three visits are possible in the year, these
should be in April, June and August; if only two, early
May and July for woods; if only one, then it should be in
late June for woods and grassland (except that which is
cut for hay), July or August for heaths and fenland, August
or September for salt marsh. These months are suitable
for most of England and Wales; in the north and in
Scotland, particularly the east, most of the vegetation is
from three weeks to a month later in the average year.

Objects of Primary Survey.-The study that can be
given to the different plant associations during primary
survey is necessarily rather superficial. The main object
is to distinguish, record and characterise the larger com-
munities met with and to note their relations to topography,
exposure, soil type and ground water. But special note
should be taken of the relations of the diiferent communities

to one another, of advance or retreat; and of successional
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phenomena in general; modified, as they arc nearly every-
where in this country, or even caused, by the effects of
human activity, pasturing of various kinds, drainage, felling,
burning, etc. It is in the course* of observations of these
kinds that problems which have to be attacked by more
intensive methods of work can be recognised and noted,

The monographic method* in which cine plant community,
followed over a wide stretch of country, Is the centre of
interest, can be pursued by methods similar to those of
primary survey, but the observations will be more detailed.
The habits and behaviour of the dominant and other

prominent of the community will receive
attention, the floristic its variations, the
essential of the and the 10
other communities will be
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! j" CHAPTER VIII
1 A?

'1; INTENSIVE STUDIES-LARGE SCALE
if; CHARTS OF VEGETATION

i;|!| WHEN we turn from extensive to intensive work,
;**! we begin to come to grips with the of
jptf vegetation, which cannot be by work.
j >,( " Primary survey or the on lines of

a given type of plant community over a is largely
(' j a geographical study, with the distribution and
»|J broad features of the of To get
' ', to the bottom of the and of individual
J ,' communities, to how it is
i i^, dominant or abmdaat in and not in to
»" understand the mutual of the' 

\tt with which they fight, the oa
each other, their to of the

;5 ' the limits of their of we

concentrate our on and

. the most various for In this of

work, most particularly, of
nation and ingenuity in of are

v essential, in addition of to the
deteraiination and

IE dealing with one can
dosely the of but
work it is to do of tie
the problems an so mud
according to the so no
cedure cam be Md cbm W« in

l turn of the that be inn "
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first the vegetation and .secondly th« hatriut, The
particular met hods cksni by th<s student mtr-»t dfjM'nd MI
the particular vegetation to !x* sttidu d, mid nit tin* paitirttkr
problems lie can formulate in regard to it I'liitiirr, if must
be rcmcrnbi'rud tlwt eroltigira! ti'dmiqiU' k still tu an **.«ly

of dwlopiiNjnt » and theft fw flrtv is .tnipli4 irwiti fi>r
new methods <rf work and for itnprov< mcut and ;itl^fit4tioii
of existing ont*s.

Every geituiint original wiitkit in science in an
who Is continually rn«»t'tinK fi«*4i things utul frr 4t ti
to which lie has to adapt 1»4 ttiafHiit mi nUi
This is conspicuously trur il our ^iitijtt:!, and 11 rmr * tint*
greatest at tract bus of reol^fjy to ftttr stuct^nt vlu* i'* »it
eager, iinagiuative and clrt<4iiiilfiitl T« tin* I*>vrr cif jiu*-
scrilM^i routine nK*tU(Ki-» with th«*n*rUtnty cif "stfc* i'4%ii{fs
the study of ecology is not tc> IH* rt'Cruiuit^ndn!.

Since this is it book ifil^inlrd for lh*» liri;ifini*rf
which involvo any wn jfl«*r;ih!t ! ;*pf*t iitl tiainin^ *«r
dtscrilxsd. If tir invt'stigfitiun of rnf^tiii pr 4!
problems in to be* carried f.ir, titc* UM» of su«*h ntrllw<t% i iiuitot
ultimately bf avoid* ci. Hie k«*»n ̂ litfkiit lam is Iliiiti

will be* am! to ttunvrlf ir» 11^

them, Here* the rrnplia^w Is laid on whirh ii^nl
only iiic*tlirifi% and wltiili jtr«J oftirn tirf{lw,'tre|, jiiiiily
owiag to the jiramiiiencfHif flu* t4lnr*il«iy in n
botany, Cofuprehtmkm of iniitlt of tin* !M*huvicitir i*l

we* Mill inr(mi|4t*U*ly« flrji*ti«h
on the solution i» of tln%e j%iiti|lir »# %vlrt*li iir|tiiie
only the ^irnpk^t iiiatrrinl .lift*. Ait rv*rfiti«il ai«l t»j ffn*
investigation and nf VffirUitmnal Aif't,
always to te uvd with and {<4*'tlirn$i;!it« i;i
the of

O

tflt! of fill*
of a on a aid arc rfr
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i Ji
II : They are to be distinguished from vegetation maps, which

are either constructed from topographical maps by plotting
jjj the broad vegetational features on the topographical map
| i as a basis, as in the coloured maps of the British Primary

Survey; or by making a new map by the methods of laact
survey (see Appendix, p. 199).

It was explained in the last chapter that the making
of a vegetation map which forms part of a uniform series
that could be extended to cover the whole country can be
regarded as an end in itself, apart from the knowledge
acquired and the experience and training afforded by the
process of making the map. This is not always the case
with the vegetation chart, which should not be made for its
own sake, but only as a characteristic sample of the detailed
structure of a widely distributed typical community, to

,, v illustrate some striking distribution of vegetation in relation
'if r 

to habitat, or (and this is the most important use of charts)
as a definite aid to the solution of a definite problem.

ly Many striking distributions are observed from time to
^: time in the field-for instance aggregations of one species

around or among individuals of another, the growth of a,
species or a community only in positions exposed to o>r
protected from the sun or the wind, the regular zonatioa
of vegetation round a pond or lake, or again round a hillock:
or on the two sides of a ridge. Very often such features
can be sufficiently dealt with by descriptive notes alone air
rough charts drawn by eye; aa accurate chart to scale
would not repay the time spent upon it. But ia other cases
the interest of the distribution and the accuracy with whlds.
it follows the habitat conditions seeni to demand an exact

chart, and the close observation required for this purpose
may revead the existence of other factors not at first sus-
pected, or may show that the correlation with habitat, which.
seemed obvious, breaks down. The judgment required for
a correct decision grows of course with experience in ecological
work.



CHARTS IN SUCCESSION <»

As a means to the investigation ol a <I«'fmit« problem
charts arc often indispensable. This slf*|>Iii«» ^«J
the study of succession or change* in vvjpMinn frnm VIMT
to year. The chart lhc*n b**corn«*s a nwnLor datum with
which future records can be oomjund ; ah4, t*61^ ty'ith^ttair
help can succession hi? accurately and <juimtit;ifiv*4y ^tl«li**fi
We may often f'w/iy succession by conijwniig j»i<'t«f* of
vegetation and concluding thai on** ivprespfit t a I iti-r phasi*
into which another will in course of time d«'vi*Iop. \Vh«*n
a number of obvious transition pha-**s art* ;tv;tii«tl*i<*, Miih
inferences have a high degree of prohahiltty, and ino.t
descriptions of successions have in fart l»*en tw*t*d i»it tfii»
kind of evidence. But at the best these inf<»ivww ar** not

so satisfactory as direct observation on tir same pirn* of
ground. A succession which is directly tniml lur* it eertaifity
that cannot be impugned, the time n*quHe<l is ijtsrovt'itul,
the exact details ant followed, and th»» rausfM of »4s<r*«''.irm

arc often automatically zevealed. Th** dra\\b,i*'k t"«, of
course, that such direct study of stwr«*v»ioit ha * t*t !*«»
extended over several or many ye*tM ; ««r>i««' surrf^v^fms
occupy far more than the of a lifetime. This diihrtiUy
may be partly met by choosing <lifft*it*ftt of an inft*rri+«!
succession, as represented in different plarr-s, ami stutlviu^
each separately by means of u of chart i f»ikrtt at
intervals of time. In this way, If tbit supj^Hrd stKiv^icm
is a real one, the records may \w cmitmml iiiilil lip* hi»t
chart of one comttpomh with th«» fir^t of
and the whole may thus bn piwrt toijKhrr.

METHODS OF CHARTING ON

The Gridiron Method**- 1 his lias

employed on a very gently mtdiiLitliiff s»U nf

* For descriptions of m^thtxi't ft! *iii
larger than tho«»o of the Oriinanci! Surv^v **«*ri«»«t. v** 4|*|^tt?iixt |i t«i«|,
Tfeere Is a certain ad vantage* in in Urn *l#*ij$n»it
of meaauremeat, particuUriy la the |i . t»#
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it was desired to chart on a large scale (i : 60) certain
interesting areas. The method is only useful where the
boundaries of small well-defined uniform communities can
be drawn.

A square (or system of connected squares) is laid down
with sides of 25 feet. The corners of isolated squares or
systems which will be wanted for future re-charting must
be marked by permanent pegs. Iron or seasoned hard wood
pegs driven in flush with the soil surface are necessary;

A, C 9 feet B

FIG. 2.-Method of determining a right angle on the ground.
(See text, p. 101.)

soft wood pegs rot quickly, and may disappear altogether
in a year or two. If there is likely to be any difficulty in
finding the pegs on a future occasion, the exact location
of one at least of the pegs must be fixed by measurement
from two permanent objects in the neighbourhood. Much
time may be wasted in trying to find the corner pegs of an
old square if such precautions are neglected.

which can be plotted on millimetre squared paper. But the practical
convenience of using the common English duodecimal system for j
small scale charts (e.g. i : 60 or i inch, to 5 feet), may outweigh the I
advantages of decimal uniformity. !
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When two corner at each end of out* (las**) of
the " gridironf* have been fixed ancl a 25-foot tajn« run
between them, a second tape is run from onr pg {irr|ii"ii-
dicular to the first. The right be tiHiTinint'<I
by means of a cross-staff or optical square.1 or if fhosr are
not available the right angle can IK* fixed by th*« following
method (Fig. 2).

If AB is the of the and a b to

II

FIG, 3,--Diagram of iw Ut«! **tit wti fii»* i;i««Mi«*t
of tlic in i : i#*t or | HI* It t*i 5 f«-M 111^

should be on doiilile thin i»c»il«* |i : u># **r i tti'lt I**

be constructed at B, slip lli«f of 4 iii*4
tape on an arrow at B and nitt out tin*
at right In the duvet ion 111)* Nr>w ̂ iiji tlu* lr»«j» ̂i
another on an arrow at 0, y fo'H II HAt *in4
ran out la the direction CD, Kot*it<* tin* t.ij^s fill *iit4
CD about B aad C respectively the mi

1 S«c |K jwi*
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CD coincides with the 12-foot mark on BD. Fix this point
(D) with an arrow. The angle ABD (CBD) is now a right
angle.

When the square has been measured out and the corner
pegs inserted, the measuring tapes may be replaced by

* B

B

D

A -Consoctatum J B j

C :Corv«oci<xt:«.orx 3 I) Society
+ rSpec'tes CL X Specues

FIG. 4.-Gridiron chart on a scale of i : 120 (actual charts should be
on twice this scale). The consociations and their transitions, also
two examples of a society, are separated by lines, and marked
by capital letters (in actual charts these should be the initials
of the genera, see p. 104). Vertical and diagonal crosses mark the
positions of large isolated individuals of two species. Cf. Fig. 5.

ordinary tapes marked in any convenient conspicuous way
at foot intervals and a thin stake stuck in the ground at
5-foot intervals. Four cross tapes also marked at foot and
more conspicuously at 5-foot intervals are then run parallel
with two of the sides, dividing the square into five strips as
with the bars of a gridiron (Fig. 3). The grid tapes should
run across the maximum number of community boundaries.
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The grid is now ready to be charted on squared paper
ruled in inches (5 feet on the ground) and tenths of an inch
(6 inches on the ground).1 A square with 5-inch sides and tin*
grid lines at i-inch intervals are ruled off on tin* pajHrr, and
the charting, which can be clone by one person working

V.-'v
4HC f - � X '.

x , 
a

t *> f
K b

FIG. 5,--Gridiron chart on a <»f i : n« toc.ftu! cti.«t%* *ili*«il<l I***
twice this mm). The rtjnwu«tti«m'i rtmi tiiM? lrui»$te*»'« »*f^
represented by diagonal an«l hf*ri/*mf,il Ittifif fw« r***!*^'1* "'
a society bv d^&h Vftrtinal an«l *Uii^ofi4l n.iKvtm 111,111 tl$*
positioni of large hoLttfil i»*livifliiiii * t*f twi j»|iri tr% f f 1s sit «|.

alone, is proceeded with. Th«k iwiiiicLiflri «f tip* r«mi»
munitics are easily and ntpidly drawn in pit* if, 1 IP*

of the communities an* written in Ian;«* d l*ft**i'i
(of the dominant g<'n«*r»i) c>» tin* cortisp«mdtn)i{ ur**4'« (!*i>;. ̂ tl

* in are *t
statioaer's.
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If preferred, the areas may be distinctively shaded. This
has the advantage that transitional areas can be easily shown
by overlapping two kinds of shading (Fig. 5). The positions
of any isolated large plants can be marked by convenient
symbols (Figs. 4 and 5). The boundaries, symbols, etc.,
should afterwards be inked over and the chart kept
for reference. The charting should be accurate to about
3 inches on the ground.

If the metric system is preferred, a smaller grid, 5 metres
square, may be employed and charted (scale i: 50) on a
square decimetre of millimetre squared paper mounted at
one end of a card 6 inches by 4! inches (see p. 109) as shown
in Fig. 8.

It must again be emphasised that the grid method is only
suitable for charting the distribution of sharply bounded
communities, and fixing the approximate positions of large
isolated individual plants. It may be used for illustrating
samples of a vegetation showing these characters, for
succession studies, and where the distribution of the small
communities can be correlated with some physical factor,
such as soil water content, or (in a marsh or fen) depth of
water-level below the soil surface.

CHARTS SHOWING INDIVIDUAL PLANTS.

Symbols,-In these charts it is best to use as symbols
for marking each individual plant the initial letter of its
generic name, and when two or more species of one genus
are present to add the initial (small) letter of the specific
name in each case. If two or more genera with the same
initial are present, a later characteristic letter of the name
of all but one must be added. Thus E.c. = Erica cinerea,
E.t. = Erica tetmlix, and again S. = Sanicula euwpea,
Sc. = Scilla non-scripta. The symbols used must always be
clearly explained at the bottom or on the back of the
chart.
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.--Line transect
chart the val-
ley of a sinai! stream
in the Rocky Mount-
ain}) of ColorarU). The
chart represents the
incIivUiuat plants of
the* ground vegeta-
tion cil the |i»ick"fipriiai
forest touching the
trannnct tape, which
fallows tile lino of
gri"ii.ii:h«it tilrifM*. A

rjf fight to
twdv«* pliint.fi <m each
sicle c« the .stream
lielong to tfifi lit ream-

c »in m ti n i t y,
(After K£,Cicnu*nt*,)
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j THE TRANSECT.
1 This is the name given to a line or belt of vegetation
", selected for charting. The scale Is in general larger than
! that of the gridiron chart, and the individual plants are
** shown by appropriate symbols. The transect is partial-
«; larly useful when the vegetation is zoned, i.e. when it forms
"/ more or less regular successive zones representing different
^ communities. This arrangement may be in relation to a
.; regular change in physical factors of the habitat (e.g. de-
] creasing water content on the of a lake) along the line

perpendicular to the extension of the Again, it may
indicate a progressive invasion of plants into a community

|j from one side, without perceptible in the habitat*
Jl < The transect is made at right to the i.e. in
I the direction in which the habitat the maximum

change, or in the direction in which is proceeding.
The of a chart is that it a

definite range of vegetation, by the
at suitable intervals of time any in the
vegetation along the line of the can be
and measured.

The Line Transect (Fig, 6).-This is the and
quickest form of to It is by running
a measuring tape* along the line1, and the
positions of the individual plants thr* tap** 011 one
or both sides, writing th«4r or the appropriate
on one or bath of a line drawn on a

of squared paper, or on a square decimetre mounted
on card (see abow, unrlirr gridiron method). Several
sections of the can, of be plotted side
by on the or card.

With regard to the of the this
vary according to the size of the and the

0 of the If it is to
i the individual and in a for
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FIG. 7.-Belt transect

*!*y " #» chart of the under-shrub and herbaceous

vegetation of a mossy
spruce wood in Nor-
way. The figures re-
present decimetres.
The left-hand column

represents a belt
about 2 centimetres

wide, i.e. practically
a line transect, and
contains records of
the five commonest

/o- species only, with a
great preponderance
of Vaccinium vitis-

idesa (generally domi-
nant) and Air a (Des-
champsia) flexuosa
(locally dominant).
The rest of the chart

represents a belt 5
decimetres wide, and
contains records of

*/ the less common
species only. (From

tr Arrhenius.)

"K*

"/(
o-
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i : 50 or even i : 100 may be a large enough scale. If
we are dealing with herbaceous vegetation, i : 10 is very
often suitable, except where the plants are very small, for
instance crowded annuals springing from seed on fallow
soil or on certain areas of salt marsh, and here a scale of

i : 5, or even i: 2 or i: i, may be necessary. A scale large
enough to prevent the overcrowding of symbols should
always be chosen.

The Belt Transect (Figs. 7 and 12) is a strip of
vegetation of uniform breadth, for instance a decimetre,
6 inches, a foot, a metre, or even more. It is bounded
by two parallel tapes, and the vegetation included between
them is charted. For the trees of a wood a metre may be
too narrow for the transect-5 metres may be necessary--
for a very close uniform herbaceous vegetation of small
plants a decimetre may be quite broad enough. The
charting scales will be the same as those of the line transects.

The method of charting is the same as for a quad-rat (see
below). The belt transect chart to a certain degree com-
bines the advantages of the line transect chart and the
quadrat chart. While it is designed mainly to show the
detailed changes of vegetation met with in passing along
the line of the transect, it also gives width enough to show
the distribution of the individual plants in two dimensions.

THE QUADRAT.

A quadrat is simply a square patch of vegetation of any
desired size enclosed within four tapes or laths for purposes
of record. The simplest kind of record is a list of the species
enclosed within the quadrat. To this may be added the
number of individuals of each species. A large number of
such list quadrats taken at random from, but well distributed
over, a typical area of an association or consociation are
very useful in determining its general percentage com-
position.

The Quadrat Chart.-For a more complete record of
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the community, and especially for the. study of sucxrssion,
it is necessary to chart the quadrat, the position of crach
individual plant being entered on the chart.

The standard size is taken as one square metre, and for
herbaceous vegetation this is plotted cm a scale; of i ; in,
i.e. on a square decimetre of milliwitre paper such as is
sold for drawing graphs. This can he conveniently mounted

41 tnrhfti.

One

of

rulecf tn

6en 1 1 true t c.r 0

null t rrfccters �

for

of

FIG. 8. - Diagram showing nwthod of iiinttniii!^ bltnk q»t;Mit«tt rh»itt
on card. The diagiam in oiu*-haU (linear} of flit*

at one end of a card cut to f> by 4! inctus (an '.hmvit in
Fig. 8), such as are used for mount ing thi* firlil *>ir!ioii%
of Ordnance maps (sec p, H})» Tht: of iilnittt H
quarter of an inch on three of litr actual i**
OJEvenient for twitlng scale nuinlwrs^ dati% etr» fin*
chart about if inches of card ar« avaikibk! fr>r lli»* ami
location df the quadrat, and the of tiro
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the symbols used. These can, if necessary, be continued on
the back of the card.

The boundaries of the quadrat are made with tapes or
laths pegged with meat skewers or surveying " arrows " at

the corners. The boundary tapes or laths should be marked
in decimetres.

In charting it is well to have a wooden metre scale, and
to lay this parallel with and one decimetre from the bottom
boundary lath or tape, thus cutting off a strip a decimetre
broad. A blank chart or decimetre scale may then be laid
a decimetre from the end of this strip so that a square
decimetre of vegetation is enclosed. The charting of this
square decimetre on the corresponding square centimetre
of the chart is then proceeded with, and when finished the
decimetre scale is moved a decimetre along the strip and so
on, until the strip is completed, when the metre scale is
moved another decimetre up, and so on until the whole
quadrat is charted. In this way, i.e. by charting a square
decimetre at a time, the maximum of ease and accuracy is
obtained. In charting each square decimetre the " joins "
with the adjacent ones already charted are checked by
the symbols already made. By starting at the bottom and
working upwards injury to the plants by lying on them
before they are charted is avoided. These precautions are
very necessary when working with dense vegetation to
which the eyes must be brought very close. If the quadrat
is to be photographed this should be done before the charting
is begun for the same reason.

For very close vegetation, consisting of a great number
of individual plants in a small area, the scale of 1:10 is
not sufficiently large. A scale of i: 5 is usually large enough
for such communities, though in extreme cases 1:2, or
even i: i, may be necessary. The chart should be of the
same size (one square decimetre), but each square centimetre
of the chart will then represent respectively 25, 4, or i square
centimetre of the vegetation.
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On the other hand, quadrats of woody vegetation, for
instance scrub or forest, must be much largi-r than one
square metre. Quadrats of five or ten metres .square nit*
often large enough, though In a mature forest of large* tiees
even the last-named size may not be sutiidriit It h
seldom possible to include both trees and .shrubs ami also
herbaceous ground vegetation in the .same quadrat chart,
because of the very different scales required.

The scale chosen for any quadrat .should IK* sticli that
each symbol occupies about the space corresponding to that
covered by the plant represented, so that in a dosed com-
munity the chart is well filled without bring overcrowded,
and in a partially open community the proportion of tin*
total space covered by symbols to the total of the* g*tfr/» is
approximately the same as that on the ground.

Tufted or cushion plants, covering a considerable ami,
should be outlined on the chart. The horizontal spread of the,
branches of plants casting considerable shack' may be indi-
cated by a dotted line. Trailing branches may In* indieatt d
by continuous lines starting from the symbol (stock) and
ending in an arrowhead, A distinct kind of vegetation,
forming for instance a distinct stratum of the community,
such as a moss or lichen stratum, may be indicated by a
different type of symbol, for instance; diagonal or hou/,ontat
lines, dots, etc. Figs. 9 and 10, which show th«
nature and rate of advance of plants* during two jvatt*
on an area which had some ytai* previously, wilt
illustrate the use of

It is not of for all purposes to ch;iit a
quadrat by the rather laborious method duiriiUd, mi
millimetre squared and on a *tamktni *ic;tK (hiatiut*
designed only to show certain feature**, for itfttasirc tin*
number and distribution of the individuals of ceruin 5»j»'«i«".f
may often be charted enough to srrvi* Ilir
in a few minutes, and may be of any *ii/jt

though this last be and
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^"""-c1^-:-^^^--:^

1 ! Ill

«WXA*%^^

FIG. 9. - Chart of permanent metre quadrat on standard scale (i : 10),
a stage of succession from bare gravel to heath association (Callunm^Ji^^1
cinerea). Note the large proportion of the surface covered by
piliferum and Agrostis canina. Seedlings of Calluna and Erica, are
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Fid. io«-CImrt of the two later. Mote the rapid
01 the two now cover the greater part of the qmadmt, and
the of P^lylnchum And Agrosiis. Timrium

greatly^ t»§|pee!atly in the itieitei^HI the
The few other are subordinate. Symbol* as in Fig, g*

The /f !»t* inrtivtdttal plant is in flower* Th© continaottS
the outlines til the tufted plant*, the interrupted lines the

of the they
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j noted. For such purposes a notebook with paper ruled in

| Al! tenth or quarter inch squares is convenient. It is for the
ji Jj'( accurate recording of the whole of the vegetation of typical
f 11 samples of a community which is being studied, and
; 1; especially for obtaining the data for detailed successional
11, studies, that standard paper and scale, and careful thorough
; I charting are required.
[ |j For successional studies the quadrat must be made
! I permanent, and this should be done in the way described on
: f j page 100, namely by driving in flush with the ground-level
||: at least two (preferably all four) corner of metal or
1 f well-seasoned wood, and then measuring or reading the
* 'x angles made by lines drawn from the cpadrat to at least
;j two objects in the neighbourhood which are at con-
f spicuous and permanent,

PROFILE CHARTS,

The Stratum Transect.-This is a profile of vegetation,
drawn to scale, and is primarily intended to show the
relative heights of the plant shoots. It is on the
line transect, and is the of the
(p. 108). The line transect the distribution in one
dimension, the belt and in two, the profile
or stratum transect the It

is made by running the the line of
the desired transect, and with a

or foot scale, held vertically, the of the individual
plants touching the la it is
mad conduces to rapidity of drawing, to fix one or
ttorizontal strings or to at
definite heights (according to the of the
above the " Sag" of be
avoided or allowed for*

The lateral of the at

heights should be 00 the
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This is best done by a conventionalised representation of
the plants of each species (Figs, n, 12).

The Bisect.-This name is given to a stratum transect

FIG. ii.-Bisect through edge of fen, bank and lode (drainage ditch)
at Wicken Fen, Cambridgeshire. Scale, i ; 60. (Prom H. H.
Yapp.)

chart which includes the root systems as well as the shoots
(Figs. n). In making a bisect chart the shoot systems
should first be plotted as described above. A trench should
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*» ISJSSBf "ft**' ** ' i»f'J»i^?"'r"Y*iBP-

FIG. 12* - Belt transact and Iibfrt to «%t*il
:raage at x otooo l»*i"i ti«I« fin tho tm XJiaaJhu
OE the left th« (Y) b«
on the right tin* h citftfroynS, tin* frr
a result of heavy at,'«ji|»^t! tinly |»y a wf«**l
munity* Contour i lew 4

A, A r kitten
G, CkrywtkttmHM
£,
Jf Sll^
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then be carefully dug by the side of the transect line, to
a depth greater than that of the deepest root system, the
root system of each plant carefully isolated, and its
vertical depth and lateral spread plotted to scale on squared
paper. Great care has to be used to avoid breaking the
finer ramifications of the roots.

The work of making a bisect chart is, of course, very
lengthy and laborious, especially so where deep root systems
are involved. It is often quite impossible to undertake, if
only because the digging of the necessary trench would not
be allowed by the owner or occupier of the land. Never-
theless, the accurate recording of the distributions and mutual
relations of root system is of very great value. We are
still exceedingly ignorant of the facts of root structure and
distribution in many of our commonest plant communities,
and these facts are of the first importance in any under-
standing of their economy. The results already obtained
in America fuUy demonstrate the interest and importance
of this line of work.

In spite of the obstacles and difficulties, then, the
importance of this largely unexplored field must be pressed
on the attention of students. Its intrinsic interest and

the knowledge that he is in two senses " breaking new
ground,1' will amply repay the enthusiast who will face the
trouble and labour of the undertaking.

It is not necessary to chart the root system of every plant
on a long transect in order to obtain good results. The
distribution and relations of the roots of a few individuals

of different speciis on chosen portions of the line will give
much information, and similar useful work may be done
in connexion with quadrat charts quite apart from a long
bisect.

P, Pentstemon procerum (blue foxglove).
S, Sophia incisa (tansy mustard).
T, Taraxacum (dandelion).
Y, Agropyrum ten&vum (slender wheat grass).
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GENERAL REMARKS ON THE USE OF VEGETATION CHARTS.

Before leaving the subject of the charting of vegetation
it will be well to insist once more on the objects of making
charts. The general object is, of course, to obtain accurate
records of the facts of structure of plant communities, just
as the drawing of th§ external forms and internal structures
of a species of plant is necessary to give us knowledge of
the facts of specific structure. That plant communities

| have definite structures, constant within certain limits, is
a fact of which anyone can satisfy himself by carefully

I -j examining any stable community. And a knowledge of this
'» structure is essential for understanding the economy of the
: community, just as a knowledge of the structure of the

plant is necessary to understand its economy. We are
\ therefore justified in aiming at accumulating accurate records

of the one as of the other, and graphic records are the most
; accurate and instructive.

But just as the aimless drawing of casual sections under
the microscope is of little value apart from the practice
and experience the exercise gives, so the same thing is true
of charting plant communities. In both cases the sample
objects to be graphically represented must be chosen with
a definite end in view if they are to be of the greatest value.

In the field of plant anatomy, if the general structure of
a new kind of plant is not known, we want to have an
accurate record of it, though the structure of some species
is more interesting than that of others. And in the same
way we want accurate records of the structure of all the
well-defined plant ^communities we meet with in nature.
This systematic recording by means of the appropriate
charts is therefore a legitimate end in itself. It serves as

|, |jj a supplement to the general maps and descriptions which
are all that can be undertaken in extensive work, just as

; microscopic anatomy serves as a supplement to descriptions
and drawings of the external forms of plants.
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But the communities of natural and semi-natural vegeta-
tion that we actually meet with differ from individual plants
in that many of them are not stable organisms but transitory
phases, which if left alone will develop into stable climaxes.
To chart promiscuous samples of these without knowing
their status is so much wasted time and labour. We get
no sort of information that we can relate to anything else.
As a matter of systematic record, then, our aim should be
in the first instance to collect sample charts of the structure
of the climax communities.

This sort of work, however, does not appeal to everyone,
any more than does systematic plant anatomy. It is, in a
certain sense, superficial work, because its end is systematic
record rather than the opening of an avenue to the
formulation of problems. And just as the plant anatomist
may prefer to make a detailed study of the structure of a
single species, and^ his interest may be centred in that
structure as a working mechanism, so the interest of the
student of vegetation may be centred in the intensive study
of a single association or consociation with a view to learning
how it came into existence and how it maintains itself. He

will then not only record its adult structure, its variations,
ajid the conditions under which it exists ; he will also try
to find out how that structure came to be built up, and its
relationship to the communities which precede it in succession
under different conditions. During such a study aU kinds of
problems will turn up, and their solution may be attempted
by various methods. Among the methods which will have
to be employed, charts will certainly be necessary, and
selections from the most suitable of those described in this

chapter may be made. For any thorough study of
succession, as already noted, detailed quadrat or transect
charting is essential, though certain successional problems
relating to single species may be solved by less thorough
methods.

Finally, a word may be said here about the great
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educational value of quadrat charting to the student himself.
Quadrat charting forces the attention to the details of
vegetation exactly as drawing a section under the microscope
forces the attention to the details of tissue structure. No
one can "become an expert plant anatomist unless he has
given the continuous attention to details of plant structure
which is involved in learning how to draw and in constantly
drawing microscopic sections; and no one can become an
expert in the finer structures of vegetation unless he has
given them the same kind of attention, which is involved
in the effort to represent them graphically. In both cases
there is the danger of falling into routine, of making the
graphic record the end in itself; in both cases the mind
should always be kept open to the problems raised l>y the
-detailed facts of structure observed.



CHAPTER IX

INTENSIVE STUDIES (Continued). INDIVIDUAL
SPECIES AND THE PARTS THEY PLAY

IN FORMING COMMUNITIES

IT was said in Chapter III that the study of a plant com*
munity always and necessarily drives us back to the
individual species, and we begin to realise how little we
know about them One of the first things of which we
realise our ignorance is the life history of the different
species in relation to the conditions under which they actually
grow in nature.

Maintenance and Dispersal of Species.-Take, for
instance, the ground vegetation of a wood. What do we
know of the actual means by which the different
species maintain themselves from year to year, or
from one place to another? In the of any given
species, does it regularly ripen seed ? and if so, the
seed fall and germinate, and do the seedlings establish
themselves and grow into plants, which flower in their
turn ? Is seed spread to new areas, and It
increase the distribution of the species ? All
require specific answers based on exact observation, for the
process of reproduction by seed may be interrupted at any
point in the series of processes.

The maintenance of perennial species-and nearly all
woodland plants are perennials-is effected by the
of the original plants from year to year or by the outgrowth
of rooting offsets, or by some other of
reproduction. In addition to this, new be

m
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produced, so far as there is room, by seed falling and
germinating among the parent plants. On the other hand,
dispersal .from one place to another must take place by
the actual carrying away of some part of the parent plant,
and in the great majority of cases it is the seed which is
so carried. Does such dispersal occur, and if so what are
the carrying agents ?

We are taught that many seeds or fruits have definite
aids to dispersal; for instance, plumes or wings, which hy
offering a greater surface and therefore increased resistance
to the air cause the seed or fruit to fall more slowly to the
ground, and thus enable it to be carried further hy the wind
before it alights; hooks or some sticky substance which
may attach the fruit or seed to some passing animal, by
which it is carried to a distance; or a fleshy envelope which
is eaten by a bird or quadruped, the seeds being afterwards
voided. There is no doubt that some species are sometimes
dispersed in all these ways, but it is equally certain that
the "dispersal mechanisms" are by no means always
ef ective, that the seeds of plants possessing them are not
always carried by the agents (wind or animals) that seem
appropriate, We must also take into consideration the
vast number of species that have no special " aids" to
dispersal.

The questions we have to answer in studying the spread
of vegetation are not concerned primarily with general
categories of " dispersal mechanisms/' but with the actual
ways in which particular species are dispersed in particular
places; and this is a problem-by no means always an
easy one-which can only be solved by direct observation
in the field.

It is clear that seeds or fruits which are carried to a

distance from the parent plant do not all germinate, or
if they do germinate the seedlings may not succeed in
establishing themselves. The vast majority of viable seeds
that do not find suitable soil in which to germinate are
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permanently lost. After a longer or a shorter time the
embryo dies. We do not know where they go, because
they are too small and inconspicuous to be traced. Some-
times large unmistakable seeds or fruits, such for instance
as acorns or beechnuts, may be found lying on the ground
in places where they are very unlikely ever to germinate,
or, if they do germinate (owing, for instance, to continuous
heavy rain), to survive. Young beech seedlings have been
found in chalk grassland at some distance from the nearest
parent trees, but on a soil so extremely shallow above solid
chalk that establishment was impossible. Such cases offer
for solution problems of dispersal, even though the result
of the dispersal has been ineffective.

The deathrate of seedlings, like that of all young
organisms in a state of nature, is enormous. Both beech
and oak seedlings, after good beechnut and acorn years,
are found in immense numbers on the floor and on the

edges of woods. But the vast majority disappear in the
course of a few weeks or months. Lately a systematic
effort has been made to ascertain the causes of this, and
with considerable success (50 Watt, 1918, 57 1923, Part 1)*

The sort of case we often meet with is the colonisation

of a new suitable habitat by a species at some distance
from the nearest parent plants, while unsuitable habitats at
an equal distance remain uncolonised. The most obvious
hypothesis to explain this common occurrence is that
from the parent plants are spread everywhere, at least to
that distance, but that all die except those which reach the
suitable habitat. This may very often be true, but it is
not necessarily always true. There may be some dispersal
factor which takes seed only or mainly to the particular
new habitat. For example, a new tree plantation on arable
or grassland may receive seed from the woodland plants
of neighbouring woods carried by woodland animals or
birds, or by carriage on the clothes or boots of woodmen,
beaters or sportsmen (55 Woodruffe-Peacock, 1918)- On the
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other hand, it is difficult to explain the constant appearance
of the common ling (Calluna) in suitable new habitats,
except by supposing that its seeds are very widely and
generally dispersed by the wind or by birds, and that "
they germinate and establish seedlings only in suitable
spots. But direct proof is as yet lacking. :

A knowledge of the means of maintenance of a species
in a place where it is already established can be obtained :
by direct observation at different times of the year. Do

| the already established plants persist from year to year ? j
|', Do any of them die, and if so, why ? Does the species
I* regularly or occasionally produce ripe seed, and do these i
f seeds fall between the parent plants, germinate, and pro- !
! duce new plants which successfully establish themselves ?

^tl Sometimes all this information can be obtained by simple
observation. A permanent quadrat, charted in succeeding

*/{ years, wiU give accurate quantitative information as to the
I appearance of new plants from seed and the disappearance :
; of the original ones. j

"'i One method of studying dispersal is by observing the
appearance of new species where they did not exist before.
In the first place, one has to be quite certain that the
species was not present though inconspicuous all the time.
After a coppice is cut, for instance, many species which
have been dormant or nearly so in the de^p shade of the
fully grown coppice, represented mainly or entirely by
rhizomes or other underground organs, burst into vigorous
growth and flowering. Disturbance of an old soil may
bring to the surface, so that they germinate, seeds which
have been buried, and therefore dormant owing to absence

:; of free oxygen, perhaps for many years. New plantations
i,!1 on old arable land or old grassland, and new specific habitats
III of aU kinds, are particularly favourable for establishing
"| the fact of migration from a distance.
;! The actual agents of carriage are often very hard to
IJ determine. Much can be learned about wind carriage by
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observing the transport of winged and pinion! wi«ds and
fruits during gales of exceptional force. It is probal*!*' that
occasional gales are very important in distiibtUion 1ln*
distance to which winged and also small light MV<! i *imi
fruits can be carried by the wind is still a mutter of mn*
troversy. Close observation of tint habit-, and food pl.mt*
of animals, both wild animals, especially binK and «dM*
cattle, sheep, and horses will often give a dm* th.if may
be successfully followed up. Man hitnsdf as »i r.uriiT of
seeds is by no means to be neglected. Hut sw Ii nlr.n vafinu
is unlikely to be successful unless a keen taste for it rxhf *
in the observer, while long continued practice and iiiiiiiiiitrtf
patience are also essential Tin,* study of animal f»mi*tj;«*
is in fact a special field which only .1 lew twin iuftu.di'.t;4
are well qualified or an* likely to fitter. Our r\i»tiiu;
knowledge of the whole subject h extrrtnrly fr«t|;it!»iit;4iy

Short distance dispersal can be studied by olnt'ivinj; I tie
actual extension of a species from year to yt%tr, Kivcwr ilil?*
cases for investigation havt* to be kiokt^I for «4i^fiil{y:
many species in many habitats an* pntcttntlly *«1;iUottu!y«
When a favourable instance* has l«*en rtmrovrrrf!, flit r*tt«*
of advance can be measured by |rtfnniiriil r(u,»<lr»it's nr
transects of suitable si/,e on the edge* of tin* JWNI, innl tin*
means of dispersal can usually Ixj asrt*rt?Miu*d in thu riiniM*
of the observations of tliese* Oftnt the iicliMitce i * by th»*
growth of rhizomes or raiiners nloms

Competition aad the of C0n»
ditions.-In a community of ftereiiitkl filinif^ tin*
of fresh seedlings that can establish t!i«'iiisi*Ivrs
parents is limited by the available i*ixw. 11ii»* <l*r, imf,
of course, necessarily nwsin that flu* ii«iiii>^r tif {4*iiif^ *>m
increase till the shoots an* in lati'ral rrmlarf, Ilif
systems of plants growing spacrrl out from r>n»* 4ii«itiiff
use all the available watrr in th*» Miit v>
is physically room for more, new individuals
themselves, though the w# g*t
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an open community in stable equilibrium with its habitat.
With a greater water supply, more individuals, of the same
and of other species, are able to come in, till eventually we
get a closed community in which the shoots are in lateral
contact. The competition is then for space and light, If
tall plants form part of the community, there will be room
below them for lower growing plants, and thus we get the
beginning of stratification. But these lower growing plants

|ij must be able to do with illumination less than full light
from the open sky, for some of the light is cut off by the
taller plants. When species of several different heights!

i come in, the layering is increased, and in a forest there are
il commonly four strata: trees, shrubs, herbs and mosses,'
; though in forests (for instance tropical rain forests) very

rich in woody species of different habits of growth there
'!ii may be several more; and where the tree canopy is very
"l ' dense, so much light is cut off that shrubs and sometimes
1 even shade herbs are unable to grow. As the number

and variety of species and the bulk of vegetation increases,
1 more humus accumulates in the soil, and thus gives it a;

greater water-retaining power, so that the total supply!
1 is increased and more plants are able to maintains
« ( themselves.

In this way we get increasing differentiation, increasing
complexity of the community, somewhat parallel with the
differentiation and increase in complexity of an advanced
animal or human community, where also there exist different
categories of members playing very different parts in the life
of the community as a whole, but all dependent on the
total food supply available. >

Eventually, however, a limit is reached, determined partly;
by the number of species existing in the neighbourhood*

JjJ and able to reach the community, and partly by the structure,
{ of the community itself. For this excludes species unable!

to fit into that structure and economy when it is once wdli
i established, on account of the limitations of light wateri
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supply, the constitution of the soil as modified by the existing
plants, aad other factors, The later stages of development
are often marked by an actual decrease in the number of
species, since many of those existing in the middle stages
of development, where the conditions arc intermediate and
very varied, are unable to subsist under the ultimate more*
extreme and more uniform conditions, for instance the deep
shade of a wood in close canopy.

The processes which have gone to the making of such
a complex community, given the power of arrival of the
species which compose it and the general nature of the
habitat, are two: competition and the establishment of
conditions by some of the species which enable certain
other species to exist. Generally speaking, the momlxTS
of different layers do not compete, because their shoots
and very often their roots occupy different strata, It is
the business of the student of vegetation to study
processes and to trace out in detail exactly how they katt
to the building up of the community (57 Watt, Fart IJ). It
is well to start with a preliminary attempt to understand,
in a general way, the structure and economy of the climax,
the adult community, just as in studying a spctdes of
organism it is well to start from the adult form. But we
cannot fully understand the significance of all the
of an adult except in the light of a knowledge of its
development. The forces which go to the maintenance of
the delicately adjusted equilibrium of a complex
or a complex community cannot be estimated until we
know how they come to be so adjusted, far they arc largely
masked by the adjustment itself. That is why the bfofogfot
insists on the importance of the study of development, and
the ecologist on the study of succession-the development
of vegetation.

It is impossible to give a detailed account of the
to be employed in this study. Charting of the
Mads described in the last chapter is for «n
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accurate and detailed knowledge of the structure of the
various stages, and the information obtained in this
way often leads straight to a closer understanding of
the processes involved in succession-competition and the
establishment of new conditions- But observation of the

facts of succession is constantly making us ask what
precisely, in quantitative terms, arc the modifications in
conditions which lead to the disappearance of one species
and the appearance of another, for it must be remembered
that every change of conditions affecting the life of plants
can be expressed ultimately in terms of chemistry and
physics. In other words, we want to measure the change
in habitat factors and to determine which are effective in

changing the community. We can often at
changes, more or less plausibly, but the unravelling and
strict proof of the of the different factors
involved is not an or a The

habitat are in but

for their continued work, requiring
laboratory is this is not

within the of the of problems,
indeed, the is as yet
unable to attack with

an can be and

of it has not yet by a of the
of by

on and by
The not be in the

lie has no In

and and is to

is

for Mm to do

work,

of to
are

in tlit
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where there is a suspicion that water supply is crucial,
small patches of ground can be artificially drained or watered
(33 Farrow, 1917, IV ; 30 Jeffreys, 1917, 111), and though this
procedure does not in itself give quantitative results, it does
give very valuable qualitative information on this question.
The effective value of different intensities of light in
excluding or admitting species can sometimes be tested
by sowing seeds in variously shaded parts of woods and
noting their germination and subsequent growth. Some
plants can produce seedlings, but cannot permanently
establish themselves under certain degrees of illumination.
Others can vigorously develop their vegetative organs, but
cannot flower or cannot ripen seed, If the plants flourish
and set seed perfectly well, some factor other than light,
such for instance as difficulty of dispersal, must be responsible
for their absence where there is room and the habitat is

otherwise suitable. Many woodland plants can, as we
know from common observation, flourish quite well in the
open, provided they have a sufficient water supply and the
air does not become too dry during their growing season-
It is impossible in the field to separate the drying effect
from the illuminating of direct sunshine.

In aU such experiments it, must be that the
nature of the soE may play an important part. A given
water supply which is on one soil is quite inadequate
on another, less of the water is actually
Upr root absorption (see Chapter XI)* The of
can often .be determined by preventing their in various
ways (88 Farrow, 1916, II; 56 Watt, 1919, 67 Part I),

IE this chapter we have no more than touch
some of the main problems in the study
of vegetation, but it is that enough has
to enable the student to of the in which

the study may be approached*



PART IV

THE HABITAT

CHAPTER X

THE HABITAT. CLIMATIC AND PHYSIO-
GRAPHIC FACTORS

IN modern ecological work the term habitat may be taken
to mean " the sum of the effective conditions under which

the plant or the community lives." Originally it meant
the place in which it lives,1 but while the word is still com-
monly, and of course quite legitimately, used in this sense,
it has now become a scientific term applied to all the
conditions affecting the plant incidental to the place in which
it lives. Thus we have to distinguish the general habitat
of a community from the particular habitat of an individual
plant belonging to it, for it is at once obvious that the
conditions under which an oak tree lives are different from

those of the moss growing upon its bark, though they have
some points in common, for instance the general climate
of the locality. (Cf. 64 Yapp, 1922).

Every species and every community has a certain range
of habitat, which may be wide or narrow. Thus some
species are distributed over a large portion of the globe under
a considerable variety of climates, others are confined to a
very restricted set of conditions, which may be realised only
within a small area. It by no means follows that such a
species can only live within the area to which it is actually

* From the Latin habitat, " it Eves in " or " inhabits," e.g. Primula
habitat in silvist the primrose Uves in woods: hence the habitat of
the primrose is woodland.

130
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confined. It may not have completed its natural migrations,
and may still be in course of extending its range. All species
tend constantly to increase their range, and it has been shown
that the areas covered by species ̂ ary on the whole with
their age, i.e. with the time during which they have been
in existence.

But this tendency is ty no means always realised. A
species may be prevented by various kinds of barriers-
oceans, mountain ranges, deserts, etc,, or closed plant com-
munities which it cannot enter-from spreading from the
place to which it is in fact restricted, though if it is transported
across these barriers to a suitable spot it will establish and
propagate itself. This is well seen when European plants,
especially " weeds/' which have great powers of dispersal,1
are transported to temperate North America or to New
Zealand, or plants from the Old World tropics are carried
to those of the New World, and vice versa. Thus we may
distinguish actual from j)otential habitats.

The same is true of communities, though in a much more
restricted way, for a whole community has not the mobility
of the single species.

Theoretically, of course, we should be able to analyse the
different factors of the habitat into the ultimate physico-
chemical forces acting" upon the different organs and cells
of the plant, but we are as yet far from being able to do any-
thing of the kind; neither plant physiology nor physical
chemistry is sufficiently advanced. Even the most highly
trained student of habitat factors has at present to "be content
with comparatively rough statements about the evaporating
power of the air, the range of soil water content, percentages
of various mineral salts, hydrogen-ion concentration, and

* Due to & variety of cat-uses. They commonly gprow quickly and
produce a large amount of seed in a, short time ; frequently their
structure makes them easily carried by the wind. Again, they ar©
unwittingly carried by man with crop seed or otherwise, Thus, II
a stretch of land in virgin country is ploughed, -weeds will appear,
though they could not cross the space separating" the newly ploughed
land from their nearest habitat without the aid of man,
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so on, and he is still far from understanding the different
interactions of the various factors, or their exact effects

upon plants of different structure and different types of
metabolism. All this is of course outside the range of the
beginner.

Much of the detailed exact study of the habitat factors
is considerably more difficult than equally detailed exact
study of the structure and distribution of vegetation. It is
partly for this reason and partly because the study of the
latter is greatly neglected that special emphasis has, in this
book, been given to the vegetation itself. At the same time
the student must recognise that he cannot completely under-
stand vegetation unless he acquires some knowledge of the,
habitat. Here we confine ourselves to the simpler and easier
methods of approach to habitat problems. The keen student
will gradually acquire a knowledge of the problems that he
cannot solve by the simpler methods, and if time and
opportunity are available will learn the technique necessary
to attack them.

For general purposes we may group habitat factors (eco-
' logical factors) into climatic, physiographic, edaphic and liotic,
though the factors in the different classes are not always
sharply separated.

Climatic factors include the general features of regional
climate and season, light, temperature of the air, rainfall,
humidity of the air, winds.

Physiographic factors are those determined by the general
nature of the geological strata, by topographical features,
such as altitude, slope, exposure, and by geodynamic processes,
like erosion, silting, the blowing of sand, and the like.

Edaphic factors are those dependent on the soil as such,
its physical and chemical constitution, water content,
aeration, etc.

Biotic factors are those due to living organisms, either
animals or plants.

It will easily be seen that the factors assigned to different
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classes act and may react upon one another. Thus the
climatic and physiographic factors influence one another, and
both affect the edaphic and biotic, so that some of these
last are largely due to the others.

The factors classed as climatic have a dominating influence
upon all the others. Rainfall, together with the lithological
nature of the strata (" rocks " in the wide geological sense),
determines the size and course of the rivers and streams,
and thus the conformation of the land, slope and exposure.
Again, altitude, slope and exposure determine what may
be called " local climate," affecting the temperature, rainfall,
air moisture and insolation (radiant energy from the sun)
to which a given piece of vegetation is exposed, and there-
fore to a large extent the particular species of plants that
form it. Further, physiography and climate between them,
together with the physical and chemical characters of the
rocks, determine the nature of the soils that are formed, and
thus the edaphic factors of the habitat.

The direct effect of edaphic factors is also very great, since
the root systems of land plants normally inhabit the soil.
Both the physical texture and the chemical properties of
different soils are important in differentiating vegetation,
especially when they are extreme and work in the same
direction as the climatic factors (see p. 173)*

\ The biotic factors of the habitat are due to the organisms
j which directly affect vegetation. Animals act upon plants
( in various ways, very largely by eating them or parts of
| them, but also by carrying pollen and seed, and by manuring
$ and otherwise altering the soil.

Plants themselves, as we have seen in earlier chapters,
profoundly affect one another, and the effects which they
bring about are sometimes included in the biotic factors of
the habitat. This use of the term is correct enough when
we are considering the habitats of single species, but not of
course when we are dealing with a plant community as a
whole (see p. 130). Invaders from another community may,
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however, so change the habitat of the community as
to destroy it.

Community habitats change like the vegetation itself.
Apart from general changes of climate and of p
the soil may be constantly changing by erosion, rain
and silting ; and in stationary soils by leaching (the wa.sti.ing
out of soluble salts) and by the accumulation of
This last process, the most important of all, is one
reaction of the plant community itself upon its habita/t_

Thus we see that the habitat is a very complex thing-, ±tte
result of the interactions of a host of varying factors.
we must always remember that its actual effect upon the
(apart from the grosser direct effects of animals arid of
physical agents, like wind, snow, rushing water, etc.) is resolv-
able into a few physical and chemical processes-the effect of
light on photosynthesis and growth, the effect of temperajfcure
on the chemical changes in the plant body, the evaporattin-g
power of the air on the water in the plant, the effect of
soil solution and its contained ions on the root hairs

through them on the other tissues of the plant.

CLIMATIC FACTORS.

1. Light.-No completely satisfactory method of deter-
mining the varying light intensities in different hablt:a,ts*
and especially the different light intensities and qualities
effective in plant metabolism, has yet been devised. Xtere
are great difficulties in the way of measuring the light SLS ii:
actually affects green plants. One of these is that ligttt is
essential to the life of green plants in more than one WSLJT.
It provides the energy for photosynthesis, and it affeots
growth, probably in different ways; it also has a speoifio
effect in the promotion of flowering. The particular jra^ys
of the spectrum which are most effective in these diverse
functions axe different. The ordinary methods of measixirimg:
light depend on its effect on chemical reactions, and the
which are most active in these are not the same as
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most active in photosynthesis. Though the chemically active
rays (blue end of the spectrum) are* on the whole those which
affect growth and flowering, we do not know that their
intensity, as measured by any chemical change which is
convenient for record outside the plant, is exactly pro-
portional to the intensity of the light effects upon the plant.

Nevertheless, measures of the rapidity of darkening of
photographic paper are certainly useful for rough measures of
the " light " of a habitat at any given moment* It been
shown that there is considerable constancy in the depth of
shade, as measured in this way, that a given will
tolerate.

An ordinary actinornet<T such as is used by photographers
-for instance the Watkins "Be** meter"--is. the simplimt
instrument to employ. The tim«* in .seconds that a fr«*nhly
exposed strip of the* sensitive! paprr takt*s to daiki'n so m to
match the standard tint in tin* habitat is comparer! with
the time in the open. Sinn* the? tinw* takrn in datkcmng is
inversely proportional to the* light intensity, tin* light in the
shaded habitat may b<* represented an a fraction of the* light
in the open by using flu? numtwr of seconds occupii*d in the
former in darkening to the standard tint us the denominator,
and the number occupied in the latter a» the numerator*
Thus, if the occupied in tint former h ow minute and in
the latter two the light in the habitat is fa *"" fa,
The in the first instance should !>r made; in bright
sunlight midday, the actinorneter bi*Ing ht*ld horizontally
in the open, and perpendicular to the source of gmiti^t
illumination in the habitat, In th« middle* of a

wood this will b« hori2ontalr sine*? the greatest
illumination is vertical. To neutmlLsc* ini*qualitu-Hof itlumina*
tion which may occur under a canopy of varying dt*tmily
the actinometer may be movetl *»lowly backwards
forwards during exposure ovitr a typintl iKitch of
The of n?;tcling«i will ti?nd to rnliirf*

the in bright it i* to
in and w«*atlu?r.
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The minimum, light intensity necessary to the existence
of certain species or communities of the ground vegetation
of woodland may often "be determined by this method, at
least for any given type of woodland. If great discrepancies
are found between the apparent minimum illumination in
different places other factors must be- looked for, e.g. incom-
plete migration, competition of other plants, difference of soil
moisture, variation of humus, etc.

It must be remembered that many woodland plants produce
their leaves and flowers in the " pre vernal aspect " (see
p. 38), i.e. when a much larger fraction of the total daylight
reaches the floor of the wood than is the case when the

foliage of the trees and shrubs has developed. Readings
should therefore be made during this " light phase," as it has
been called, say in mid-April, as well in the " shade phase n
at midsummer. The light of the light phase is certainly very
important to the prevernal species, and affects them in
different ways, the leaves of some dying off in the shade
phase, while those of others persist throughout the summer.

One drawback of the photographic actinometer method
of light determination is that it gives records only at the
moments at which readings are made. No really satisfactory
method of integrating the total light received over a period
of hours or days has yet been invented.

2. Temperature of the Air. - Single temperature read-
ings are not of much use, save on exceptional occasions, but
if an automatic thermograph, recording the temperature
curve on a drum, is available and can be safely set up in the
habitat without risk of interference, useful results may be
obtained.1 If in the open the thermograph must be protected
from the direct rays of the sun. Sun temperatures are not
recorded by the instrument.

3. Rainfall. - Indirectly this is a factor of prime signifi-
cance for plants, but it is seldom a direct factor of importance,

These instruments require a new blank chart to be aJ&xed once
a
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The total rainfall, and the distribution of rainfall
through the year, is one of the of climate,
but sufficiently can usually be obtained from the
nearest rainfall station.1 Where there is land relief,
however (for Instance In mountain regions), the local rain-
fall often varies very considerably within quite short distance!!,
and additional rainfall in such are very useful
for meteorological as well as purposes. An auto-
matic raingaugc is the instrument. This registers
the rainfall on a drum and itself automatically wh«n
the receiver is full, the pen returning to the line. Like
the automatic it a chart onc«

a week, and must be from interference.
For meteorological as to
of the have to be (as to the
of the British Rainfall will

but of do not apply to tilt1 of
fall in a habitat,

4. Humidity and Evaporating Power of the Air*- -
This is a very important far so mitt-
fall, it directly the of

of by the of the
plant), one of the the
of a is

The for

of water vapour
held by the air at a temperature, the require*!
for at that tcmjwratun; as 100) in
a pair of one with a " wet," ttn* cither with
a "dry" bulk The "w?t" bulb Is unrounded with a

connected with a little reservoir of mtl^r liy
a of fibres, by capillarity

* The Rainfall (f'antrirn ̂ jiwre, f,«»m!r»ft) Itiw
a number of truotworthy observer* ttc;tti*w«I throughout tlir ttmftfty,
and will wnpwul to * rrfj«n>t f«^i 1*111,

this any catt g**t into
with tte local
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the envelope of the bulb wet as evaporation proceeds. Ttie
jacket of evaporating water lowers the temperature of tite
wet bulb proportionally to the rate of evaporation, so that
the difference between the temperatures recorded by th.e
two thermometers is a measure of the deficit of water vaponx
in the air below saturation point at the given temperature.
If the two thermometers show the same temperature, the air
is saturated. The drier the air the greater the difference of
temperature between the two thermometers. Eygrornetrical
tables show the relative humidities corresponding with given
readings of the wet bulb at given dry bulb temperatures.

Wet and dry bulb thermometers thus record the relative
humidity of the air at a given spot at a given moment. A
more directly useful instrument for the ecologist is the
Livingston atmorneter (evaporimeter), which measures the
amount of water actually lost by evaporation from the wel;
surface of an inverted porous (unglazed) earthenware cup.
This amount is a measure of the total evaporating power of
the air at a given spot over any period. By its use we can
integrate the water content of the air with the temperature
and wind and the time factor. Wind has the effect of raising-
the evaporating power of air (if it is not completely saturated
with water vapour) by constantly removing the saturated
air round the wet surface and replacing it by drier air.

The total evaporating power of the air is of first impor-
tance to plants. If the roots of a plant are freely supplied
with water, the difference between the amount lost "by the
atmometer surface and by the plant surface, reduced to a,
standard, is a measure of the checks to transpiration possessed
by the plant.

In the Livingston atmometer (the simplest form of which.
is shown in Fig. 13) the open end of the porous cup is attached
to a tube connected with a bottle of distilled water.1 The

1 Any impurity of the water fills up the pores oi the earthenware
and lowers the evaporating power of the cup. Water containing*
lime does this very quickly. To prevent the growth oi algae the crap
may be rinsed with weak corrosive sublimate, The cups may also
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cup is filled with water, stoppered and inverted, the tube
being introduced into the bottle and the stopper of the latter
closed, great care being taken to admit no air into the tube
or cup. As the water evaporates from the outer surface of
the cup, it is supplied by the rise of fresh water from the

porous cup

varntsk

ruiber stoppers

tube

FIG. 13.-Livingston atmometer cup, simple pattern, and section
through, cup with supply tube and bottle.

bottle, so that the cup is always kept full. The loss of water
from the bottle is measured in cubic centimetres when the

atmometer is visited, and the bottle is then refilled. The
be cleaned with a stiff toothbrush and distilled water at intervals.
The porous surface should never be handled. If these precautions
are taken its evaporating power varies very little.
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/! lower part of the cup is varnished so as to reduce the
jlj evaporating (unvarnished) surface to a known area.
1! Owing to the variations of structure of eathenware, different
11 cups have different evaporating powers per unit surface.
| The different cups can be standardised by comparison with
/! a standard cup whose rate of evaporation under standard
j| conditions is known. In this way each individual cup has
j 1 a coefficient, or correction factor, which in the cups on sale
jj commonly varies between 0-67 and 0-79, and multiplication

jijjf of the actual amount of evaporation by this factor corrects
j'j the figure to that of the standard cup. Thus a value can be
'»! obtained for the evaporating power of the air at any time and
""' place/ which is directly comparable with those obtained by

Livingston and many other workers in America, where these
cups are very widely used. Relative values can be obtained

; by comparing the records given by atmometers in protected
habitats, i.e. where the evaporation is less than in the open,
with those of a fully exposed atmometer in the open and

r 

* 

expressing the results as fractions, in the same way as the
light intensity in a shaded habitat can be expressed as a

' fraction of that in the open. But unless the cups are
,{; standardised, the results are of course subject to the errors

depending on the variations of individual cups. In the cups
on sale, however, this error is commonly small.

5. Wind.-Violent winds often break off twigs or branches
of plants, especially of trees and shrubs, but the most
important general effect of wind is to increase transpiration,
by constantly bringing unsaturated air into contact with
leaves and young shoots of plants. The drier the air and the
higher the velocity of the wind the greater is this effect.

,r In its extreme form it can be seen by the " blighting " effect
', I x Livingston atmometer cups cannot be purchased in this country,
j(l but they can be obtained from the Laboratory of Plant Physiology,
j i Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A., at $i.ioc. each
1 for the simplest type. Standardised cups $1.40 each, fio and |i$
»> respectively for 10 cups. Simple bottle with stopper and tube, 40
1 cents ; $4 for 10. Various improved forms are obtainable at con-
I siderably higher prices. A complete price list is sent on application.
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of a dry wind on the young of plants, especially
of an or north-cast wind (the quarters from which the

i driest winds usually in this country) in the spring.
j Under conditions the whole of the young leaves and shoots

I I in may be killed in a few hours, owing to
I the of water by evaporation being too rapid to be replaced
* quickly from the roots of the plants.

Even under extreme conditions constant exposure to
wind, commonly to the prevailing west and south-west

fc are more or less laden with moisture,
I may be of the importance in determining the local

distribution of or communities. Certain trees are

known to the forester to be "wind-resistant/' either

I ; they are better protected against over-transpiration.,
I 

* 
or their twigs and branches are less brittle. Thus

» tfic beech is much more wind-resistant than ash or oak, I'
" | and the latter cannot establish themselves on the exposed *

j of woods, while the beech can. In this way
the of establishment of trees in forest develop-

I may be greatly modified locally,
I Owing to friction with the soil surface the velocity of' 

i the wind very rapidly with increased height above
| the and the effect of this on vegetation is often
: striking. If a strong wind carries sand particles, j
f acid to the effect of the wind, itself an erosive
I the driven against the exposed parts of
* thfm, and, if the action is long continued,

' I them. Wind-driven frozen snow

I a effect, as may be seen on high
the altitudinal limits of tree vegetation*

are at a certain small height from the
for this friction with the ground

the of the so that it cannot carry the
and a but few particles can rise.

of is by
at of the first rank,
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and there is a conveniently small portable instrument ma(
in Germany which can be used by ecologists for measurii
the velocity of local winds. But in view of the fact that th
is expensive and not easily obtainable in this country, ai
that the evaporating effect of wind is integrated with oth
factors by the atmometer cup, the student may be conte]
with noting the direction and roughly the strength of prevale:
or occasional winds.1 The main thing is that his eyes shou
be open to the importance of wind, which is sometimes ignor<
or minimised.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC FACTORS.

It has already been mentioned that strong topographic
relief (steep hills and deep valleys) has a profound effect <
vegetation, very largely because it produces characterisl
" local climates/' This effect is much more strikingly mark
in less equable regions than Great Britain, whose climate
on the whole very uniform.

Thus, to take one striking example from Southern Euroj
the limestone ridge of Sainte Baume, in Provence, which ru
east and west, bears on its north and south faces total

different vegetations in which there is not a single sped
in common. The lower part of the steep northern face, <
which fog often forms and which is entirely protected frc
the midday strength of the Mediterranean sun, bears virg
beech forest, with holly, yew, abundant lichens and a hygi
philous* ground vegetation. The south face is occupi
by the highly xeropMous 3 Mediterranean " garigue " vegel
tion of shrubs and herbs, whose leaves are strongly protect
against evaporation. This complete contrast is entirely d

1 The " Beaufort scale/' used by meteorologists to express 1
varying strength of wind, has 13 degrees from dead calm (o) to hui
cane (12). With a little practice the different degrees can be estimal
subjectively. Thus a gentle breeze (3) just keeps leaves and sm
twigs in constant motion (6 miles an hour), a gale (8) breaks off tw
of trees and occasionally impedes walking (30 miles an hour).

* Greek t5yp<fc (hugros), moist, and <f>lXog, loved.
s Greek &p6g (xeros), dryi
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to local climates w»patr;tt<scl by or four hundred feet
of rock f.nci*.

Similar difftfrrtci% though so extreme, are
everywhere <»xa*pt In the most and and In the wet test regional
climates. In the northern hemisphere, northern slopes
usually lx*ar a v<'f*c*t»lic>n adjusted to damper conditions than
southern slopes, and oftttn the communities as arc borne
by the southnrn ̂ lopeh ;it A higher altitude. Generally

tint grratrr tiw altitwdb the the climate,
in the interior of continental mountain

complexes. In (*rt!at Britain are not, on
the whole, v«*ry w»il mark**!; kit thc^ -vegetation, particularly
the sutx>rclinatt* vegi*t«iticmf of a ravine
considerably fmm I fiat of a neighbouring slope*
Thi» uffrci of &hc*lt(*r cm windy and 'mountains is veiy
pmiotiftcwcL It has also brai that local climate

considtTalily within a tew or inches on very
; the* of a rock or hillock some- f
a difference! for instance to wind effect, that }
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shales and unstratified clays, alluvium of different kinds,
may produce different topographies, and thus, in conjunction
with the climate, affect the physiographic factors. A dis-
cussion of such matters belongs to physical (dynamic) geology,

"] ! some knowledge of which (and the more the better!) is
necessary to the ecologist in most areas.

In areas of relatively mature land structure, such as we
have in the Midlands and the south and east of England,
the topography is changing very slowly. The land forms are
relatively static, and geodynarnic changes are not now altering
the conditions of vegetation except locally and on a small scale.

It is otherwise in mountain districts and on the seacoast,

where geodynamic agents are active. Here the topography
may be constantly shifting, destroying the habitats of some
communities and creating new habitats. Rock faces, steep
slopes, and river banks that are being eroded present a special
class of habitat on which certain species maintain a precarious
existence. If the erosion is rapid enough no species may be
able to secure a foothold. Streams cut back into plateaux,
increasing the drainage and diminishing the water content
of the soil. The eroded material, gravel, sand or clay, or a
mixture-of these, is brought down by the stream and deposited
as silt along its lower course, or creates a delta where the
stream flows into a lake, thus providing new habitats for
vegetation of different types. Frost, again, breaks up the
rocks on flat exposed mountain tops, producing the special
type of habitat consisting of more or less loose rocks of various
sizes, known to the geologist as " mountain-top detritus."
Frost and water between them cause the fall of rock fragments
from a rock cliff and thus produce screes at its foot-another
type of habitat. All these processes change old habitats
or create new ones, and present innumerable problems to
the ecologist, both successional problems and problems
relating to the factors actually at work in detennining the
vegetation which appears. The geodynamic factors may, as
in the case of an evenly eroding rock face, actually main-
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tain a constant type of habitat, and thus a constant type
of vegetation, though the in^vidual plants are continually
disappearing and being replaced by others.

A parallel series of problems, though some of them are in
detail very different, is provided by the seacoast. Here
we have on the one hand sea cliffs, composed of different
kinds of rock, each of which is being eroded, not only by rain
but by the sea, fast or slowly, and is inhabited by certain
species of plants, forming various communities. These have,
as a matter of fact, been very little studied, but they appear
to have a good deal in common. On flat coasts, on the other
hand, we have salt marshes, sand dunes and shingle beaches,
each type of habitat presenting separate successional and
strictly ecological problems. Each of the three may show
a straightforward development from the first colonisation
of the new habitat, or this may be modified by continual
silting with salt mud, continual covering with blown sand,
or accretion of fresh shingle ; or the habitat may be destroyed
at any stage by tidal or wind erosion and the succession
started afresh. Or again, as on an eroding rock face in the
mountains, the geodynamic factors of tidal or wind action
may maintain a condition of equilibrium, and thus a constant
type of vegetation.

10



CHAPTER XI

EDAPHIC FACTORS. THE SOIL. PHYSICAL
STRUCTURE AND CONSTITUENTS

EDAPHIC factors are those due to the soil in which the plant
is rooted, and it is usually easy to draw a line between,
and climatic factors, though, as we have already seen, the
characters of the soil are largely dependent upon climate. For
example, the soils of a desert would be very different from.
of a region of high rainfall well distributed through the yeatV
even if they were derived from lithologically identical rocks*

Relation of Climate and Soil: A Hypothetical Oa»e*
-Suppose a well-developed bed of limestone of malfor^
constitution and with a uniform dip is exposed for many
miles across country, and that the climate changes steadily
as we pass along the strike of the bed. At one end let tis
there is an annual rainfall of 5 inches, at the other of 80
inches-and this is not at all an impossible supposition*
for extreme changes of climate within 100 miles, or
less, are well known, though they are not common (apart
from high mountains) in Western Europe. In a tropical
climate the low rainfall end would be very arid desert* "With
an exceedingly sparse vegetation of plants highly protected
against water loss. The high rainfall end would bear tropical
rain forest, the most complex and highly developed vegetation
in the world. The soil of the two ends would be totally
different, though derived from identical rock. In the
the rock would be largely bare, and what soil there wa*s would
consist of rock particles disintegrated by heat and wracL
In the region of high rainfall there would be disintegration of
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the rock to some depth, and the comparatively deep soil would
be covered by and partly mixed with a layer of humus, and
would constantly retain a considerable amount of moisture.

If the outcrop of limestone were preceded and followed
by other uniform beds of very different lithological nature,
for instance by sandstone and alluvium respectively, also
extending into the two extreme climatic regions, it is probable
that at neither end of the climatic scale-neither in the desert

nor in the rain forest-would the different beds show any
very marked difference of vegetation. The extreme climatic
factors would dominate the situation in each case. In the

desert the species which could just establish themselves
in the extremely arid conditions would mostly be able to
exist, whatever the chemical nature of the soil, and only
some marked physical difference of habitat, such as that pre-
sented by rock clefts or sand dunes, would cause a differentia-
tion of the vegetation. In the rain forest the very favourable
conditions of plant life would enable a great variety of species
to exist, and the particular selection which survived would
be determined in the first place by the climate and secondly
by the structure of the forest. The climate and all the various
soils produced by the different rocks would allow a large
margin over the barely necessary conditions of existence.

But in the intermediate region, especially if. the rainfall
were unevenly distributed during the year, as it nearly
always is, so that there were wet and dry seasons, the difference
of the underlying rocks and of their reactions to the climate
and to the vegetation would probably cause a marked
differentiation of the vegetation. With a 20 to 40 inch
rainfall in temperate regions, and an even higher rainfall
in the tropics, the limestone soils would tend to be dry and
shallow, and the chemical effect of the lime on the soil would
also affect the vegetation in more than one way. Here then
the edaphic factors would be master factors, because they
would differentiate the plant communities inhabiting the soils
overlying the different types of rock.
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THE SOIL.

The study of the soil as such has become in recent times a
separate branch of science. Many books and innumerable
papers have been written about it, and in America there is
a journal (Soil Science) entirely devoted to the soil. It is
only within the last quarter of a century that the immense
complexity of the processes that take place in the soil and
their profound effect on plants have been at all fully realised.
The soil of any spot is a true microcosm, a little world, with
a physical and chemical structure, an atmosphere, a micro-
scopic flora and fauna of its own ; and in this " soil world "
one half of the bodies - the roots - of the higher plants spend
their lives and do their work, influenced by and influencing
the peculiar conditions which are found there, and in turn
influencing the aerial parts of the plants to which they belong.

It is impossible here to do more than touch upon some of
the features of the soil, and of different kinds of soil, which
the field ecologist will first encounter.1 There is consider-
able difficulty in doing even this satisfactorily, because we
are still largely ignorant of the exact ways in which different
soils affect plants, and investigation of these questions leads
straight to some of the most difficult problems of plant
physiology and physical chemistry.*

1 Sir John Russell's Soil Conditions and Plant Growth (Longmans,
New Edition, 1921, i6s.) is the best English book on the soil, though.
parts of it are rather too advanced for the beginner. The same
author's Lessons on Soil (Camb. Univ. Press), suitable for use in the
middle forms of schools, is a most admirable first introduction to
the subject.

» It is important to remember also that most of the work has been
done on agricultural soils which are regularly ploughed and pro-
foundly modified by this and other agricultural operations, as well
as by manuring and the growth of the crops themselves. In plough-
land the soil itself, 6 to 9 inches deep, which is regularly turned
by the plough, differs sharply from the underlying subsoil. Untouched
natural soils are very different in many ways, and we do not yet know
nearly so much about them, though we are now rapidly learning,
One of the most important points in which a natural soil differs from
a cultivated one is that in the former there is rarely a sharp distinction
between soil and subsoil. The ground develops a graded stratification,
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Physical Structure of the Soil*-Most soils consist of
a framework, so to speak, of inorganic particles, derived by
disintegration of the underlying rock. According to the
constitution of this rock, therefore, the inorganic framework
will vary both physically and chemically. Thus a soil derived
from a limestone rock will consist largely of particles of calcium
carbonate, unless and until " leaching/' i.e. the action of
rainwater containing carbon dioxide in solution, has dissolved
the calcium carbonate from the surface layers and carried
it down to deeper levels, leaving behind the insoluble or less
soluble particles derived from the rock as well as the organic
constituents (humus) of the soil derived from the remains
of the plants and animals that live on or in it. f This process

continually in regions of high rainfall, and especially
quickly in very permeable soils. Only where the surface
soil is constantly supplied with fresh quantities of carbonate,
as for instance on steep slopes where erosion is active or
where "hard" spring water irrigates the soil, is a high
lime content maintained. Thus the surface layers may be

of or very poor in lime, while the deeper layers
are very rich, as is the case with many chalk and other lime-

and this contrast partly determines the mixtures
of vegetation often observed, as for instance on chalk

where heath plants, rooted in non-calcareous soil,
be with calcicolous plants rooted in soil which

is highly
A soil from a or a sand contains a pre-

of comparatively particles mainly composed
of give rise to fine grained soils of which
the very minute are of aluminium silicates*

however, as impure sandstones,
and xnetamorphic rocks, give

rise to mixtures, in different proportions, of
the top or so, for very different fa

tit* In cultivated soil all the turned
by the arc to the whole is

to the of the below.
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particles of very various sizes. These soils are often generic-
ally known as loams-a rather vague term which is applied
by gardeners in a narrower sense to a medium soil containing
much fibrous humus.

Humus.-The vast majority of soils, all in fact which
bear vegetation, contain an appreciable percentage of dead
organic matter, which is collectively known as humus. New
soils, such as freshly blown sand, or recently deposited silt,
and desert soils, which support but little vegetation, contain
the least; at the other extreme are the soils which consist
wholly, or almost wholly, of altered plant remains, such as peat.

Humus consists mainly of dead plant remains in process
of decay, but sometimes decaying animal remains or faeces
make up an appreciable fraction. The plant remains consist
partly of dead roots and rhizomes decaying in situ, and partly
of dead aerial parts, leaves and stems which have fallen and
become incorporated in the soil. In many soils earthworms
are important agents in incorporating dead leaves with the
soil. They drag the leaves down into their burrows, and
constantly pass large quantities of humus through their
bodies, disintegrating and partially digesting the organic
matter. They are aided in this work by other small soil
animals, and eventually the disintegrated and decomposed
substance is finally broken up by bacteria into carbon dioxide,
water and comparatively simple inorganic salts, nitrates,
sulphates, and phosphates, mainly of calcium, magnesium
and potassium.

These processes take place with the greatest rapidity only
in soils with a moderate water content hi the presence of plenty
of free oxygen, that is in moist, well aerated soils, and such
soils are sometimes known as " fresh." % When a fair propor-

1 This is because these conditions (moisture and oxygen) axe most
favourable to the life of the organisms which carry out the processes
of disintegration and decomposition. A comparatively high tempera-
ture, also, because it is favourable to the soil organisms, quickens
humus formation and disintegration. In cold soils the process is
relatively slow.
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tion of lime is present, such a soil or its humus is sometimes
called " mild/' and is the most favourable kind of soil for the
rapid growth of plants.

" The term humus is sometimes applied to the whole complex
of organic matter thus undergoing disintegration and decom-
position. The fallen parts of plants (for instance the covering

* of dead leaves on the floor of a forest), before they have
undergone any perceptible change, are, however, conveniently
distinguished as Utter from the humus proper. When the

f processes of humus formation and destruction are slow (as
i on cold, dry or acid soils) the slightly changed organic debris,
/ which often forms a thick layer on the surface of the soil

and affects the vegetation very markedly, is called raw humus.
The soils of certain forests and heaths in cool climates, for
example most of Northern Europe, are characterised by a
layer of raw humus which disintegrates very slowly.

1 In soils saturated with water the access of oxygen is impeded,
i earthworms and other animals, which disintegrate the humus,

j as well as the soil bacteria which require free oxygen, are
*� excluded, and the humus takes the special form of peat,
* in which the structures of the dead plants and parts of plants

forming the peat are often preserved. Since no far-reaching
f disintegration or decomposition takes place, the peat layer
| continually grows in thickness, and forms the characteristic
\ organic soil of mosses and fens (see pp. 59-63). There are many
* different kinds of peat, according to the plants which form
f it and to the exact conditions of the formation. Broadly,

" 
moss peat" or " bog peat " differ from fen peat in being

much poorer in mineral salts and acid in reaction. On moors
(in the English sense, see p. 61) and heaths the raw humus

1 
forms a thicker or thinner layer of " dry peat." A damp,
cool climate tends to increased peat formation and to increased
water content, and thus we get all transitions from the thin
dry peat of heaths through various types of moor to the very
thick peat of the true " moss/' In such climates peat may
be formed even over a limestone rock, for instance on the
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Pennine Hills and In Ireland, except where lune-cont;a.inin£
water is constantly supplied to the surface soil These con-
ditions arc very characteristic of most of the hill and
country of the west and north of the British Isles.
structural features and chemical composition of heatii
moor plants also retard their complete disintegration,

contribute to the maintenance of raw humus or peat, forxning
a soil suitable for colonisation only by a limited se
of species of the same type, (Cl pp. 60, 160.)

In strong contrast to the and to all the
tend to maintain a layer of raw humus, the well
adequately supplied with mineral show, if they are
enough, a quick turnover of humus. is formed in
quantity and rapidly of the eonclitloiris
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may become " air dry," i.e. the soil water is in equilibrium
with the tension of water vapour in the air, so that evapora-
tion stops.1 A cover of vegetation greatly decreases direct
evaporation from the soil, but the soil may lose water more
rapidly, and thus become drier by absorption through the
roots of the plants and evaporation (transpiration) through
their subaerial parts, than directly by evaporation from the
soil surface.

But given the same atmospheric conditions (an equal
supply of rain water and an equal evaporating power of the
air), different soils will retain very different amounts of water
according to their constitution. In the first place the humus
is a very important water-retaining constituent, and soils
rich in humus retain a considerable amount of water (which
they absorb and hold like a sponge) for a long time, even in
relatively dry air. The extreme case is peat.

Secondly, the amount of water retained depends on the
size of the inorganic soil particles. Water percolates very
readily through gravels and sands, which are mainly composed
of coarse particles, and it also freely evaporates from such
soils because of the large air spaces between the particles.
The smaller the particles (and consequently the air spaces),
the slower the percolation and evaporation, and consequently
the longer the soil takes to dry. Small particles also hold the
water in the soil more strongly because of another force,
the tension brought into play by the immense aggregate sur-
faces of all the microscopic particles. A clay soil holds
water very strongly indeed, so that the plant roots themselves
cannot get out of it nearly aU the water present. The result
is that much less water is required to saturate sandy soils
than clay and humus soils, and also sandy soils retain much
less under the same evaporating power of the air. Similarly,
plants can use, nearly all the water in sand, but not nearly
aU the water held by clay,

* Theoretically, of course, a saturated soil is " air dry/' if in contact
with saturated air, but in practice we speak of " air dry soil" only
if it is in equilibrium with air of " ordinary " relative humidity.
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Determination of Water and Humus Content.-In

collecting soil samples for determination of water content,
it is important to collect from the actual layer in which the
absorbing roots of the plants arc present. Each sample
should be carried in a tin with a tightly fitting lid, carefully
marked for identification. The amount of water in a given
sample of soil may be determined in two fractions. The soil
is first air dried (in comparatively dry air). Ten grammes of
the fresh soil are weighed out, spread on paper and left in
the sun or (in winter) near the fire and then weighed again.
When the weight no longer decreases the soil is air dry, and
the water lost can be expressed in decigrams, i.e. as a percent-
age of the original 10 grammes. The air^dry soil can then be
heated in an oven kept at 100° C. and the further in weight
recorded. This can be as a of the air-

dry soil or of the original soil
The humus (organic) content of the soil is by

If-. the in weight when the soil (previously at 100° C.)
is heated to in a crucible or on a of by
means of a flame below.1

Stee of Soil Particles*-We have already that the
inorganic particles of a sandy soil are wry
than those of a clay soil, and that the " " haw
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size of the larger particles, a natural soil is washed through
a series of sieves each with a mesh of definite diameter, and
the successive fractions weighed. The smaller particles are
determined by the time they take to sink when suspended
in water. For the purpose of this process, which is called
mechanical analysis, names are given to the fractions composed
of particles of each range of size. The following are the
terms employed in England :-

Above 3 mm. .. .. .. Stones.
3 to i mm. .. .. ,. Fine graveL
i to 0-2 mm. .. .. ,. Coarse sand.

0-2 to -04 mm. .. .. .. Fine sand.
"04 to 'Oi mm .. Silt.
"01 to -002 mm. .. .. ,. Fine silt.

Below " 002 mm. .. .. .. Clay.

A rough qualitative analysis of a sample of soil can be made
by shaking up 10 grammes of soil in a jar of distilled water or
rain water.1 The sand fractions sink in a few minutes. The

silt sinks gradually in the course of a day or so, while the
finest clay remains suspended indefinitely. After the sand
has sunk the turbid liquid should be carefully decanted off
and distributed in several jars, which are then filled up with
water and left to stand. The rate of settling and the final
turbidity of the water win then give a very fair rough idea of
whether the silt and clay fractions of the soil are large or small.2

Characteristics of Different Soil Types.-Since most
soils contain particles of very various size in different pro-
portions, and also varying amounts of humus, it will be obvious
from what has been said above that their relations to water

will vary greatly. Thus a sandy soil with mostly coarse
particles and little humus dries quickly, and the surface

* Water containing lime must not be used because it tends to
"flocculate" the clay fraction (see below).

* Directions for carrying out a detailed mechanical analysis are
given in an appendix to Russell's Soil Conditions and Plant Growth.
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layers are apt to become too dry for many plants during a
period of drought. On the other hand, if the soil is well
aerated, if there is an adequate supply of humus and rainfall
is frequent, or if (as in many sandy alluvia) the ground water
is moving and the level is high, it may be very fertile indeed.

Loams, as already mentioned, are on the. whole the
soils, especially if they consist of mixtures of
of very various sizes, A considerable " fine " fraction,
which is very common in loams, adequate aeration,
while a moderate clay fraction to retain the ;
8 to 16 per cent, is in this country to be a
clay fraction in agricultural which
20 and 30 inches of rain in the year. Fine silt also has a
considerable water-holding power, if in
especially in company with true clay, it a heavy
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mitigated by the presence of abundant humus, which
*' lightens " the clay, opening It out and allowing the passage
of air and water. Above all, the presence of calcium carbonate
" Improves" a clay soil by " flocculating " the clay particles,
and thus again rendering the soil more permeable. The
poor aeration of clay soils is well shown by the fact that the

of clay pastures are all surface-rooting species, and
In a clayey wood the roots of the shrubs are often crowded
together to the surface, while in a sandy wood they are
more out vertically and reach a greater depth.
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CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION OF SOIL

THE first point to be Is the fact that the majority
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to render such habitats difficult and slow of colonisation by
the higher plants.1

But in soils already fully colonised by vegetation the case
is very different. Here the all-important humus has been

I formed, at first by the growth and decay of lower plants
' (algae, lichens, mosses), and later by the decay of the dead
I parts of the higher plants themselves, disintegrated and de-

composed by soil animals and bacteria in the manner already
| described. Actively disintegrating humus, where present, is
,* the great source of the chemical food of plants. The mineral

salts locked up in the bodies of the decaying plants are set
1 free and rendered available for re-absorption by the roots of

the living ones. The organic nitrogenous constituents derived
I from the protoplasm of their bodies are broken down, and the
I products successively altered by different kinds of soil bacteria,
I till nitrates, the form in which nitrogen is almost exclusively

absorbed by the higher plants, are produced.
This last process, the production of nitrates-nitrification

I as it is called-carried out by special soil bacteria, is of
I the first importance in humus soils. Thus, if certain kinds
| of forest are clear felled, the exposure of the soil results in an
1 enormous increase in nitrifying bacteria. This is immediately
| followed by a great increase in nitrates derived from the
* nitrogenous constituents of the humus, and then by
| exceptionally vigorous growth of herbaceous plants, which
{ often cover the ground with a dense mass of vegetation in

,| the course of two or three years. This is partly due to the
'I sudden increase of light, but also to the great increase of
I available nitrates.

Acid Soils : Importance of Calcium Carbonate. Next
to humus and water lime is the most important constituent
of the soil from the point of view of its specific effect on the
plant communities which can colonise the habitat. Some
soils, for instance those derived from the t( acidic " igneous

* Some of the unicellular plants (e*g. certain bacteria) are able to fix
Iree ataofipneric nitrogen and reader it available to the higher plants.
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species vary in their powers of'' dealing with " them, according
to their own chemical constitution and structure.

It is not surprising, then, that the problems involved are
difficult. The term " calcifuge " is at best a rough approxi-
mate term to describe a general phenomenon we observe
in nature, depending on the fact that it is calcium carbonate,
which in nature is the basic salt varying most widely in
amount, the other bases being generally present in small quan-
tities only. The term may cover and mask many differences
in the detailed relations of plants to the soil. So far from.
having done with a plant ecologically when we have labelled
it a calcifuge, we have to use the observed fact that it usually
or always avoids soils containing more than a trace of cal-
cium carbonate as the starting-point for investigation. This
kind of investigation requires, of course, a special training,

MOd Sails.-Soils which contain enough calcium car-
bonate (r per cent, is often sufficient) to counteract the
peculiar properties of "acid" soils,1 will support a much
greater variety of species which no longer belong to a special
ecological class. In clay soils calcium carbonate also
flocculates the fine clay particles, altering the characteristic
behaviour of clay with water. Again, calcium carbonate
promotes the action of different soil bacteria which help to
bring the nitrogen of the humus and the free nitrogen of the
air into forms available for the higher plants.

Calcareous Sells.-Soils with, high percentages of calcium
carbonate have special characters of their own, not by any
means fully understood, but tending to obliterate the dis-
tinctions between sands, loams and clays. Correspondingly
they bear a vegetation, which largely, though by no means
exclusively, consists of species characteristic of such soils-
the so-called cakiccle (lime inhabiting) species. We saw that

* Either by neutralising definite soil acids which may be present
or lay altering the ratios of the different bases present, or by saturating
the affinity lor bases of soil colloids such as peat or clay. There is
still difierence of opinion as to exactly what occurs in different" sour 

"

soils to wbdbh calcium carbonate is added.
11
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some of the calcifuge species were not always strictly limited
to soils poor in calcium carbonate, but the calcicoles are a great
deal less strictly limited to calcareous soils. It has, indeed,
been said that few if any species are entirely confined to cal-
careous soils in all parts of their range. Nevertheless, in any
given region the limestone vegetation is always well marked
and characteristic, with a number of species immensely
more abundant on, if not strictly confined to, the limestone.

This is the result partly of the chemical and partly of the
physical characters of calcareous soil. Limestone soils are
frequently shallow and relatively dry, partly owing to the
permeability of the underlying rock, partly to the fact that
the rock dissolves rather than disintegrates, partly to the
rapid disintegration of humus owing to the activity of various
soil organisms, including soil bacteria, partly to the absence
of colloidal clay owing to the flocculating action of the lime.
Many, though not all, of the species characteristic of limestones
are also found on other dry soils. These species are in fact
relatively " constant" in the limestone communities without
being " exclusive" to them (see p. 31). Other species,
however, at least within a limited region, are not found on
other dry soils but axe very nearly exclusively confined to
calcareous soils. These latter may, perhaps, be regarded
as the " true calcicoles," which are really intolerant of soil
acidity. They also may grow in other places, provided that
the soil is not acid and other conditions are suitable ; some-
times, for instance, they are excluded from favourable soils
by the competition of other species. There is in fact no
evidence that any species requires calcium carbonate or
calcium, as such, apart from the relatively very small amounts
required by all plants, and obtainable by calcifuge species
even from soils containing but a trace.

The great intolerance of calcium carbonate shown by
calcifuge species may also be due to more than one cause.
Soil acidity seems to be actually favourable to some species*
In others the presence of lime hinders the absorption of potasi?
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between which and lime there is a marked relation. Many
species, not necessarily cakifuge species, show " lime
chlorosis" on highly calcareous soils, the leaves becoming
pale yellow owing to inadequate development of the chloro-
phyll. This may be clue to the calcium inhibiting the
absorption of magnesium, an element which enters into the
composition of chlorophyll.

Effect of Competition between Species.-When we
consider the great differences between the demands made
on the soil by different species, their different degrees of
tolerance of various soil conditions, and the modifications of

the effect of the soil factors by differences of physiography
and climate, it becomes clear that the actual places in which
the individuals of a particular species find themselves, i.e.
in which the can germinate and the seedlings become
established, must vary very much in their suitability for
that species. Unless the combination of conditions approaches
the optimum, the plant is more or less handicapped in its
life functions. The factor of competition with other species
will now play a decisive rdle. A plant may be able to succeed
under given combinations of soil and climate if it is growing
alone, but not if the conditions enable surrounding plants
to vigorously so that they overshadow and tend
to it. This is well in an unweeded garden,

many of the plants are soon smothered by weeds
if are not removed.

An which brings out the point has been made
on the competition two of bedstraw, Galium

G. grown together on different types of
The can tolerate and flourish on acid soils,

bat if is an of calcium carbonate, the seedlings
from lime chlorosis, and many of

die. which survive, however, eventually recover,
plants, flower, and set seed*

{?. on the other hand, can tolerate large amounts
of in the soil, and this not interfere
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with the rapid growth of the seedlings. Consequently, if
the seeds are sown intermixed on calcareous soil, the slowly
growing and sickly seedlings of G. saxatile are overshadowed
and killed by the flourishing plants of G. sylvestre, even
though a few of the former would have survived and grown
into healthy plants if the latter species had been absent.

Thus the fact, which we observe in nature, that G. saxa-

tile is confined to non-calcareous soils is explained by
the fact that it is handicapped, though it does not neces-
sarily die, on calcareous soils, and any seedling starting
growth on such soils will be killed by the competition of
species which are not so handicapped. Similar experiments
will help to determine the causes of the distribution of other
species, even though the experimenter may be unable to
proceed to the investigation of the physiological causes of
the actual effect of the soil on the species, a more difficult
problem.

Estimation of Calcium Carbonate Content.-It will

be dear from the foregoing discussions that one of the leading
chemical characters of soil which has a great effect on vegeta-
tion is the soil reaction, i.e. the degree of " active " acidity
or alkalinity. Soil reaction so often depends on the amount
of calcium carbonate present, that some estimation of this
is most useful, though this is not of course a direct measure
of the reaction as such.

A rough method of estimating the amount of carbonate pre-
sent, viz. simply pouring a few drops of dilute hydrochloric acid
on the soil to be tested has already been mentioned (p. 78, n.}9
Though this method scarcely makes possible a judgment as
to the percentage present, yet it does give very useful informa-
tion as to the degree in which the soil* may be described
as calcareous, and also as to the distribution of the calcium
carbonate. It has also the great advantage that very
numercms tests can be made in a short time. If possible, a few
different samples of soil giving characteristic results with this
test should be collected lor exact qtiantitative deterainatian
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of total carbonates, of calcium, and of the other bases, whose
relative proportions, as we have seen, may be important.1

The behaviour of the soil under each test with HCI should

be carefully scrutinised. If the soil contains comparatively
large particles of calcium carbonate, the bubbles will be local
but vigorously evolved. It must be remembered that such
large particles are less effective in neutralising acidity than
a much larger number of much smaller scattered particles
whose Aggregate surface is much greater, leading to a general
effervescence throughout the soil reached by the acid. A
distinction of this sort cannot be made in a soil sample
pounded and mixed for a laboratory analysis. Great
local differences may often be observed in the carbonate
distribution, both from place to place and especially from the
soil surface downwards, owing to the progressive leaching of
the surface layers by carbonated rain water. If these can be
correlated with the distribution of the root systems of different
plants, valuable results may be obtained.

Estimation of Soil Reaction.-Direct measurements of

the of acidity or alkalinity, or rather of the hydrogen
ion concentration of the soil solution, can be made colori-
metrically by the use of different indicators, as they are

which colour according to the concentration
of hydrogen ions IE a solution. Litmus paper is an

of this sort, but It is not sensitive enough for soil
and has other disadvantages, though it will distinguish

| well very and very alkaline waters or
I soil By the use of a of colour indicators,
I can be in the field, a very fair quantitative
1 can be made on the spot* But the work can be
' conveniently and more accurately at home if small

"oil are In any it is unwise to attempt
j the use of in the field if much other ecological
{ is undertaken on the trip,*

j f See Appendix, p. «a.
/ * the on pp. 85-6. Details as to tto n§t of
f art in the Appendix, p. 20$.



CHAPTER XIII

BIOTIC FACTORS. NATURE AND INTER-

ACTION OF ECOLOGICAL FACTORS.

THE HABITAT AND SUCCESSION

BIOTIC FACTORS.

THE biotic x factors of the habitat are those which depend
directly on the action of living organisms on the vegetation.
It is obvious at once that here we are involved in a logical
difficulty, for the plants included in any community may,
as we have seen, have a profound effect upon one another,
just as the individuals of a human community have such an
effect. In order to get a practicable working definition it
would seem we must exclude the mutual effects of members

of the community, and apply the conception of biotic factors
of the habitat, i.e. of the community habitat, only to the
action of organisms which cannot be regarded as part of the
community. But then we are confronted with the question
of what is to be regarded as "part" of the community.
The soil bacteria ? Earthworms and other soil animals ?

Parasitic fungi ? The snails and insects that live on the plants
or in the soil, the birds that live in the trees and may play
an important part either in destroying or in distributing
fruits or seeds, or in doing both ? Directly we put such
questions we begin to realise how closely interwoven is the
web of nature, and how artificial our distinctions and classi-
fications in reality are.

The most natural conception that has been suggested is

1 Greek /Jtomiccfo pertaining to life
160
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that which regards the whole complex of organisms-both
animals and plants-naturally living together as a socio-
logical unit, the life of which must be considered and studied
as a whole. If we extend this conception to its logical limit
we must include in the sociological unit not only soil algae,
bacteria, and earthworms, not only insects and parasitic
fungi, but rabbits, mice and other rodents. In the semi-
natural pasture communities, which are maintained in the
condition of pasture by grazing, we must include the sheep
or cattle which are regularly pastured upon it, and which,
as we have seen, are the chief factor which keeps the plant
community in equilibrium. Thus no sharp line can be drawn
between organisms which must be regarded as parts of the
community and organisms which act as " biotic factors/'

The plants themselves are also, of course, "biotic factors"
in determining the structure and development of the com-
munity-they help to determine the fate of their fellows
and their own fate too.

For practical purposes it is necessary to regard separately
and to study separately as a t( biotic factor " any collection
or group of animals which have marked effects upon the
plants, whether we include them in the wider concept of the
community or not.

The ways in which the effects of such animals can be studied
are very various. The true field naturalist by acute observa-
tion alone can learn a good deal about them qualitatively,
but he is seldom able to tell us exactly how much influence
they have, especially where a number of different animals
are acting together. To obtain such knowledge it is necessary
to make exact experiments, by excluding a given animal
or type of animal from a portion of the plant community.

Small vertebrates can be kept out of a small plot by enclosing
it with a wire netting fence of suitable mesh, One-inch
netting will keep out rabbits, while netting of J-inch mesh
is necessary to exclude mice, and the wire must in both cases
be sunk well into the soil To exclude rabbits in an area
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where they are very numerous tin* burled of the
should be turned outwards at a of 6 for
6 Inches, so that individuals just the
fence with the object of into the will find
netting below as well as in front of them. will
only burrow in this way where there is a of
food, and the vegetation protected by th«
tempting. The height of the wire the
should be 3 feet for rabbits, 12 for mice. Mice,
ever, climb of They can
be by or by

the wiiii

out birds-

The invertebrates are of cwirv* inisrli to

exclude, especially tho«e, Midi as *Jiij», awl snails Ilw
in or wander through flu* wwl instead of til* tely it*
surface. Wire g;m/«! ran hi* u.erl
for short periods, but thfo cuts down prevent*
the of and fruit* into tint jwrtt'Uetl plot. The
methods of preventing the access of inverti'brutts In*
left to the Ingenuity of woikeis In the
animals to l*e excluded flu* of the

experiment.1
Animals in : eat

and so IH In flu? of

one community by *i and
act as or an a*

in many other ways the* for by
manuring, or it,

There is th«* of thr

* The it ID in thin «|
han the of ©I

particularly (3S) III, w&. III, tor »»«i
watt (1919, for wcl
not only erf bat will Ate

the nis tfe« and 0! the
can te
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and other useful grazing plants of the American cattle ranges
in some of the Western States is promoted by the trampling
of cattle after the seeds are ripe. It has often been stated
that the presence of swine in English beechwoods was
necessary for their regeneration from seed. Although the

feed on the mast, they are supposed to favour regeneration
by trampling some of it into the soil and thus enabling the

to germinate; and this may very well be true. It
has also been recently suggested that pigs are likely to be of
use to the beech by eating various enemies of the seed and
seedling, such as mice and slugs. There is abundant evidence
that the destruction of carnivorous birds (hawks, jays, etc.)
and small animals (stoats, weasels, etc.) by gamekeepers
handicaps or destroys the chances of tree regeneration in
many of our woods, because the rabbits and mice which are
part of their natural prey multiply in their absence and destroy
the and seedlings of the trees, especially oak and beech,
Thus an interference with the balance of the animal popula-
tion may alter the relation between one part of it and the
dominants of the plant community, and eventually result
in the disappearance of the latter,

are only a few of the in which such relations
to be of first importance, but they may

to the far-reaching effects that animals may
upon plants. It is much to be desired that field

main is in animals should co-operate
in the necessary to elucidate

as and others which certainly
many of them probably still unsuspected.

INTERACTION OF ECOLOGICAL FACTORS.

In the different factors of the habitat and

on the vegetation, certain
be in mind.

alluded, to (p. 131), is that
the which can actually plants are limited in
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number and nature by the constitution of the plant itself-
in the case of the ordinary rooted land plant by those features
which are common to all such plants, and also by those
peculiar to the species. Apart from " gross " factors, like
damage or destruction by wind, frost, fires, grazing animals,
insects, parasitic fungi, and the like, when we speak of a
" factor " of the habitat such as rainfall, water content of
soil, or the kinds and amount of salts present, we must
remember that these can only be effective in a limited number
of specific ways--ultimately reducible to water, containing
various free ions capable of absorption by, or otherwise
affecting, the roots, available light falling on the leaves,
evaporating power of the air, and tcmpcrture. The term
" factor " is in fact used in ecology for any substance, force,
or condition affecting the vegetation directly or indirectly in
such a way as to differentiate it from other vegetation, and
the sd-called " factors " have always to be ultimately inter-
preted in terms of the mechanical, physical and chemical
processes directly concerned in the life of the plant.

In regard to the water turnover of the plant, a reduced
evaporating power of the air means that the roots will make
a smaller demand for water on the soil, so that in a region
with constantly humid air the same can grow on
soil which has a lower water supply. Direct evaporation
from the soil itself in a humid climate will also, of course,
be much less, so that the soil will maintain an adequate
water supply with a much lower rainfall than would be
necessary in a hot climate. Thus a sandy soil in the West
of England, where both rainfall and air humidity are high,
will support a more moisture-loving vegetation than in the
Eastern Comities, Again, in the East of England most
soils, owing to the comparatively high air humidity, will
support a more limtriant vegetation,, with a rainfall of
20 inches, than in a continental climate, where the same
soils with the same rainfall would produce only a dry gra$s>*
land. Similar relations of air and soil moisture may 'be
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seen on a smaller scale wherever the physiographical features
produce sharp difference of " local climate/' as in steep
ravines and on exposed ridges.

Replacement of One Ecological Factor by Another.
Such cases as those just mentioned illustrate what has been
called the replacement (or compensation) of one factor by
another. Thus many of the same species occur on the south
exposures of hills with dry shallow soils in Western and
Western-Central Europe as on various soils and exposures
in the drier Mediterranean climate. Here the local physio-
graphic and edaphic factors replace the general climatic
factors of the Mediterranean region. Inversely, steep northern
exposures (cf. p. 142) and deep ravines in the Mediterranean
region often bear a distinctly northern vegetation. Beech-
woods in the damp climate of England are practically confined
to relatively dry permeable soils (chalk and sand); in the
much drier climate of Continental Europe they occur on a
greater variety of soils.

Sometimes biotic factors replace climatic ones. On the
Swiss Alps in Canton Valais a certain heavily pastured grass
and herb community on a dry south exposure showed a
strikingly similar vegetation with the same " life forms "

and the same " aspects " as the Hungarian " pusta "-the
heavy pasturing (reinforced by the " local dimate " due to
south exposure) bringing about a similar set of conditions
to the continental climate of Central Hungary. And so
in many other instances.

Limiting Factors.-The second principle is what has
been called the law of " limiting factors," which is of great
importance in ecology. When the co-operation of two or
more " factors/' e.g. definite quantities of different substances,
temperatures within certain limits, a certain degree of
illumination, etc., are required for the maintenance of any
process, then, if one of the " factors " is absent, the process
stops whether the others are present or not. Similarly,
if the rapidity of a process varies with the quantity or degree
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of several different " factors " together, the reduction
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climax was reached. On all the more favourable soils this

climax tends to be determined by climate (climatic climax),
and to represent the highest (most complex) type of vegetation
that can exist in the general climatic conditions. We have
seen in Chapter XI how humus comes to be of such great
importance in " improving " the soil, provided there is a quick
" turnover/' and thus in helping to provide the most favour-
able conditions for vegetation. If these favourable conditions
are maintained indefinitely the climatic climax will be corre-
spondingly maintained.

Accumulation of Acid Humus.-Other factors may,
however, come into play. In a cool humid climate, such as
we get on and near the western coasts of the British Islands,
the humus does not disintegrate so rapidly as it is formed,
and thus tends to accumulate as raw humus. In the wetter

places this results in the formation of peat, and we get mosses
and moors instead of forest. This is most marked over soils

poor in lime and in mineral bases generally,1 because the
presence of basic ions tends to promote the growth and
activity of soil organisms which disintegrate the humus and
provide food for the higher plants (other than moss and
moor plants). But under cool and extremely moist conditions,
especially if the soil is badly aerated, raw humus and peat
may form even over limestone itself. Here we have good
examples of the replacement of factors already described.
A cool moist climate, local excess of soil water, poverty in
mineral salts, and poor aeration, are all factors tending in
one direction, and may to a considerable extent replace
one another.

Leaching.-Another factor tending to alter the habitat
in the same direction, and having a considerable effect in
the British Isles, is the leaching or washing out of soluble

« It is, however, held by some workers that a preponderance of
potassium and sodium over magnesium and calcium in the water
favours the growth of moor and moss plants as well as a corresponding
aquatic vegetation.
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mineral salts. Different salts are soluble to very various
degrees. Sodium chloride and the other haloid salts left in
maritime soils wash out the most readily, and thus alter the
habitat presented by these soils when they are no longer
supplied with fresh salts. Of the salts present in ordinary
soils calcium carbonate is most readily leached out by water
containing much carbon dioxide, while magnesium and
potassium salts dissolve much less quickly. The impoverish-
ment of the surface layers of soil in calcium carbonate and,
to a less degree, in other bases will lead to " acid conditions "
and to the establishment of acid-tolerant plants, and may
gradually change the whole character of the vegetation.
It is believed that much of our semi-natural vegetation has
been, and is being, steadily altered in this way. In wet
regions leaching will clearly assist peat formation, in drier
ones it will slow down the turnover of humus and thus tend

to the accumulation of raw humus, for instance, on a forest
floor; and this may help, along with other factors, to prevent
the regeneration of the forest, or lead to the replacement
of one species of dominant tree by another.

Flushes.-Where the surface soil is constantly supplied
with fresh bases these changes will not occur. The " flushes,"
as they are called, often seen in grassland and in woodland
on sloping ground are areas irrigated by waters from springs
or from the run-oS of rainfall on the ground above. If these
waters contain mineral salts as well as free oxygen in solution,
the flush will bear a distinctive vegetation of various grasses,
herbs, etc., often fresh green in colour in the midst of a brownish
acid-tolerant vegetation of the general. hillside. In other
cases an " acid flush " with acid-tolerant plants in the midst
of a vegetation of plants growing only where they can obtain
a good supply of bases may be formed by water draining from
a moss or moor. .



PART V

ECOLOGICAL WORK IN SCHOOLS

CHAPTER XIV

ECOLOGY AND " NATURE STUDY "

THE author is convinced of the great educational value of
ecology in schools, and it is hoped that the foregoing chapters
will enable masters and mistresses to get some clear idea
of the possibilities of the subject and of the ways in which
it can be approached and developed in the field. It is
unnecessary to say that this book is not intended-is indeed
obviously quite unsuitable-as a school class-book. Much
of the work suggested could not possibly be undertaken by
school classes, and the book is written for the adult mind,
though it is hoped that most of it at least will be intelligible
to those who have had no very detailed training in botany.

This chapter and the next contain specific suggestions to
teachers-put forward with the diffidence due from one
who has no first-hand experience of school teaching-as to
the ways in which ecology can be used in schools.
Opportunities for such work vary widely between different
schools. In a city school with no school garden it is
practically impossible to carry on any systematic work in
the subject. The most that could be done would be to try
to arouse some interest in vegetation on country excursions,
but without some previous acquaintance with the species
of plants even this would probably not be very profitable
or successful. Botany, of course, can be taught-after a
fashion-in a city school, but scarcely ecology, which must

175
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depend on first-hand acquaintance with plants in the field
and garden.

In a school placed in a country town or in the country-
side itself the case is quite otherwise, but any considerable
development of the subject must depend on two other factors
-the whole-hearted sympathy of the headmaster or mistress
and the aptitude and enthusiasm for such work of the actual
teacher. In the absence of the first it would be difficult or

impossible to find the necessary time and opportunities,
and without the second it is most unlikely that the pupils
would ever become sufficiently interested to make the thing
worth while. The suggestions and hints which follow can
therefore be made full use of only by those who are
fortunately situated in these respects.

At the outset it must be borne in mind that ecology, in
the wide sense explained in Chapter I-and it is, of course, in
this sense that its school value is to be considered-is

essentially a way of looking at plants. It should never be divorced
in teaching from the actual study of the plants themselves, of
their structure, development and functions. But the relative
importance of the various characters presented by plants can
be interpreted from the ecological point of view. In other
words, the features of plants can be looked upon as of impor-
tance in relation to their actual life in the field as members

of plant communities rather than from other points of view.
The Wrong Way to Teach.-In saying this we are

as far as possible from wishing to defend or excuse
such practices, still too common, as describing in the
classroom so-called " adaptations" of plants; of teaching
that a whole series of structural features are "protective,"
without attempting to find out what they " protect"
against, or whether it is really effective against particular
inimical factors; of giving the impression that every
flower is a perfect pollination mechanism; of classifying
plants into xerophytes, mesophytes and hydrophytes, and
leaving it at that; above all, of finding a ''use " for every
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part and feature of a plant. This whole method of teaching
is most mischievous. It quite literally corrupts (scientific-
ally) the minds of school-children, by substituting facile and
largely inaccurate generalisations for observation of nature
and sound induction. It is "all too human1' a tendency
to find a 

" 
use " for everything, to put things into mental

pigeon holes and leave them there as finished with. It should
be the first function of school science teaching to correct such
bad mental habits. We need not, therefore, deny that many
things have lf uses," i.e. that they may fit well-sometimes
marvellously well-into schemes or 4' mechanisms " which

benefit living organisms, even that the process of evolution
largely consists in the organisation of such schemes and
mechanisms; nor need we deny that pigeon holes are
admirable temporary conveniences, provided that pigeon
holing is not taken as an end in itself.

But what we want, to start with, is observation of the
of nature as they are, and then to go on to find out

as far as possible how they came to be so. Happily, such
inquiry is also a natural human Impulse, though it may
very easily be stultified or even destroyed by false methods
of and mental laziness.

In a school where the opportunities do exist and the
are favourable, it is most desirable to begin early,

to continue throughout the school course, open-air work
in which can play its part.

"Nature Study"-The Foundation of Ecology.-
is nature study par excellence, and although the

in the lower forms of many secondary schools that goes
that is not exactly ecology, it can very well be

to form a foundation,

is no starting-point than the gemination of
the and the structure and growth of seedlings. This

can be to any and the whole of it can be
and by the children, who can grow the
of plants for themselves in pots and bo%esf

12
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and in the garden if there is one available. They can learn
the origin and history of the different structures produced,

I and, by the simplest experiments, some, if not all, of the
necessary conditions for germination and subsequent growth.1
They can see how widely the seeds and seedlings of different
kinds of plants differ from one another, and yet that there
is a general plan of structure common to them all.

Here may be introduced some early lessons on soil, even
simpler and more elementary than the work described in
Russell's book, if the children are too young for that. It
is most desirable to keep the study of the soil in the closest
relation to the study of the plant from the very beginning.
The differences between garden soil and natural soils can be
illustrated by actual examples from the neighbourhood.
A first study of seedlings and soil might very well occupy
one term. Let us say it is the second winter term, a very
suitable time for such work.

If the course begins in the autumn a start may be made
with fruits and seeds. As many as possible should be collected
from every source, and the different plans of structure
examined and drawn. When possible, the development of
fruit from the flower should be followed : it does not matter

if no study has yet been made of the flower itself. The
swelling or change of the carpels can quite well be taken as
a starting-point. The work on fruits and seeds may be con-
tinued after Christmas, and the germination of seeds only begun
in February or March, at first indoors, and continued after
Easter, when seedlings are springing up vigorously everywhere.

In the summer term it will be natural to tackle older plants

* The quantitative estimation of the water present in the seed, '
the minimal temperature for germination and growth, and the oxygen
supply necessary, are of course suitable only for much older pupils.
But the necessity of these factors can be clearly established by the
quite young children with a little ingenuity on the part of the teacher.
" The little baby plant sends out its tiny roots to search for water/'
and all such sentimentality should be rigorously avoided. It is alien
from science and brings the subject into contempt with natural
healthy minded children*
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! and flowers. The particular work must now depend very
I much not only on the age of the pupils, but on the particular
I school and its opportunities. For instance, if there are
j facilities for indoor laboratory work, and neither garden
! nor field work can be made a feature, simple experiments
I on growth, perhaps also on transpiration and photosynthesis

may be carried out, and at the same time different types of
life form (see Appendix, p. 197) examined and compared.
To this the structure and functions of the flower and the

comparison of a limited number of different types of flower
may be added. These topics will probably amply fill the
summer term.

If, on the other hand, the school garden is a feature of the
school, and the children are allowed to work in it, they can

to get an invaluable first-hand acquaintance with many
things : cultivation of the soil; growth of different life forms
from from, rootstocks, from corms or bulbs; effect '
of different kinds of weather on different plants ; weeds and
their life forms, e.g. the difference between the comparatively

annual weeds, like shepherd's purse and groundsel,.
which in moist weather can easily be pulled up with the finger

thumb, and the pestilent weeds with deep-seated, quickly
rhizomes or suboles, like field bindweed, twitch and

the like. All things afford ample material for drawing
in the and thus fixing in the memory.

It isf unnecessary to say that the ideal of a school
is not a " tidy ** garden devoted to well-kept flowers

of but an outdoor laboratory for studying
the of different kinds of plants and the conditions

which they or fail. Certain beds may be kept
for the production of flowers and vegetables, and in these
the in the " working " beds may be applied.
Bit in the latter the children should by no means be for-

be to dig up seedlings and
fl to see how they are getting on/' to look at

the and of the underground parts, the
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depth at and *o on. 11 should be a point
erf to exactly wh«it the parts of
every kind of plant erf every wml is like, and the
kinds of plant** uhouM lw <*ho**en largely to illustrate
different life fnritH, They *Jswt!tl In* Mtffirirnt in number
fur tin* pur]x>'te, but not too many.

finally, If half-day <*x<:urM»ms to tin* oj*»n country are
pOHMbl*4~'**uy a ~ ttif r tir made the pivot of
the term's w«*fk. on the f:<*m*ral of

flit* Hpiing, mil* of tin*
be to !,tak*'«i if

tin* place is or otherwi^*, sets of that
are met with tin % tr4«rktfik^ tltr of

in itftilik it'kln, a to them

by lint! In will die
and Hi it easy to dwtwr, will
lut by tttr* erf filimtfi, cir will

cif up and spindly, and
die. In* and crippled twr dt %trc»yed

by cir iiy
or tiff by ejf Clilirrs,

dry up of wit wafer, will into
and will !*" ,md ts

tci will Thesi* ran k*

by and the
the can tir

the few llif erf

can M and tht will
a of lit i$ an

tie dug itp and
10 in tin In fen to tir*

; and m
to if flit As
0«# so will tad fht
wil be so well thtt kw tai Im wil be
tor
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Meanwhile other matters can be attended to. A certain

number of perennial plants can be chosen for study. The
particular species chosen must of course depend on what
grows in the neighbourhood. They should not be too
numerous (perhaps half a dozen), and they should all be
common plants, so far as possible characteristic of different
communities, e.g. a woodland plant like dog's mercury,
stitchwort, or wood violet, a heath plant like the ling itself,
a wayside plant like silverweed or a species of plantain,
one or two pasture plants, including a dominant grass, and
so on. To these may be added two or three annuals, prefer-
ably those whose development has been followed from the
seedling.

In a mainly agricultural region, where most of the land is
under the plough, at least half the plants may be chosen from
among arable weeds, and the balance from hedgebank and
wayside plants. But if any areas of comparatively natural
vegetation exist in the neighbourhood, such as heath, common
or down, then dominant or characteristic plants from these
should certainly be included in the list.

Everything possible should be ascertained about the species
chosen, including as many as may be of the following points :
life-form, i.e. mode of perennation, depth at which the roots
are mainly developed, general structure of shoot system,
vegetative propagation ; any soil preferences or other habitat
preferences that may be observed, time of coming into flower,
duration of flower, structure of flower, mode of pollination,1
whether seed is set and ripened, and if so how much; relations
to other plants (competition, etc.). This will be a sufficient
programme for the summer term, and if the children are
very young, it will have to be considerably simplified, for

* This is hy no means always easy to determine. The simple
experiment of tying a muslin bag over the flowers will show whether
large insects are necessary, but small insects (e.g. Thrips) can crawl
through most muslins. T?he muslin may also, in a wet season, inter-
fere with evaporation sufficiently to cause the flower to rot, Never-
theless the attempt should be made.
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instance, by cutting down the number of species chosen
study, and also the points studied. But the kind of
required is important, for the kind described draws out a.^
trains the powers of observation, raises all sorts of interest!^
questions, some of which can be answered at once,
others may be answered in later years. At the same
such work is undoubtedly the best foundation for the
It need not be said that more work than can be "

carried out should not be undertaken,

It may again be emphasised that the suggested work: j
the laboratory, garden and field are intended as
If it should happen that any of the three would be possibj 

~

the garden is probably to he preferred as the pivot of the w-o^]^
during the first year, and, after the garden, the field is proba.t>lv*
to be preferred to the laboratory, because either garden Oir
field brings the children from the outset into touch
plants as they grov^. Either garden or field work should
supplemented by classroom work for drawing, recording-
observations in permanent form, and discussing lesiol-ts^
So far as may be both individual emulation and also co-
operation should be used to stimulate work, and the
of questions to nature should go hand in hand with
tion.

The age at which nature study work is begun must, o;f
course, determine the fullness with which such a progranxna^
as that suggested for the first year could "be carried ourt,
If the average age of the pupils is eight or nine, it woimlcfL
clearly have to he restricted and simplified; with, bright:
children of ten or eleven it might be followed fairly closely*
In the former case a second year's work might follow the lines
of the first with fuller material, or the field or laboratory
might "be used instead of the garden. In the latter
fresh material may be introduced. For instance,
instead of herbs could be taken as the main subject of
second year's work. The fruits of available trees, especially
the commoner British ones- oak, beech, ash, birch,
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and any others accessible-could be studied In
tlii* autumn, and the opportunity of early autumn walks
takm to ubsurvtr the* natural dispersal (or non-dispersal1)
at tlioH- fruit* f notably oak, beech and sycamore) which are

j slu*d at that limp. This work could be supplemented by
I ub'fivatiun of the method of leaf fall and of the winter

condition of the fries the general shape of the different
kinds, flu? form, colour and protection of the twigs and winter

, buds, the bark of the trunk, etc. The children could be asked

In draw smite of tin? kinds of tree from memory at the beginning
> or mrly in the course, and the results would at once reveal

far they had already observed their forms and could
I'Xprt'Sj* tin paper. The attempts would serve as good

| for mor« deliberate observation.
j In the spring, seeds which had been collected and kept
| tinder different conditions, e.g. moist and dry, well

a* rated closely packed) could be put to germinate and
I 111'1 ob4iTV«'d. The process of germination and growth

of flu* different ?»eedling» could then be followed. Afterwards
' the best seedlings could he planted out in the garden.
i In fit*' Lit** spring and the leafing of the different

be ohbfrvcd, the they cast and the shade
lite young trees can endure if possible compared,
Tin* «f the and their mode of pollination

lut into.

i If an* of the ground species which
tit or can be up for study on

tin? m addition to the chosen

f**r tic? first In this way the beginnings of a
nf i ait I**

i PC* llti* fruit i ttt contain fertile seed?
K iit'itatxr*, sot Do they gut far from the

lir*t f If w», "f
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CHAPTER XV

DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL WORK

IT is probable that two years o£ nature study devoted, or
mainly devoted, to plants are enough. It is now customary
in many schools to break off all biological teaching at the
ago of clown or twelve, and to teach only Chemistry and
Physics or ** general science/' until, at a later age, say sixteen,

of the* pupils ** specialise " in Science. It is not, of "
r, part of the purpose of this chapter to discuss the merits

awl tlt*im*rits of this system. But in the author's view it is
wiucationally bacl to stop the teaching of biology at so early
4ii age*. While admitting the claims of Chemistry and
Physics to the larger share of the time devoted to science
from twelvi* to sixteen, he is strongly of opinion that
some, effott should be made to keep alive during these years
the biological inUT<ists that have been aroused by nature
study. Biology, in form, should be regarded as of
pnrn*try imjiortance, ̂  only we ourselves happen
In In* living biingrf. The author thinks that at least one

a be devoted to biology through-
cm t tin* years, and that this should be reinforced by '
flit la country of a Field Club or

Hi/ttory and by the encouragement of
at branch of the subject.

It U by no of course, that ecology should
In* flie on this ''continuation biology" should

In city it be; and besides, there are
of particularly those leading up

to Its OR life, which have the most
On the there are many country

im
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schools where ecology is certainly suitable, and if it is properly
taught it must stand very high in educational value. We
may now, therefore, consider the lines along which it may
be developed, either as a regular school subject, or as voluntary
work of the pupils and teacher. The most desirable thing
is that it should be partly one and partly the other, and the
adjustment of the two spheres should not be beyond the
powers of an enthusiastic teacher, supported by the sympathy
of the head of the school. Possible lines of work will be out-

lined in quite general terms, since it is clear that the detailed
adaptation to special circumstances must be made by the
teacher.

The earlier nature study on the lines suggested will have
taught the facts of the life history of a limited number of

pretty thoroughly, and should have laid the founda-
tion of the habit of looking at plants in the right way. The
work may now be developed either on intensive or on extensive
lines. The immediate advantage of intensive work is that
it not require a wide and accurate knowledge of the flora.
If the work is confined to small plots of ground, all the species
met with will soon be well known and easily recognised at
all of growth, and a fairly exhaustive knowledge of their
life histories obtained. This sort of work is very attractive
to minds, and it is excellent training in thoroughness

careful attention to detail. But it does not appeal to
all, a superficial acquaintance with a much wider

of and of vegetation, which may be accurate
as far as it goes, is also very good training, though

better for rather older minds. Extensive work is only
practicable, of course, when there is freedom to move about
the comatry-side. The ideal thing, no doubt, is to begin with
the of work suggested as nature study, to go on with

quantitative work, and later to widen the range by
observation/ This course may very well be possible

« the laid down to Chapter VII, that escteosive survey is
tfc* toft for iateasive work, applies to adults fresbly

not to the tradaiag of caildrea,
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or monthly intervals throughout the summer term,
and Immediately after the summer holidays. The

will, of course, be mainly " weed " seedlings, though
of the more easily dispersed garden plants may appear.

ll will be at first to distinguish the seedlings of
though different types of cotyledons will

be noticed at once, Consequently symbols must be decided
for the different unknown seedlings, preferably crosses,

dots, circles, «*tc, and these must be at once recorded, with
;t fhnrt description of each, on the space left on the chart

(see p, r< 9). Later, fresh symbols will have to be added
as appear,

A f It-lition should bi* paid to the remarks on p. in about
tin* '%m* cif tin* symbol being proportionate on the chart to
111** occupied by t hit plant on the ground. If the seedlings
conn* tip numerous and thick it will be impossible to
duit tint quadrat properly on the i: 10 scale. In
tii*il c;w a part of th«t quadrat only (say one quarter or even
lt'\.t) ''hould !>i* charted, strings or tapes being ran to make
ttr two internal boundaries of the portion to be charted,
A ran fill noU* must lie* mack of the scale actually employed

til tin* part charttfd. Always use the size of blank
t (,i Mfuarv drdmHn; I> the best), and sec that the symbols
iin* fitil crowded by taking to chart an area of

If a portion of the square metre can be
tlurfrd al yet later on, when many of the seedlings

ilih(tp|ii*:4fvt! owing to various causes, it is probable that
th<* cjtfi be charted on the i: 10 scale.

At* flu* the? to which they belong will
!r kit and in this way a very full knowledge

r>! tbi: and of development,

h f'*rr}'iir*d. AJ a,. ilii» by a certain
tin flu* ifi^t ;ire identified as a particular

Iliif letter ('4*r* p» ID |) of it« be substituted
f« itii* of Ihi' and the new symbol (letter)

flu* il in the below the chart
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Every chart must be designated by a letter or number or
both* and carefully dated. The charting should be done
very neatly in pencil, and inked in as soon as possiHe after
completion. All these charts must be carefully kept in a
safe place, always available for reference. Comparison of
the successive charts of the different quadrats from year to
year will furnish most instructive data for drawing conclusions
of various kinds.

It will certainly be found that the different quadrats
will show at least somewhat different plant populations,
though many of them will have several species in common.
The differences will partly depend on what seeds were in the
soil to start with; they may be related to habitat (soil
differences, water, shade, etc.), they may be related to
proximity of seed parents, or they may be a matter of chance.
All these possible causes of difference will furnish useful
points for consideration and further study. Besides the
first colonisation, there will "be a succession of plants from year
to year on the same quadrat. Some species will remain for
a long time, others will be very transitory. It is, of course,
very much to be desired that all the permanent quadrats
should remain undisturbed for as many years as possible.
The longer they are left the rnore instructive they will become.
No plants should be pulled up or disturbed in any way.
The dead ones must be left to rot where they die. If a quadrat
should become the centre of distribution of a pestilent weed
which spreads by underground rhizomes or suboles, it may
be isolated by digging a narrow deep trench round it, but
not so close as to drain the soil of the quadrat.

The interest of permanent quadrat -work is very great,
and no one who has once become fairly fascinated will readily
abandon it. The detailed knowledge of the behaviour of
seedlings and older plants that is acquired, and most easily

* It is convenient to give every permanent quadrat ia the garden
a letter, A, B, C, etc., and add a n-umtex to the letter on each fort-
nightly (or monthly) chart. Tims the second chart cxf the third
quadrat will be Ca, etc.
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acquired, even in one season's work, is astonishing. The
effort to chart the quadrat accurately directs the attention
towards and fixes it upon details that would very likely
be missed altogether with ordinary observation, while the
re-observation of the same individual plants at definite
intervals gives an extraordinarily close picture of their growth
arid development. Root systems cannot, of course, be studied
on the permanent quadrat itself because the plants must not
be disturbed, but examples of the same species from other
parts of the garden can be dug up for examination. If desired,
the record furnished by the succession of quadrat charts can
be completed by series of drawings of the different species
represented.

Garden quadrats can, of course, be used for all kinds of
purposes besides tracing the succession of plants on the
permanent quadrats. For instance, experimental quadrats
can be laid out, and various experiments tried upon them-
over-watering, protection from rain, various kinds and degrees
of shading, various kinds of manuring, determination of the

introduced with stable manure or other dung, and so
on. If the method of teaching by means of the study of

is found to be successful enough to warrant a wider
application-and if the facilities described can be obtained

the time devoted this will probably be the
of the kind indicated will readily suggest

to the experimentally minded teacher.
Field Quadrats and Transects.-It will seldom be

in school work to make such extensive use of

quadrats in the field as in the garden, if only
in which they can be usefuEy laid out with no

of disturbance are often hard to find. An established

community may show little change from year to year,
so that a quadrat, it is treated experimentally, will

little but its original structure. Charting a temporary
quadrat, however, is one of the best ways of finding out the

structure at any spot of a dose complex community,
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such, for instance, as old-established grassland, because
every square inch of ground must be examined. Such
quadrats are also very useful for listing with a view to
ascertaining the occurrence and frequency of different species.

On bare or partially bare soil which is being colonised,
or wherever change is going on, permanent or semi-permanent
quadrats are useful for studying succession, if they are reason-
ably secure from disturbance. Permission from a friendly
landowner and the goodwill of keepers, shepherds, etc., is
very desirable and may be indispensable. The outlines of
procedure are just the same as in the garden. The quadrat
should be charted at regular intervals, though these need
not be so short, because growth and change is rarely so rapid
as in the garden. Three charts during the season (say April,
June and September) are generally enough, even early in
succession and when there are marked seasonal aspects.
Often one chart in the year will be enough. But what is neces-
sary in any given case can only be determined on the spot.

Line transects and belt transects (pp. 105-108) are
particularly useful at right angles to the direction of the
zones in any zoned vegetation. . The advantage of a line
transect is the rapidity with which it can be made. Thus
more than one line transect, if not too long, can easily be
made by a party on an afternoon's walk, provided the
species present are known beforehand. A long transect
can be split up into sections and different members can work
at different sections, simultaneously (two at each).

Extensive Work 10 the Field.-For this, of course, a
knowledge of the flora is indispensable. Pupils will soon
learn the names of the limited number of species that wiU
be met with as weeds in a garden or on a given small set of
quadrats in the field, but the two or three hundred species
of flowering plants alone, which will be commonly met with
in the various communities of even a limited area of country-
side, are quite a different matter. It is doubtful whether it
would be possible or desirable to insist on such knowledge
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bepg obtained by all pupils, even in a school where field
botany could be made a special feature of the school work.
A few would acquire it willingly, but not the majority,
and it is more than doubtful if any good purpose would be
served by compulsory acquisition of such knowledge. It will
therefore be necessary to make any thorough extensive work
that may be undertaken voluntary work, carried out by a
few of the older and keener pupils,

It is nevertheless very desirable that all school botany
should include a certain serious knowledge of the differences
between species/ though the number of species may be quite
limited. This kind of knowledge is probably best and most
easily acquired at the outset by the necessity of identify-
ing the plants which appear on garden or field quadrats,
or field stations under observation, because so much more
interest is centred on them than on specimens brought in
from outside. But some regular lessons on the differences
between species should also be given, and the empirical
knowledge already acquired on the quadrats will be most
useful here. It cannot be too strongly insisted that such

should begin with the smaller differences, i.e. those
between allied species of one genus, and not with families

The plantains, the buttercups and the speedwells
arc excellent genera on which to make a start; and only

a firm grip has been obtained on the nature of specific
should the conceptions of genera, families, and

groups be taken in hand- This depends on the fact
that (or many of them) are real natural entities, while
the higher taxonomic groups merely represent the human

to classify the species. If taxonomy is taught " from
the top/* for instance by beginning with the characters of

or families, it often happens that no real first-hand
of i.e. of the things actually classified, is

obtained; and no one can have any sound or useful

* A iora aad illustrations should always be available for
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knowledge of systematic botany who does not know species,
From the educational point of view, the number of species he
knows or is able to put into genera or families at any given
moment is of relatively minor importance. Once he has got
a firm grip of the kind of differences that separate species and
the habit of looking at these, he can always easily extend his
taxonomic knowledge at will. If he never gets this grip and
habit, he can never acquire any sound taxonomic knowledge
at all. Furthermore, the power of discriminating small differ-
ences in natural ohjects is a very valuable mental training,
of use in every occupation and department of life.

It is therefore suggested, on all grounds, that the identi-
fication and discrimination of species should form a recognised
part of the teaching in botany immediately following and
continuing the " nature study" period.1 The species chosen
should be partly groups of allied species "belonging to single
genera (Veronica, Lamiwm> Ranunculus, Stellaria, Cerastium,
Plantago, Poat etc.), and partly dominants and other common
species of easily accessible plant communities, After a year or
two at this kind of work, with frequent opportunities of seeing
the species in the field, a good acquaintance with at least forty
or fifty species of flowering plants should be easily obtained,
and those pupils who have a natural taste for this part of
the subject will rapidly widen their knowledge as time goes an.

From the beginning (in the nature study course) different
"life forms" (i.e. the vegetative structure of the whole
plant) will have been distinguished, and attention directed
to the habitats (i.e. the kinds of places in which the species
are habitually found). Of course, one life form is by no means

1 There are few, if any, school floras really good as an aid to this
work. Artificial dichotomous keys are not to "be recommended, even
if they are efficient. They give false notions of actual differences,
and emphasise the process of identification at the expense of a real
knowledge of specific characters. The best floras are unsuitable for
beginners. It is suggested that the making of synopses from, ttte
actual plants, at first of the species of a genus where several species
can be obtained, later of the genera of a family, would be a valuable
class exercise.
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confined exclusively to one habitat. But certain correspon-
will "be noted; for instance, the prevalence of long

underground shoots in all kinds of loose or soft soil, whether
humus, the wet soil of marshes and watersides, or

soil; the dominance of annuals in ploughland,
beds, and on bare soil generally; of plants, like the

turf-forming grasses, which branch freely from buds close
to the surface (either just below or just above) in pastures

on lawns,

With so much knowledge of species and life forms the
of a plant community in the field may be taken up.

What the particular community will be must depend mainly
on what is readily accessible. A heath or any kind of common

often fulfils the necessary conditions ; woodlands
often, they are usually private property and are

for game* Marsh and water vegetation is
wry interesting, but regular study of it presents difficulties

A school within reach of sand

and salt has an unrivalled field of work.

The of work may be selected from those described
in chapters. Here we need only summarise the

that may be investigated, beginning with
naturally come first. But it is not necessary,

of to in this order, nor to complete
another,

i. of as complete as possible, and identifica-
of not already known,

a. Preliminary attempt to determine the minor plant
or societies) present,

3. on a suitable to the area and
of (see Appendix p. 200). This

is only worth if the distribution can be
with habitat conditions (of whatever

kind), or is an obvious general invasion or
If the vegetation --is

uniform over the whole area (apart
18
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of course from local variations not obviously corre-
lated with habitat), there is little point in making
a general map. In a diversified agricultural region
making crop maps based on the 6-inch Ordnance
Survey maps is an interesting and instructive
exercise. A series of crop maps, one for each year,
will give interesting information on the different
systems of agricultural treatment.

4. Quadrat and transect charts. These may be used
for getting a closer idea of the structure of the vege-
tation, but are not always worth while in uniform
and stable vegetation. The teacher must use his
judgment. If, however, the vegetation is zoned,
or succession is clearly proceeding, either generally
or locally, transects or quadrats, or both, should
certainly be laid down, and the changes followed
in successive years.

5. Studies of habitat factors (see Chapters X-XIII), in-
cluding for instance regular grazing or rabbit attack.

6. Special studies on various questions that may arise
in the course of the earlier work, e.g. problems
connected with seed dispersal, or effect of fires (re-

generation or replacement by other vegetation, etc.).

A study of the kind suggested, carried out on a favourable
community and continued for some years, would not only
have great educational value, but would also almost certainly
contribute sufficiently to our knowledge of ecology to be weU
worth publication, A tradition of genuine observation of
nature will be gradually established in the school, with
literally incalculable benefit to many of the pupils, and
benefit also to the progress of ecology itself.

If no such detailed study of a particular community is
possible, something can be done on half-day excursions to
different communities, e.g. different types of common, down,
woodland, mountain-side, fen, or seashore. Though the
knowledge obtained wiU necessarily be more superficial,
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it should not be confined to making lists of the species
encountered. It will, of course, entail a wider knowledge of
species, and if the foundations of species discrimination have
been well laid, will arouse considerable interest. The different

sets of life forms should be noted, and characteristic specimens
and soil samples brought home. Line transects and list
quadrats can be made in a short time, and successive visits will
eventually amass considerable knowledge of the various com-
munities and their successions and habitats. Even if regular
work on a single community is possible, it is good to inter-
sperse it with visits of this sort to other types of vegetation.

The Groups of Non-Vascular Plants.-In what has
been said above no specific reference has been made to the
lower plants-mosses, liverworts, lichens, algae and fungi-
which are often important elements in communities dominated
by vascular plants, and not seldom form well-marked minor
communities of their own. The lower plants are, in fact,
too often neglected by working ecologists, usually from
ignorance of their species, though there is, in recent years,
considerable improvement in this respect. It is no light task
to obtain even a moderate working knowledge of all these
groups. But something can and should be done by the teacher
who undertakes to conduct ecological work in the field. A
beginning may be made with the commonest mosses and
lichens, the names of which can be ascertained without too
much labour with the help of the standard handbooks on
these groups. Gradually the forms most commonly met with
in the plant communities taken up for study will become
well known to teacher and pupils. The British specialists
on these groups will always give ready and courteous help
to serious students in naming the rarer and more difficult
species. As time goes on it is very likely that the older
pupils will come to take special interest in different groups,
and may become " authorities" to whom unknown speci-
mens will be brought.

The non-vascular plants should certainly not be neglected
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altogether, not only on account of their intrinsic inte/est,
but because they are often important pioneers in succession.
Certain species, also, are of diagnostic value as constant
members of particular communities of higher plants.

Relation of Ecology to Other Botanical Work in
Schools.-It will have become clear from what has been
said that, where the opportunities exist, ecology in the widest
sense, including ecological work in the garden (rather than
"gardening" in the ordinary meaning), may well be made
the pivot of a regular botanical training. As was stated at
the outset (Chapter I), ecology in the wide sense is a means
of approach to a large part, and that the most important part,
from the point of view of the school, of the science of plants.

The most thoroughgoing way in which this means of
approach can be employed is to use the plants of some neigh-
bouring community or communities, as has actually been done
in a boys' school in the North of England (Price Evans,
1920), as the basis of practically the whole of the school work
in botany. If these wild plants are supplemented by certain
almost indispensable types, such as the broad bean, the
French bean, the gourd or marrow, some common cereal
such as wheat, and perhaps the castor-oil plant, which can
very easily be grown in the garden, hardly any material
from outside wiH be required. The elements of morphology
and of plant anatomy can be learned, and the simpler physio-
logical work commonly done in schools can be well carried
out on the plants thus available. If the teaching is based
on the development, structure, growth and maintenance of
the plant as a living being, not only isolated, but as it actually
lives in nature, the ecological work proper will bear the right
relation to the work necessarily carried on indoors, whichever
preponderates in point of time spent on it; and only in this
way, the author believes, can plants be used as they should
be used in schools, as a means of acquiring a real first-hand
knowledge of one of the most important elements of the
environment of man.
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Life Forms of Plants.-" Life form " is the name given to
the type of plant body, with which is associated its life history.
Thus the deciduous broad-leaved tree (oak, ash, beech, etc.)
is a well-marked life form; the evergreen needle-leaved tree
is another ; a third is the perennial herb with a persistent under-
ground (or surface) stem (rootstock), the leafy aerial shoots of
which arise from fresh buds every spring and die down every
autumn; a fourth is the annual herb whose vegetative body
dies every season, the plant being continued from year to year
solely by means of seed ; and so on.

The oldest and most obvious division of the life forms of

the higher plants is into trees, shrubs and herbs ; but it is clear
that each of these must be subdivided, and herbs especially
fall into a great number of life-form types. Several detailed
classifications of life forms have been proposed, but no one
classification is satisfactory from all points of view, because of
the great number of combinations of different vegetative char-
acters which actually exist, and the way in which these com-
binations shade off into one another. The characters which

have to be taken into account in classifying life forms are those
which axe of importance in adjusting the plant to its habitat,
for instance the kind of stems produced, of one kind, or more
than one, annual or perennial, herbaceous or woody ; the position
of the stems in the habitat, underground, surface or aerial,
self-supporting or climbing, or again epiphytic (growing on an
aerial part of another plant) or parasitic (getting its food or
part of its food from another plant); also the form and nature
of the leaves, large or small, broad, narrow, scale-like or absent,
evergreen or deciduous, of soft or leathery texture, slightly or
strongly protected against evaporation.

It is clear that the possible combinations of such features
will be very numerous, though a certain number of well-marked
types (such as those mentioned and several others) are con-
stantly repeated in nature and are characteristic of pla&t com-
munities, occurring in definite habitats, For instance, tb*
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deciduous broad-leaved tree with the leaves relatively slightly
protected against evaporation is the characteristic dominant
life form of the more favourable soils of Western and Central
Europe and of Eastern North America. The shrub or small
tree with rather small, leathery, evergreen, strongly protected
leaves is characteristic of the Mediterranean region and of other
widely separated regions which have the same type of climate
in different parts of the -world. Large evergreen trees, with
large and somewhat leathery, well-protected leaves, are the
characteristic dominants of the tropical rain forest. But most
communities, all in fact except the very simplest, contain more
than one type of life-form, This is partly because different
combinations of vegetative characters (i.e. different life forms)
will often successfully meet the same set of habitat conditions,
and partly because the actual habitats of the different layers
or strata of the community are different (see p. 37), Thus
plants with small leathery leaves, and plants with reduced scale-
like leaves or none at all, may exist side by side; and again,
dwarf shrubs with small highly protected leaves, bulbous plants
and annuals.

One of the most useful schemes of life forms is that put
forward by Professor Raunkiaer of Copenhagen, and is based
on the position in regard to the soil surface of the perennating
buds, which will continue the growth of the plant, Water
plants and marsh plants axe considered separately because of
their very distinct habitat, which introduces conditions that
are not comparable with those of land plants. Succulent plants
and epiphytes are also separated in distinct classes. The taller
perennials are distinguished as PHAKEROPHYTES (broadly trees
and skrubs), whose buds are exposed well above the ground-level,
and these are classed (necessarily rather arbitrarily) as Mega-
pkanercphytes and Meacphanerophytes (MM.), or trees over
8 metres (say 25 feet in height); Microphamerophytes (M), or
trees and shrubs of 2-8 m. (6 feet to 25 feet); and Nanophanero-
pkytes (N,), tindershrubs, etc., 10 inches to 6 feet. Then there are
Cha,m&$hyte$ (Ch.)f with buds at the ground-level, or close above
(not exceeding 10 inches); Hemiwyptophytes (H.), with buds in the
surface layer of soil; and GeophyUs (G.), with buds buried at,
deeper levels, thus including most of our native and commonly
cultivated bulb- and (X}rm-foimiiig plants, as well as the species
with deep-lying rhizomes. These may be distinguished as bulb- ,
geophytes, corm-geophytes and rhizome-geophytes respectively.
Finally, we have the annuals, or THBROPHYTES (TA,).
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The proportions of species representiwgQiese various classes
: life forms in the vegetation of diverglti^plima^ jfe2§^r£Uj»lvs, t -
ifierent. Thus in a moist tropical climajexthe Phanerojxtiyrel^ *
"eatly preponderate over all the other a^s^^ut together ; in
le subtropical desert the nanophanerophyh^a^^h^imaephytes
:>w shrubs) and therophytes (annuals) are

species. In North-west Europe, on the
imicryptophytes form approximately half of the whole number
species. There is also a fair proportion of therophytes owing
the prevalence of annual weeds in cultivated land, on road-

ies, etc. The situation of winter buds in the surface layer of
,e soil (hemicryptophytes) protects them from moderate frost
id moderate drought, to which alone the plants of temperate
gions are exposed. In the arctic, where the plants are pro-
cted during the whole winter by a covering of snow, there is
much larger proportion of chamaephytes. The chamsephytes
d nanophanerophytes of the subtropical desert have their
tds much more strongly protected against evaporation by
iterproof coverings.
The proportions of the different life forms in various plant
tnmunities is also characteristic. Forest, the most complex
cnmunity with the most complex habitat conditions, has prac-
ally all the types of land plants (except annuals) represented,
augh the hemicryptophytes, in temperate climates, are par-
ularly strong. Pasture consists almost exclusively of hemi-
rptophytes, because buds much above the soil-level would
eaten off. Heaths are characterised by the dominance of

srgpreen chamaephytes and nanophanerophytes, in relation to
Id winter climate or snow covering. Communities inhabiting
sa and soft soils of all kinds are marked by an abundance of
nicryptophytes and geophytes with widespreading rhizomes
underground runners.
Life form is of course primarily hereditary, though extreme
iditions may force plants normally belonging to one life form
88 into the class below by the killing off of the upper buds,
instance a micro- into a nanophanerophyte, the latter into

kam»phyte, or a chamsephyte into a hemicryptophyte. Life
m represents the greatest part of the adjustment of the
^etative plant body and life history to the habitat conditions,
ether this is due to heredity or to the direct effect of the
.ditioas of life.

Method* of Surveying Vegetation.- The graphic methods
recording vegetation described in Chapter VIII are those
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most generally useful. The most important for detailed study
is the large scale quadrat chart in which the position of each
individual plant is recorded (standard scale i : 10). The " grid-
iron " chart (i: 50 or i : 60) is mainly useful for marking the
outlines of continuous carpets of more or less uniform vegeta-
tion, with or without scattered large individual plants.

At the other extreme from this very detailed work is the
recording of larger units on topographic maps (i : 126,720,
i : 63,360, i : 10,560 and i : 2,500 or £ inch, i inch, 6 inches
and 25 inches to the mile respectively). Sometimes it is desired
to map an area of vegetation-perhaps a quarter or half a mile
long-on a larger scale, say i : 500, i : 1,000, or the like. Such
a map has to be made de novo, and for this purpose the ordinary
" chaining" method used in land survey may be employed.
Full details will be found in any textbook of surveying, but
a brief outline of methods applicable to vegetation survey may
be given here.

First a convenient base line running the length of the area
to be mapped must be selected. Every part of this should, if
possible, be visible from every other part. The two ends are
marked with permanent pegs. It is of the first importance to
get the base line straight. This is done by planting light wands
or rods about 5 feet long at the two ends and then " ranging*1
these with a series of other rods at intervals of (say) 100 feet
till all are seen to be exactly in a line. Standing at one rod
and looking towards the other end of the line the next rod should
completely hide all the others. A second worker goes to each
rod in turn and adjusts its position in accordance with the
signals (by hand waving) of the observer. When the Hne is
perfectly straight, it is carefully " chained/' i.e. measured with
a surveyor's chain or tape,1 and permanent pegs driven at 100-
foot intervals.

The base line having been thus fixed and measured, perpen-
diculars are erected upon it at suitable intervals, extending to
the edges of the area to be mapped. These should be located
where they will run across the greatest number of physical
features (if present) and vegetation boundaries. The right
angles can be determined either with the cross staff or with the
optical square.

* loo-foot and 5p-foot tapes ax© much more convenient and lighter
to carry than chains, but they stretch and shrink, sometimes con-
siderably, if they are wetted. They should therefore be protected
from rain as much as possible, and checked against a standard at
intervals.
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Jhe cross staff is planted in the ground on the base line at

the point from which a perpendicular is to be run : on its top
(at the eye-level) fits a hollow iron prism (cross staff head) of
octagonal section, in the side of which are vertical slits. A
very narrow slit in one face is diametrically opposite to a broader
slit with a vertically running thread in the centre. The head
is turned so that on looking through a narrow slit the wire in
the opposite slit falls exactly on a vertical rod planted further
up the base line. The observer then looks through the
narrow slit at right angles to the one falling on the base
line, and a rod is stuck in the ground in the direction of the
perpendicular, to be erected so that it coincides with the
wire in the opposite slit. The line joining the cross staff and
the rod which falls on the second wire is perpendicular to the
base line.

The optical square (which makes a cross staff unnecessary,
and is only very slightly more difficult to use) is a hollow cylinder
pierced by three openings, two large and rectangular of different
sizes and at right angles to one another, and a small circular
eyehole diametrically opposite to the smaller rectangular opening.
When the instrument is held horizontally, the observer standing
on the base line and looking down it through the eyehole, a
vertical rod planted on the base line will be seen in the upper
part of the field of vision. The lower part of the field is cut
off by a block from direct vision, but by means of a mirror at
45 degrees to the line of vision images of objects in a line at right
angles to the line of vision are reflected in the lower part of
the field* Thus a rod seen in the lower part of the field and
falling in a vertical line with the rod on the base line seen
in the tipper part will be on a perpendicular to the base line
drawn from the position of the observer.

The perpendicular, determined either with the cross staff or
with the optical square, is then ranged and measured with a
chain or tape, and its length recorded. Each perpendicular so
made is designated by its distance from the end (origin) of the
base Hne. Secondary perpendiculars (offsets) are then erected
on the primary ones in the same way, at suitable intervals,
where they will " pick up " (i.e. cross) the largest number of
" features " (i.e. physical or vegetational boundaries), and these
offsets are noted under the primary perpendiculars to which
they belong, each being designated by its distance from the
origin of its primary perpendicular.

The M features " on the base line are then recorded separately
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in a notebook,1 with the distance of each from the origin of the
line on which it occurs (Fig. 14). The data are now complete,
and all that remains is to make the map. The base line, per-
pendiculars, and offsets are drawn to scale on a sheet of paper
of the necessary size, the features on each line put in, and then
joined up with those on adjacent lines. If the perpendiculars
and offsets are sufficiently numerous and have been suitably
located, the making of the map will be a straightforward, almost

i; ' a mechanical job; but should there remain doubt as to certain
if details, the map may be taken into the field (on a drawing-
It'" , board) and the boundaries completed by eye on the spot.
I', When the plant communities to be mapped are well defined
p and their boundaries not too complicated, the method described
i, ' above is the best and quickest. But if a great number of com-
li, f munities of complex distribution have to be mapped, the
li, , " method of squares " is better. In this, instead of independent
P perpendiculars and offsets, a complete system of squares cover-
"!; ing the area to be mapped is erected on the base line. The
11 side of each square is of any convenient size (say 100 feet, 50
111 feet or less), and the corners are marked by planting light rods.
I jr. ! The right angles are determined as before, but once this has
I f been done and the first squares constructed, any required number of
I? , squares can be quickly made by '' chaining " the loo-foot intervals
|f along two perpendiculars and "ranging" the remaining corner

rods in the two directions, i.e. parallel to and at right angles to the
base line. In this method each square is mapped separately
on squared paper, and should not be too large to map by eye
with reasonable accuracy, and a little assistance in the case of
the larger squares from an observer on the side of the square
armed with a light 5-foot measuring rod and perhaps an optical
square to give the recorder his position in the square. A little
practice will soon enable workers to adapt their procedure to
the special case.

The methods of survey described above require at least two
workers; and a third, to fetch, carry and do odd jobs, is desir-
able. After the base line has been chosen, ranged and measured,
different parties can work at once on different parts of the area,
and in this way, after a little experience, and with sufficient

1 A " surveyor's " or " reporter's " notebook (opening at the end
instead of the side) is convenient for this purpose. Two parallel
lines, between which the distances are entered, run the length of each
page, in the centre, and the data are recorded from the end of the

f notebook, i.e. beginning at the last page and working upwards from
the bottom of each page (Fig. 14).
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equipment in tlie way of rods and tapes, a considerable area,
can be surveyed in the course of an afternoon. It is of course
essential that independently working parties should have care-
ful and identical instructions as to the exact method of work,
the symbols to be used, and so on, in order that the records may
be uniform and sufficiently complete.

The whole of the vegetation should be carefully examined
before the survey is started (a previous afternoon should gener-
ally be devoted to this), even when the species are known, and
a workable scheme of the communities to be recognised decided
upon. It is a mistake to erect more perpendiculars and offsets,
or squares, than can be comfortably disposed of in the available
time. The work should never be hurried at the beginning.
Combined quickness and accuracy come with practice. It is
rarely advisable (except on private ground) to leave planted
rods out overnight, but if the area cannot be completed on one
occasion the perpendiculars for the unfinished part of the work
can be quickly constructed if permanent pegs (flush or nearly
flush with the ground) have been driven at the xoo-foot intervals
along the base line.

It is rarely worth while to map a very large area in any great
detail. The process becomes wearisome and does not repay
the time and labour spent upon it. It is much better to spend
the time on detailed (quadrat or "gridiron") study of small
selected portions, or on a transect across zoned vegetation.
To the detailed work a more general map of the whole area
may be added if this should seem desirable. For this the i : 2,500
Ordnance map may suffice as a basis, or a special survey on the
lines described may be carried out. In a senior school class
opportunities may thus be found for exercise of the diferent
interests and aptitudes of the members. The survey work is,
of course, an excellent exercise in practical geography, and the
combination of this with vegetation study may be welcomed
by teachers. The whole of the work described, as well as
transect and quadrat work, is in the highest degree educational,
bringing out and training the powers of observation, accuracy,
quickness and ingenuity, as well as bringing the student into
the closest touch with nature.

Photography of Vegetation.-It need hardly be said that
photographs of plants or of vegetation are of no scientific value
unless there is some definite purpose which they fulfil with at
least some measure of success. A large proportion of the photo-
graphs taken, and even a number of those which get published,
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ar£ of little or no value from any point of view, i.e. they are
neither instructive nor beautiful. Many subjects are photo-
graphed under conditions which offer no prospect of success,
and even when the conditions are relatively favourable the
plate or film is often carelessly exposed. Students of vegetation
who use photography should concentrate on the production of
a few really good negatives, each with a carefully considered
and definite aim.

There are two main scientific reasons for taking a photograph
of vegetation : first the desire to make a picture of a character-
istic sample of some definite type, secondly to make a record
for the purpose of comparison with other records, for instance
with a future photograph of the same spot, or with a quadrat
chart.

Under the first head we have the snapshots of the student
engaged in reconnaissance or primary survey. Good snaps of
characteristic landscapes showing the kind of country and
including one or more typical plant communities are interesting
and useful, and the more successful negatives may be used to
illustrate a published account. It is impossible to lay down
hard and fast rules for the taking of these. Landscapes showing
good contrast in bright diffused light are likely to be the best
subjects. Though some subjects photograph well in bright
sunlight, this is generally to be avoided where the vegetation
is at all close to the camera, because the excessive contrast and
heavy shadows will probably obscure the forms of the plants.
When a light stand is carried or the camera can be rested on
a support, and the lens focussed, it is of course possible to make
a time exposure and to obtain a greater depth of focus by stopping
down the lens, including plants in the foreground. Focussing
must then be carefully adjusted to get sharp definition of the
objects nearest the camera, and the smallest stop used.

Finally, the importance of good composition and contrast
may be emphasised. A good pictorial effect is by no means
negligible from the scientific standpoint. An effective picture
impresses the character of the subject much more strongly than
an ugly or poor one.

In the second class of photographs, which are simply scientific
records, it is rarely possible to consider pictorial effect, and
even a poor negative may be better than none at all, though
naturally the best negative possible under the circumstances
sb.O'oM be aimed at. In this category come photographs ©f
quadrats, transects or areas which are being mapped. The
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quadrat boundary laths, transect tapes, etc., should alwaysebe
included. They give a certain definiteness to the photograph
which is useful and effective.

In photographing a quadrat the camera is best placed a little
outside the bottom boundary, tilted forward so as just to include
the length of the front lath, focussed on the middle of the quadrat
and stopped right down. The quadrat will appear as a trapezium,
but the vegetation will be less foreshortened than if the camera
is horizontal. When the whole of the vegetation included in
the quadrat is very low, forming a carpet with no plants rising
much above the general level (e.g. a turf or moss community),
it is a good plan also to photograph the quadrat, or part of it,
with the camera pointing vertically downwards. This can be
managed with the help of a ball and socket " universal joint "
screwing to the top of the stand.

Permanent quadrats, especially of communities with well-
marked aspects, such as woodland ground vegetation, meadow
land, etc., should be photographed in each aspect, i.e. two or
three times in the season. At the least all permanent quadrats
laid down for the purpose of studying succession must be photo-
graphed once a year-if possible when the vegetation is at its
maximum luxuriance, and always at the same date, at least
within a few days.

Photographic records of vegetation which are intended for
comparison with others of the same spot taken at earlier or
later periods should be photographed with the camera in precisely
the same spot at precisely the same height and pointing in
precisely the same direction. Even a slight deviation in any
of these respects will render exact comparison impossible. The
best way to secure this result is to drive a permanent peg into
the ground exactly under the middle of the camera, and a taller
stake so that it comes exactly in the middle of the picture, and
can be focussed upon. If a note is made of the height of the
lens above the ground, succeeding photographs which are
strictly comparable can then be taken. TMs precaution is
unnecessary when photographing a permanent quadrat with a
tilted camera.

Vegetation generally shows up best in a photograph if it is
lighted laterally and not from above. For this reason photo-
graphs taken shortly after sunrise or shortly before sunset (with
the sun behind the camera) are often very satisfactory. The
light, of course, must be yellow and not red. A little before
sunset, also, the wind often drops and the air becomes cate,
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thus enabling a time exposure to be given. Wind is in general
a great nuisance to the photographer of vegetation.

Portraits of individual plants should be most carefully focussed.
They are often most satisfactory if the plant to be photographed
is backed by a piece of material serving as a screen, against which
the form of the plant shows up sharply, If taken against a
background of vegetation the lines of the portrait are liable to
be confused with those of the plants behind which are out of focus.

A good orthochromatic (isochromatic) plate or film should
be employed in photographing vegetation. The Wellington
" anti-screen " is a suitable brand for ordinary use.

The following paragraphs, kindly contributed by Mr. Hamshaw
Thomas, will be useful to those desiring to specialise in the
photography of vegetation.

In making exposures it should always be remembered that
vegetation usually shows some heavy shadows, and if the details
in these are to be visible, sufficient exposure for this purpose
must be given. Nothing is more unsatisfactory than photo-
graphs with the sharp range of tones giving a " soot and white-

wash " effect, and this may be avoided by developing the plates
in a solution which contains rather less than the normal amount

of alkali. If the negative contains full detail, the desired result
may be obtained by printing on bromide paper, by giving a
full or abnormally large exposure and by developing with a
diluted solution. In order to obtain negatives which are rich
in detail pyro-rnetol is recommended as a developing agent.

Where a long exposure can be given, the Ilford or Wratten
pan-chromatic plates may be employed with a light or colour
filter (one of the Wratten K series, or the special filter sold by
the Ilford Company). In this way a much more correct render-
ing of the different tones of green occurring in vegetation is
obtained. The colour of the filter must not be too deep, or the
tones may be " over-corrected," so that the foliage appears
abnoxmally light in the photograph. The plates or films must
be developed in the dark (i.e. with the aid of a time-factor),
or the plates may be stained before development with a de-
sensitising solution of safranin.

Stereoscopic photography is very valuable for the recognition
of individual plants in a community, though the necessity of
viewing them through a pair of lenses detracts considerably
from their value as a means of illustrating a paper. The appear-
ance of relief seen in stereoscopic photographs is a great help
in recognising individual plants which would be scarcely separable
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"

patched with those obtained by treatment of the soil extract
with the same indicator. Such work, however, requires a
laboratory and rather too elaborate a technique to be dealt
with here.

Results which are sufficiently close to give very useful infor-
mation as to the range of acidity of a soil habitat can, how-
ever, be obtained by the use of a series of six indicators, as
explained below. For soils which are neither very acid nor very
alkaline two or three indicators only are required.

The hydrogen ion concentration of a solution is ordinarily
expressed as the negative index (exponent) of 10, the quantity
so represented being the actual number of free hydrogen ions
in gramme-equivalents per liter. This exponent is known as
the " PH value " (from the " potential/' P, of the solution
determined by the electrical method).

Thus Pi*7 means io~7 = o-ooooooi, which is the number in
pure water (neutral). PH$ means io~~6 = 0*000001 concen-
tration of hydrogen ions, or 10 times that of pure water, Pn3
= o " ooi, or 10,000 times that of pure water, PHI = " i or 1,000,000
times that of pure water. Thus the lower the index (PH value)
the higher the acidity, each diminution of the index by an
integer representing a multiplication of the hydrogen ion con-
centration by 10. If we call the " specific acidity " of pure
water unity, then PH& represents a specific acidity of 10, P^5
a specific acidity of 100, and so on. The use of the set of indi-
cators specified below makes possible the detection of a difference
of half an integer (0-5) in PH value, and each diminution of this
figure represents a multiplication of the specific acidity by 3-16
(3*16 X 3*16 =9-98, or nearly lo).1 Thus the results obtained
by this method can be expressed as " specific acidities " of
*» 3+> i°> 30-f> 100, etc,, which is a readily intelligible method
of representing the acidities, i.e. the actual concentrations of
hydrogen ions.

On the other side of the neutral point, i.e. with PH values
higher than 7, the soil reaction can be expressed as " specific
alkalinity" (concentration of hydroxyl or OH ions). Thus
PH7 «5 = sp. alk. 3+, P^S = sp. alk. 10, and so on.

The six indicators used are brornphenol blue, bromcresol
purple, bromthymol blue, phenol red, methyl red, and cresol-
phthalein (or phenolphthalein). The first three are used in

* Research workers at the subject can detect much smaller differences
than this (o. i of a PH unit, equivalent to a " specific acidity " factor
of 1.26).

14
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six colour indicators. (After Wherry.)
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about i per cent, solution in water titrated with dilute sodium
hydroxide to their intermediate colours, the phenol red in a
0*5 per cent, solution similarly titrated, the methyl red and
phenolphthalein as 0-05 percent, solutions in 50 per cent, alcohol.
A gramme or two of the soil to be tested is placed in an empty
tube and 5 cc. to 25 cc. of distilled water added, the tube being
well shaken to ensure thorough mixing. The solid matter may
then be compacted with a glass rod and the tube supported at
an angle of 45 degrees until the bulk of the suspended matter has
settled. The more or less clear liquid is then decanted or
pipetted off into another tube and a drop or two of one of the
indicators added. Unless the soil is believed to be decidedly
acid or alkaline, one of the central indicators, e.g. bronithymol
blue, should be first used. If a green colour is given, the soil
is neutral, and this may be confirmed by the purple colour of
bromcresol purple being unchanged, and by phenol red giving
an orange yellow colour. If on the other hand the bromthymol
blue gives a yellow colour, the soil is acid, and the degree of
acidity may be determined by using successively bromcresol
purple, methyl red, and bromphenol blue, or as many of these
as may be necessary. The table (Fig. 15) will show clearly
how the different specific acidities may be determined.

If the water remains turbid for long after compacting the
soil, more of the indicator must be used to give a clear result,
and the more turbid the water the less certain the result. Soils

containing particles finer than those of sand (see p. 155) give
an extract which remains more or less turbid for some hours.

It may be noted that the great majority of soils in this
country range between Pu5 and Pn7> i-e. from moderately acid
to neutral.

This method is recommended by its author (Dr. Wherry) for
" field use/* but in this country, where distances are not great,
it is much more convenient to bring the soil samples home in
small tins and carry out the tests at leisure, so that the finer
particles may have time to settle before adding the indicator.

The indicators can be obtained from the principal British
firms of manufacturing chemists. A complete set of the six
indicators, packed for field use, is prepared by the La Motte
Chemical Products Company, 13, W. Saratoga Street, Balti-
more, Md., U.S.A.
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DETERMINATION OF CARBONATES, OF
MAGNESIA, LIME AND POTASH, AND

OF " SALT " (CHLORIDES) IN SOILS

By H. J. PAGE

(Chief Chemist at the Rothamsted Experimental Station).

PREPARATION OF SAMPLE.

THE soil to be examined should be spread out in the laboratory
to dry, and then pounded up with a wooden pestle and passed
through a 3 mm. sieve, the stones retained on the sieve being
rejected. The sifted soil should be stored in a dry bottle and
clearly labelled with full particulars.

TOTAL CARBONATES.

A rough idea of the amount of carbonates in the soil may
he readily obtained as follows : Moisten a few grammes of
the soil in a beaker with just sufficient water to cover it; stir
to remove air bubbles, and then add about 10 cc. of strong hydro-
chloric acid, stir round, and observe the result carefully. If
there is a marked effervescence of gas with frothing, the soil
contains at least i per cent, of carbonates; a slight but perceptible
effervescence indicates the presence of roughly J to i per cent.
of carbonates. If there is no visible result, but a faint crackling
can be heard, the soil contains less than J per cent, carbonates,
while the absence of even this latter indication suggests that
the soil is devoid of carbonates and probably acid.

The total carbonates of the soil can be most conveniently
determined by the use of ColHn's Calcimeter.1 Failing this, a
fair idea of the amount may be obtained in apparatus which
can be fitted up in the laboratory, in which the volume of
carbon dioxide liberated when a known weight of the soil is
treated with hydrochloric acid is measured.

1 This apparatus can be obtained, with instructions for its use, from
Messrs. Brady and Martin, Newcastle-oa-Tyne.
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ACIDITY.

I! tin? noil ri to li« dt vuid of carbonates, it can be readily
tr<4ffl for audst y I iv Comber's test, which is carried out as
fullutti ; ** or f gntiiiiisi ""< of juiil (which need not be air dried)
;*rr vhtikrtt vi^urrmniy in a tint tulw* with a 5 pc»r cent, solution of
l»4i4**Mii»i ?<*ilu yl*tt# iiiiti flirt! allowed to titand ; when the soil
fun fertU**! th<» Mipnrnattiiit litfttor is ml in colour if the soil is
aM«t « t*flp<f%f^ flif «'»J«wr r< onlv hm\vnr»h yellow,

LIME POTASH.

f *M ittwn r*/ / -ilitiil ^o of Hm powdered noil are
tit ;t til rt''a^tafit gli cowml with about 70 cc.

*i( '4f«itig hv^Ii'K lil<tiin ;mtl, iitwl for a short time over
»\ lltitiir, llii* t» htopp<*ic<i and the
vMttrnt* thgrsff*1! *»u Ilir w;ilt*r hath for fc«ty**4ight hours; tha
*f*4«itf^ii is i ri^lt^l, fiiltilitil iiiirl filtered, and the rcmdue on
f h*" |%i|t»T Tint cofiibiiiccl filtrate and washings
,it^ ti|* t*i ,iyia:

in / 1 in/1, A aiiqufit ol flit* alwve nolution
V u | 11 f%;i|^>r,ttf«I to «lryiH'*tH in a jKircdain basin;

ih«* ir'»p|tif* if* ffriitiy Igtilfeil anil nl tlte smtie lime ground
tiff it #!»*%* until it is convertecl into a clry reel powder.
1 1 i< iiifii'4**iiMl wiih hydrochloric itckl, allowed to

!«*r with water and filtered ; the
i#i i lit i\ an to the filter paper

Ilir ttic liqiiicl which mm through
IH nt» TCI tint ii a little ammonium

by hydroxide until the
11 Thi> roii»kt» of the

and of itftfS aluminium ; the liquid
M ami fin* (II deHired, tliii

iiitt lir ami giviwg the amount of
Ir/l,, AI,OM I>,C>V to weight of the soil

Ii the 1*ii the filtrate acid 25 cc. of
a little hydrochloric acid*

* frw «4 mirl thun ammonia in small
nt *i until the liquid is

»«i«l «4 hot scilution, and
f« lour anci with hot i pm cent

ii lew of flit filtrate, acidify-
tug it» with nitrate,
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Reserve this nitrate for the determination of magnesia (se#
below), wash the filter paper and residue twice with a small
quantity of hot water, and then transfer the residue from the
filter paper to a beaker by means of a stream of water from
the wash-bottle. The part remaining on the filter is removed
by allowing warm dilute sulphuric acid to pass through it
several times, the liquid being collected in the same beaker
into which the residue was washed. To the turbid solution in

the beaker 20 cc. of sulphuric acid (i : i) are added, and after
dilution with hot water to about 300 cc. the liberated oxalic
acid is titrated with decinormal potassium permanganate,

N
i cc. - KMnO4 = 0-002005 gm. Ca.

The filtrate reserved for magnesium estimation is made just
acid with hydrochloric acid, heated to boiling, and 25 cc. of
sodium phosphate solution added. A volume of 10 per cent.
ammonia, roughly equal to one-third of that of the solution, is
added, the solution allowed to cool, and after standing for a few
hours the precipitate is filtered off on a filter paper or through
a Gooch crucible, washed with 2 -5 per cent, ammonia, dried and
ignited, at first very slowly, the temperature being later increased
until the precipitate is pure white ; cool in a desiccator and weigh

Potash. - Take a further aliquot of the original extract and,
if the original soil did not effervesce with acid, add to it J gramme
of pure CaCO3 ; in any case add 10 cc. of 5 per cent, baryta solu-
tion, then evaporate to dryness and ignite with grinding as above.
Boil the residue with distilled water, filter and wash. To the
filtrate add 2-$cc. of pure perchloric acid (sp. gr. 1-12) and
concentrate in a glass basin on the sand bath until dense white
fumes are given off, cool and add with stirring 20 cc. of 95 per
cent, alcohol. Decant the clear liquid through a tared filter paper
or Gooch crucible, and add to the precipitate 40 cc. of 95 per cent.
alcohol, previously saturated with potassium perchlorate, then
transfer the precipitate to the paper or crucible and wash with
a further 50 to 100 cc. of the same alcohol until the runnings
are no longer acid (special care must be taken, ^when a filter
paper is used, to remove the last traces of acid from the paper,
otherwise the latter will char during drying). Dry at ioo° and

K

weigh as KC1O4, __� - = 0*2822.
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* " SALT " (SODIUM CHLORIDE AND OTHER CHLORIDES).

100 grammes of finely powdered soil are shaken vigorously
(preferably in a mechanical shaker) for five minutes with 500 cc.
of distilled water ; 2 grammes of powdered alum are then added
and the whole stirred up and allowed to settle. 20 cc. portions
of the clear liquid are pipetted into stoppered bottles and a
known volume of decinormal silver nitrate added to each,
sufficient being taken to throw out the whole of the chloride.1
10 cc. of 95 per cent, alcohol are added, and the liquid shaken until
the silver chloride is coagulated and the liquid is clear; 2 cc. of
4 per cent, ferric sulphate solution and 5 cc. of dilute nitric acid
are added, and the excess of silver nitrate estimated by titration
with decinormal ammonium thiocyanate until the liquid is just
pink. From the volume of silver nitrate required to precipitate
the chloride the amount of this in the soil, expressed as sodium
chloride, can be calculated in the usual manner.

TOTAL SOLUBLE MATERIAL.

If it is required to estimate the total soluble material in the
soil, the latter should be treated in the same way as before,
but instead of adding alum the clear extract must be obtained
by filtration through a Pasteur-Chamberland filter. A known
volume of this extract is then evaporated to dryness on the
water bath in a weighed porcelain basin and weighed. This
gives the total soluble material, while by igniting at a dull red
heat until the whole of the organic matter is burned off, and
reweighing, the amount of soluble inorganic material may be
determined. f

1 A soil recently flooded with sea-water might give an extract of
which 20 cc. would require at least 3 cc. of decinormal silver nitrate
for tae complete precipitation of the chloride. A larger amount of
silver nitrate solution would be needed for a salty soil in which con-
siderable evaporation had occurred after flooding with sea-water.
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* North of England,.
14. LEWIS, P. J., Geographical Distribution of Vegetation of

tlie Basins of the Hivers Eden, Tees, Wear and Tyne.
Part I [Northern District] ; Part II [Southern District].
(Coloured vegetation maps. Geogr. Joum., 1904.)

15. SMITH, W. G., and Moss, C. E., Geographical Distribution of
Vegetation in Yorkshire. Part I, Leeds and Halifax
District. (Coloured vegetation map. Geogr. Journ., 1903.)

16. SMITH, W. G., and RANKIN, W. M., Ditto. Part II, Harro-
gate and Skipton District. (Coloured vegetation map.
Geogy. Journ., 1903.)

17. Moss, C. E., Vegetation of the Peak District. (With coloured
vegetation maps). (Carnb. Univ. Press, 1913. Price i6s.)

South of England.
18. MORRIS, GEORGE, Reconnaissance of tlie Plant Associations

in the Neighbourhood of Newbury, Berkshire. (Journal
of Ecology, 7. 1919.)

19. MORRIS, GEORGE, An Outline Survey of SafEroa Walden and
its Region. Ill, Vegetation. (The Avenue, 1916.)

20. TANSLEY, A., G., and ADAMSON, R. S., Reconnaissance in the
Cotteswolds and the Forest of Dean. (Jo-urn. Ecol., i.
1913.)

21. Moss, C. E,, Geographical Distribution of Vegetation in
Somerset: Bath and Bridgwater District, (With coloured
vegetation map. Royal Geogr. Soc., 1906.)

Iceland.

22. PETHTBRIDGE, G-, E., and PRAEGER, R. LLOYD, The Vegeta-
tion of the District lyiag South of Dublin. (With coloured
vegetation map. Proo. Roy. Irish Ac&d., 25B. 1905.)

(b) Monographs and Mere Detailed Studies.
Scotland.

23. CHAMPTON, C. B., and MACGREGOR, M., The Plant Ecology
of Ben Arrnine, Sutherlandshire, (With coloured vege-
tation rnap. Scot. Geogr. Mag., 39. 1913.)

24. MATTHEWS, J. R,, The White Moss Loch, a Study in Biotic
Succession. (New JPhytoloiist, 13. 1914-)

25, SMITH, W. G., The Distribution of Nardus siri&ta in Relation
to Peat. (Map. Journ. EcoL, 7. 1918.)
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Wales.

51. YAPP, R. H,, and COLLABORATORS, The Salt Marshes of
the Dovey Estuary, (Journ. Ecol., 4. 1916, and 5.1917.)

52. YAPP, R. H,, The Dovey Salt Marshes in 1921. (Journ.
Ecol, 10, 1922.)

Ireland.

53. PRAEGER, R. LLOYD, Clare Island Survey, Part 10, Phanero
gamia and Pteridophyta. (Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 1911,
Price 45.)

(c) General.

54. YAPP, R. H., TheConceptof Hahitat (Journ.Ecol., 10.1922),
55. WOODRUFFE-PEACOCK, E. A., A Fox-Covert Study. (Joum.

EcoL, 6. 1918.)
56. WATT, A. S., On the Causes of Failure of Natural Regeneration

in British Oakwoods. (Journ. Ecol,, 7. 1919.)
57. WATT, A. S., On the Ecology of British Beechwoods, with

Special Reference to their Regeneration. Part I, The
Causes of Failure of Natural Beech Regeneration. Part II,
The Structure and Development of Beech Communities
on the Sussex Downs. (Journ. Ecol., u. 1923.)

58, SALISBURY, E. J., The Significance of the Calcicolous Habit.
(Journ. Ecol,, 8, 1920.)

59, WATSON, W., The Bryophytes and Lichens of Calcareous Soil.
(Journ. Ecol., 6, 1918.)

60. WATSON, W., The Bryophytes and Lichens of Freshwater.
(Journ. Ecol., 7. 1919.)

61. BAKER, SARAH M., The Brown Seaweeds of the Salt Marsh.
(Journ. Linn. Sec. Bet., 40. 1912, and 43. 1916.)

62. SALISBURY, E. J., Stratification and Hydrogen-ion. Concen-
tration of the Soil in Relation to Leaching and Plant
Succession; with Special Reference to Woodlands. (Joum,
Ecol., 9. 1921.)

2800
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biotic association, 56, 57 " chaining " survey, 200
climaxes, 48 chalk, 34, 51, 52, 58
factors, 33, 132, 166-169, 171 downs, 40, 149

birch, 29, 45, 50, 52-54, 60, 182 grassland, 94, 123
consociation, 54 soils, 149

birch-pine association, 62 chama3phytes, 198, 199
birchwood, 56, 60, 62 " characteristic " species, 31
birds, 49, 122, 125, 168 charting, 77, 99, 103, no, 186-190
bisect, 115, ii6 (Figs, u, 12) charts, vegetation, 97-120

charts, 115-117 chemical constitution of soil, 147,
blackthorn, 56 148, 158-165
bluebells, 30 methods, 128
bog moss, "29, 60 chlorides, 215
" bog peat," 151 chlorophyll, 163
Botanist's Pocket Book, 86 chlorosis, 163
botany, relation of ecology to, 16, 17, Cladium mariscus, 59

186, 196 clay, 144, 149, 155, 156, 157, 161
ttrachypodium pinnatum, 40 soil, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157
bracken fern, 41 cliffs, 144, 145
bramble, 56 climate, 32, 33, 38, 44, 45, 55, 56, 58,
British Ecological Society, 7, 72 62, 142-144, 146, 147, 163, 170
British Isles, 51, 52, 54, 55, 152, 173 climatic association, 34, 47
British Rainfall Organisation, 137 climax, 47 «., 53, 55, 173
British Vegetation Committee, 71 factors, 33, 56, 62, 73, 132, 133,
British woods, 53 134-142, 171
Brittany, 35 region, 54
building sites, 25 types, 34
bulb-geophytes, 198 climax associations, 47, 50
bulbs, 18, 179 community, 48 n.
bulrush, 31, 36 dominants, 50, 52, 53

swamp, 35 forest, 60, 65
burning, 22, 29, 47, 48 clinometer, 143
buttercups, 191 closed communities, 50, 126
butterwort, 29 vegetation, 31

coastal dunes, 62
Cakile maritime, 64 co-dominants, 34, 35, 92
calcareous soils, 52, 149, 161, 162, Colchicum autumnaU, 39

163, 164 colloidal clay, 162
calcicole plants, 149, 161, 162 colloids, soil, 161
calcifuge species, 160, 161 colonisation, 49, 50, 65, 66
calcimeter, 212 coloured maps, 81, 98
calcium, 150, 158, 160, 162, 163, 213, colour indicators, 165, 208-211

214 Comber's test, 213
carbonate, 80, 86, 149, 154, " commons," 56, 57

159-162, 163-165 communities, animal, 16, 19, 126
Cattuna vulg&ris, 31, 36, 55, 57, 60, human, 16, 19, 38, 126

61, 160 plant, 16, 18-20, 21-29, 80
CaUunetwn, 36, 55 passim
camera, 79, 87, 205, 206, 208 compensation, 171
carbon dioxide, 15, 149, 150, 212 competition, 19, 73, 77, 126-128, x6f,
carbonates, 165, 212 164
cards, standard, 84, 104, 109 coniferous forest, 54
Cay ex pseudo-cyperns, 59 conifers, 25, 89

riparia, 59 consociation, 34-36, 55, 57, 81, 88
Carpinus btitulm, 52 consocies, 48 n.t 53
" carr," 60 constant species, 32
castor-oil plant, 196 continental climate, 56
Catharinea undulate, 92 mountain complexes, 143

I cattle, 26, 89, 91 «. coppice, 52, 89, 91Cevastwm, 192 coppicing, 21, 29, 91
cereals, 28, 196 copse, 29
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i corms, 18, 198 establishment of seedlings, 49, xar,
i corm'geophytes, 198 122, 123, 125

,-" I Cornwall, 55 estimation of calcium carbon, 164
i Corylus avellana, 39, 52, 92 of soil reaction, 165
I cotton grass, 60 evaporating power of the air, 131,134,
j country walk, plant communities 137-8, 140, 170
] seen on, 28-30 evaporation, 33, i37-*39, *42, i5*i
I crop rotation, 81 153, 181, 197
j crops, 21, 24, 48, 79, 81, 148, 158 evaporlmeter (atmometer), 76, 138

{.7, j cross-staff, 101, 201 exclusive species, 31 n.
I cultivated areas, 23 experiment, ecological, 23, 74-76,
i land, 82 128, 129, 163, 167-8
j soil, 149 exposure, 38 »., 143, 171

culture communities, 28 extensive studies of vegetation, 78-
cushion plants, in 95, 185

j Dactylis glomerata, 57 Fagetum silvatica, 36
deathrate of seedlings, 123 Fagus silvatica, 31
deciduous forest, 31, 33, 51, 54 favourable climates, 44

>8, trees, 31, 32, 51, 197 soils, 44, 48
woodland, 38, 39 " features," 201

I decimetre scale, no felling, 21, 22, 29, 91
j deerhair sedge, 61 felspars, 158

$3, I Denmark, 55 fen, 29, 30, 45, 59, 60, 61, 151
1 Deschampsia flexuosa, 57, 61, 160 fenland, 59, 94
\ desert, 50, 131, 146, 147. fertilisation, 17
I development of vegetation, 44-49, Festuca ovina, 57, 58, 61
1 127, 145 rubra, 58, 66

dispersal, 73, 91, 121-125, 183 vivipara, 63
j " mechanisms," 122 Ficaria verna, 38
i dog's mercury, 40, 41, 181 Field Club, 184
j dolerite, 26 field equipment, 83-87

dominant species, 31, 32, 34, 50, 79 excursions, 18
stratum, 36 experiments (see experiments)
trees, 29, 41, 89 maps, 83, 84, 88

dominants, 35, 36, 52, 92 naturalist, 167
drainage, 62, 90 quadrats, 189, 191

ditches, 160 fixed dunes, 94
drift maps, 79 floating leaves, 45
dune succession, 84-96 flocculation of clay, 155, 157, 161,162

| dunes, 51, 64, 65, 94 flora, 23, 191 «., 192 n.
floristic botany, 16

earthworms, 150, 166, 167 character, 31, 32
j edaphic associations, 34, 55 composition, 32, 37, 95
J climax, 48 flower, the, 178-179
t factors, 33, 56, 73, 132, 133, *43> fluctuating change, 43

UO ! 146-7, 171 "flushes, 62, 174
j elements (chemical) of plant food, 158 forest, 29, 33, 34, 36, 37, 45, 55, 126,

Ewpetrum, 160 151
enclosures, experimental, 167-8 association, 45, 46
ephemerals, 94 development, 141
equilibrium of vegetation, 44, 45, vegetation, 44

167 virgin, 21
equipment, field, 83-87 forestry, 23
Erica cinerea, 36, 55, 104, 160 Fmxinus excelsior, 52, 60

tetralix, 41, 104 frequency, 41, 92
vagans, 55 symbols, 92-94

Ericetum cinerecs, 36, 55 " fresh " soils, 150
Eriophorum, 60 freshwater communities, 51, 58

vaginatum, 61 lakes, 64
erosion, 144, 145 frost, 144
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fruits, 17, 38, 49, 50, 53, 122, 123, heather, 31
125, 166 purple, 36, 55 **

fungi, 17, 39, 166, 167 hedgebanks, 24, 91, 181
hemicryptophytes, 198-9

Galeobdolon luteum, 39 herbaceous ground vegetation, in
Galium saxatile, 163-164 herb stratum, 37, 38, 41

sylvestre, 163-164 herbs, 24, 35, 37, 46, 49, 57, 126,
garden, 75, 178, 186, 196 142, 197

beds, 43, 193 herbivorous animals, 15
quadrats, 186-189, 191 " high forest," 91
school, 179, 182, 186 Hippophae rhatnnoides, 65
soils, 158 Holland, 55
weeds, 187 holly, 142

garigue, 142 hooks, 122
geodynamic factors, 132, 144, 145 hornbeam, 52
geography, practical, 6, 204 horses, 125
geological formation, 29, 83 " household affairs," 15, 16, 27

maps, 79 human activity, 21, 30, 42, 88, 95
geophytes, 198 body, 18
& cranium purpureum, 66 communities, 16, 19, 38, 126
germination, 49, 57, 121, 123, 129, interference, 23, 88, 90

177-178, 183 humidity of the air, 34, 170
glacial period, 61 relative, 137-8
ulaucium lutewn, 66 humus, 26, 37, 41, 44, 4$, 66, 150-
Glaux maritima, 67 152, 159
Glyceria aquatica, 59 acid, 173

maritima, 67 mild, 151
gorse, 56 peaty, 62
gourd, 196 raw, 151, 152, 174
granite, 26 Hungarian pusta, 171
grass, 24, 28, 30, 156 hydrochloric acid, 79, 86, 164-5, 212
grasses, 57, 59, 168, 193 hydrogen-ion concentration, 131, 160,
grassland, 21, 22, 25, 39, 41, 47, 50, 208-1i

56-58 hydrosere, 49
community, 37, 56 hydroxyl ions, 209

gravel, 46, 48, 65, 155, 158 hygrophilous vegetation, 142
grazing, 57, 89, 169

animals, 29, 56, 170 ice, 54
green plants, 134 igneous rocks, 158, 159
gregariousness, 18, 27, 39 Ilforcl pan-chromatic plates, 207
Tl gridiron" charts, 99-104 (Figs. illumination, measurement of, 135,

3-5), 106, 204 136, 143, 168
ground flora, 35 indicators, 165, 208-211

societies, 41 " indifferent " species, 32
vegetation, 22, 94, 142 initials, method of using, 88,104, 187
water, 152 inorganic soil particles, 149, 153, 15811 

grouse moors,*' 61 insolation, 133
intensive studies of vegetation, 96-

habitat, 20, 32, 33, 35, 50, 64, 68, 88, 129
123, 130-134, 134-174 *' interpretation," 71

factors, 73, 76, 96, 131 invaders, 133
societies, 40 invasion, 133

halophytes, 64, 68 invertebrates in soil, 168
" hard " waters, 59, 149 ions, 134, 160, 208-211
hawks, 169
hawthorn, 56 jays, 169
hay, 28 Journal of Ecology, 7
hazel, 29, 39, 92 Juncus effusus, 41
heath, 29, 30, 48, 61, 65, 94, *93, 199 marvtimm, 67

association, 31, 35, 36, 55 obtusiflorm, 59
plants, 61, 62, in Jutland, 55
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laboratory, 17, 18, 70, 97 mechanical analyses, 155
outdoor, 179 " mechanisms/1 122, 177

Lake Michigan, 64 Mediterranean, 142, 171
lake reed, 31 megaphanerophytes, 198
lakes, 45 Mercurialis perennis, 39
Lamium, 192 mesophanerophytes, 198
land forms, 144 methods of work, 69-77, 97
larch, 28 metre scale, no
laths, boundary, 108, no metric system, 99, 186
" layers " of vegetation, 36 mice, 167-9
leaching, 44, 62, 80, 134, 149, 173-4 microphanerophytes, 198, 199
lesser celandine, 41 migration, 49
lichens, 30, 46, 65, 142, 195 mild soils, 151, 161
life forms, 31-33, 37, 50, i8x, 192, mineral salts, 15, 60, 131

197-9 soil, 46
light, 41, 184-186 Molinia c<zmlea} 57, 60, 61
lime, 59, 80, 149, 155 monographic method, 71, 73, 95

chlorosis, 163 moor, 21, 55, 60, 63
limestone, 26, 146, 147,162, 173 plants, 62

soils, 149 moorland, 59
limiting factors, 171-2 moschatel, 40
line transect, 105, 106 "moss," 60, 61, 62, 63, 151
Hag, 3i, 36, 181 moss peat, 151
List of books and papers, 216 stratum, 37, 41, in
listing, 86, 90-92 mosses, 37, 46, 58, 65, 195
lists of species, 32, 41, 193 mountain complexes, 143
lithological character, 147 regions, 144
litmus paper, 165 top detritus, 64, 144
litter, 151 mountains, 143, 145
liverworts, 195 mounting maps and charts, 84, 109
Livingston atmometer, 138-140 mowing, 42
Lizard, The, 55 Myrica gale, 60
loams, 150, 154, 156
local climate, 142-3 nanophanerophytes, 198, 199

communities, 39 Namus stricta, 57, 61
dominance, 40 native plants, 23
species, 92 Natural History Society, 184

LcUum petennt, 57 natural vegetation, 21, 22, 28, 51, 79
nature study, 6, 177-183, 184, 192

magnesium, 150, 158, 163, 174, 213, neap tides, 66
214 needle-leaved tree, 31, 33, 197

maintenance of species, 121, 124 negative, photographic, 205, 207
manuring, 133, 158, 168, 189 New Zealand, 131
mapping, 70, 81, 82 nibbling animals, 180
maps, 70, 71, 78-80, 83-90 nitrates, 159

coloured vegetation, 70, 71 nitrification, 159
drift, 79 nitrogen, 26, 158, 159, 161
field, 83, 84, 88 nitrophilous plants, 26
vegetation, 71, 98, 193 Norfolk Broads, 53

marginal woodland species, 24, 91 North America, 32, 64, 131
maritime vegetation, 51 Northern Coniferous Forest, 54
marram grass, 65 Norway, 54
manrow, 196 notebook, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 114^
marsh, 21, 37, 45, *93 note-taking in the field, 85

salt, 39,51,66-68,94,99, *>8, 145
marshland, 59 oak, 29, 31, 36, 39, 51, 52, 55, 92, 141
master factors, 34, 42, 147 oakwood, 30, 35, 4<>, 54, 62, 63
mat grass, 57, 61 oats, 82
measurement of light, 135 Obione portwlacoides, 67
measuring rule, 86 " occasional " species, 92, 93 -

tape, roi, 114 oceanic climate, 55, 56
15
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Ofnanthc lachtmli, 68 pressing case, portable, 86
offsets (in land survey), 201 prevernal aspect, 38, 39, 41, 94
open communities, 126 primary survey, 70, 7r, 78, 80, 81-59,
optical square, 101, 200, 201 96, 98
Ordnance maps, 79, 83, 204. primrose, 38, 92, 130
organic content of soil, 154 Primula, acaulis, 38, 92
oxygen, 59, 150, 151, 174 prisere, 48

profile charts, 114
panchromatic plates, 207 programme of work, 96, 193
parasitic fungi, 166-167, 180 Protococcws, 30
pasture, 24, 34, 56, 57, 199

plants, 91, 181 quadrat charts, io8~ir4, 117, 120,
pasturing, 21, 22, 34, 42, 56, 57 194
pathsides, 91 quadrats, 87, 108, 191
peat, 58-61, 151-153 field, 189, 191
pegs, 100, 141 garden, 186-189
Fennines, 61 t list, 108
percolation, ifo. permanent, 114, 124, 125
perennials, 4% 121, 181, 197 qualitative results, 129
perpendiculars (in surveying), 200- quantitative data, 75, 76

202 methods, 75
Phalaris arundinacen, 59, 60 records, 76
phanerophytes, 198 results, 75, 129
phosphates, 150 work, 185
photography, 78, 204-208 Quevcdum roboris, 57
photosynthesis, r34, 179 senitiflora, 62
Pkmgmites comwunis, 31, 36, 59 Qtiercus robur, 51, 92
physical factors, 134 senttiflora, 51

structure of soil, 149
physiognomy of -vegetation, 31 rabbit warrens, 65
physiographic factors, 132, 133,142- rabbits, 74, 167-9

rainfall, 136, 137, 146, 147, 156, 170
pictorial effect, 205 Ranunculus, 192
pine, 50, 54i 62, 63 "rare" species, 92, 93

forest, 33 raw humus, 151, 152, 173, 174
Pinus sylvestris, 54 reaction of plants upon soil, 44

var. scotica, 54 soil, 164-165, 208-11
pioneers, 46, 48 reconnaissance, 78-81
plant association (see association) reed, common, 31, 36, 59, 60

community (see community) lake, 31
consociation (see consociation) swamp, 31, 33, 34, 59
ecology, r5, 16 . type, 33.
society (see society) relative humidity, 137

Plantago cprmopus, 67 Rhacornvtrium tonuginosum, 64.
maritima, 67 Rhanmus, 60

plantains, i8r Rhizodonium, 67
plantations, 21, 25, 28, 50, 52, 53, rhizomes, 17, 18, 125, 150, 179, 188,

62, 123, 124 199
plateaux, 61, 62 "rides," 91
plough land, 26 right-angle, determination of, 100-
PC*, 192 102, 2or

pratensis, 57 rock surfaces, 46, 145, 158
trivialis, 57 rocks, 26, 37, 46, 64, 133, 149, f5»,

poclcet lens, 86 160
flora, 86 root systems, 87, 115, 117, 125, 133,

Polytrichum, 40 165, 189
post-cHmax, 47 n. roots, 18, 37, 117, 138, 148; *5Qj
potassium, 150, 158, 162, 174 157, i8x
potential (of a solution), 209 Rumex acetosella, 160

habitats, 131 trigrcmwlatius, 66
pf& saltes, 67 numers, 17, 18, 125, 199
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surveying vegetation, 70 jassim, units of vegetation, 18, 43 ^
199-204 upland heath, 6r, 62

swine, 169
symbols, 71, 84, 88, 104, in Vactinium myrtillus, 55, 61, 160

frequency, 92 vegetation, 15, 18 passim
synecology, 28 vegetative reproduction, 121
system of note-talcing, 84, 85 vernal aspect, 38, 39
systematic botany, 192 viable seeds, 122

Viburnum opulus, 60
tapes, boundary, 102 virgin communities, 21

measuring, 102, 106 country, 23, 131 n.
taxonomy, 16, 191 forest, 21, 52, 53
teaching, 176, 177
technique, ecological, 97 Wales, 63

of charting, no Wash, The, 59
temperature, 136, 150«., 172 "wasteland," 21, 79
thermograph, 136 water content of soils, 41, 152-154
thermometers, wet and dry bulb, 137, level, 22, 58, 89, 104

138 waxy heath, 29
therophytes, 198 weeds, 24, 91, 131
Thrips, 181 n. wet soil, 29, 30, 53, 89, 193
tides, 64-68 wheat, 82
topographical maps, 78, 81, 98 willow, crack, 53
topography, 94 willows, 53
total carbonates, determination of, wind, 55, 122, 1,31«., 134, 140-142

212 windy coasts and mountains, 143
soluble material, 215 winged seeds and fruits, 50, 125

transect, belt, 108 wire-netting enclosures, 167-8
charts, 105-108, 119, 190 wood anemone, 38, 41
line, 106, 190 canopy, 22, 135

transient communities, 49 woodland, 25, 29, 30, 52, 53, 57, 63,
trees, 19 passim 79, 89, 90, 121, 193
trench, 115 floor, 22

school study of, 182, 183 plants, 22, 25, I2r, 123
Triglochin maritimwn, 67 woods, 21, 22, 35, 52, 53, 57, 9*, 93,
Trisetum flavtscens, 57 94, 121
trowel, 87 woody plants, 56
tufted plants, m
turf, 67 xerophilous vegetation, 142
turf-forming grasses, 193
" turnover " of humus, 152, 173 yew, 52, 142
"twitch," 179
TypJw, 36, 59 zonation, 98,106

angustifolia, 31 zones, 106
. 31 Zoster a, 66
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